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INTRODUCTION

The material on which this account of the Coos language is based
was collected at the Siletz reservation, Oregon, during the summer of
1909. I obtained nineteen complete myths and other texts with inter-
linear translations, and linguistic material consisting chiefly of forms,
phrases, and sentences. I have also had at my disposal a number of
texts and grammatical notes collected by Mr. H. H. St. Clair, 2d,
during the summer of 1908, which were of great assistance on many
points.

This material was obtained chiefly from James Buchanan and Frank
Drew, both of whom proved to be intelligent and reliable informants.
To the former especially I am indebted for the complete and rich
collection of myths and texts, while the latter was my chief source of
information on points of grammar and lexicography. Frank Drew's
untiring efforts and almost perfect command of English made him a
very valuable interpreter, in spite of the fact that this advantage was
offset in a great many cases by his knowledge of the Hanis and Miluk
dialects of the Coos, and by his inability to draw a dividing line
between the two dialects. Hence his information was very often con-
tradictory, and showed many discrepancies; but, on the whole, he
was found trustworthy and reliable.

In conclusion I wish to express my deep gratitude to my teacher,
Professor Franz Boas, for the many valuable suggestions made in
connection With this work, and for the keen and unceasing interest
which he has taken in me during the many years of our acquaintance.
It was at his suggestion that this work was undertaken; and its com-
pletion is due mainly to the efforts and encouragement received from
him. He it was who first imbued me with an enthusiasm for the
primitive languages of the North American continent, and the debt
which I owe him in this and in a great many other respects will be Of
everlasting duration.

CoLimu3IA UNIVERSITY,

April, 1910.



§ 1. DISTRIBUTION AND HISTORY

The Kusan stock embraces a number of closely related dialects
that were spolen by the people inhabiting (until 187) Coos bay and
the region along the Coos river. Their neighbors were Siuslauan,
Kalapuyan, and Athapascan tribes On the north they came in con
tact with the Umpqua' Indians, on the east they bordered on the
Kalapuya, while on the south they were contiguous to the Rogue
river tribes, especially the Coquelle.2 In 1857, when the Rogue river
war broke out, the United States Government, acting in self-defence,
removed the Coos Indians to Port Umpqua. Four years later they
were again transferred to the Yahatc reservation, where they
remained until 1876 On the 26th day of April, 1876, Yahatc was
thrown open to white settlers, and the Indians of that reservation
were asked to move to Siletz; but the Coos Indians, tired of the
tutelage of the United States Indian agents, refused to conform with
the order, and emigrated in a body to the mouth of the Siuslaw river,
where the majority of them are still living.

Of the two principal dialects, Hanis and Miluk,3 the latter is now
practically extinct; while the former is still spoken by about thirty
individuals, whose number is steadily decreasing As far as can be
judged from the scanty notes on Miluk collected by Mr St Clair in
1903, this dialect exhibits only in a most general way the character
istic traits of the Kusan stock Otherwise it is vastly different from
Hanis in etymological and even lexicographical respects

The name "Coos" is of native origin. It is derived from the redu-
plicated stem ku'kws SOUTH, which appears very often in phrases like
ivkukwt'8ume FROM WHERR SOUTH IS, /è'üsEni'zctc SOUTHWARDS, etc.

'Erroneously classified by Powell as part of the Yakonan family. My recent investigations show
Siuslaw to form an independent linguistic group consisting of two distinct dialeéts,Lowerumpqua
and Siuslaw. A grammatical sketch of the former dialect will be found In this volume.

'An Athapascan tribe living on the upper course of the Coquelle river
'Spoken on the lower part of the Coquelle river and commonly called Lower Coquelle

so45°Bull. 4O pt. 2-12 20 305



The Coos call their own language hã'nIs L!'ys THE HANIS TONGUE.

The present work deals with this dialect only, as sufficient material
could not be obtained for the purpose of writing a grammar of the
Miluk dialect.

Texts of myths and tales were collected by Mr. H. H. St. Clair, 2d,
and by the author of the pi esent sketch, and were published by Colum
bia University.1 All references accompanying examples refer to page
and line of that publication.

PHONOLOGY ( 2-14)

§ 2 Vowels

The phonetic system of Coos is rich and fully developed. Clusters
of consonants occur very frequently, but are void of difficult compli-
cations. The vowels show a high degree of variability, and occur in
short and long quantities The obscure vowel E is very frequent,
and seems to be related to short e and a Resonance vowels occur
very often, and are indicated in this work by superior vowels. The
dipbthongs are quite variable. Long ë is not a pure vowel, but glidea
from to 3, it can hardly be distinguished from long 3, to which
it seems to be closely related. In the same manner long ö glides
from ö to ii, and was heard often as a long 'ii-vowel.

The following may be said to be the Ooos system of vowels and
diphthongs:

Vowels 8ei-vowela Diphthongs

£
a e o u w, y ai, a's, e''
a

Short e is pronounced like e in the English word HELMET, while the
umlauted a corresponds to the open e vowel in German WAHLEN It
very often occurs as the umlauted form of long a represents the
short y-vowel so commonly found in the Slavic languages, while 'Z
indicates exceedingly short, almost obscure u ö can not occur after
the palatal surd k and fortis kI.

§ 3. Consonants

The consonantic system of Coos is characterized by the prevalence
of the sounds of the k and I series, by the frequent occurrence of

1COos TSxts, Columbia university Oontribntions to Anthropology, vol.1.

§ 2-3
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aspiration, by the abundance of long (double) consonants , 3l, i, and 7,
and by the semi-vocalic treatment of the nasals rn, n, and of the lateral
sounds (indicated in this sketch by a circle under the consonant).
Surds and sonants were not always pronounced distinctly, especially
in the alveolar series. No aspirated consonants were found besides
the aspirated t and k The fortis is pi onounced with moderate air
pressure and glottal and nasal closure.

The system of consonants may be represented as follows:

Spirant Nasal

',x
-

m, ni

Sonant Surd Fortis
Velar. (gY) q q!
Palatal - ---------- - - g, g(w) k, k(w) kI, kI (w)
Anterior palatal
Alveolar d t,t tI
Aifricative - - - - (dP),dj ts, te t8!, tel
Labial----- b p p1
Lateral
Glottal stop

L
a

LI

Aspiration
U, l, h

The glottal stop, when not inherent in the stem, may occur inde-
pendently only before 1, ni, n, and w. It always disappears before
velar and palatal sounds. The aspiration is always accompanied by a
stricture corresponding to the quality of the vovel preceding it.
After a, o, and u (and u diphthongs) it is of a guttural character; while
when following e, i-vowels, or the i-diphthongs, it becomes palatal.
It disappears before a following w or

i/ia't8 I make it 10.4 nhauw',at:I have it 18.4
fg Ztttä'nj we two trade mu-

tually 1&6
v?oaxtã'ya I am watching it lowttilyeqEm he took care 66.3

26.11
pi'Ø he went home 28.2 cipye'etc backwards, homewards

42.7
qaix qa'y?n'ya he became

afraid of it 42.3

§4. Sound Groupings

As has been stated before, clusters of consonants are extensive, but
present few complications. Whenever diulttes arise in pronoun-
cing them, there is a strong tendency, inhereat In the langua;ge, to

*4



simplify them. Thus, combinations of more than two consonants are
rare, except in cases where one of the component elements (fre-
quently the middle consonant) is m, n, or one of the lateral series.
Such combinations are made possible through the semi-vocalic charac-
ter of these consonants. I have also found pq, wex.

heig- to arrive

a'lqas fear 66.4

dE'm.9tt prairie 22.12

In the same manner initial clusters, of which m, ii, or 1 is the first
element, are syllabified by vocalization of the first consonant either
initially or terminally. A similar process takes place in clusters con-
sisting of two consonants that belong to the same group.

The only consonantic combinations that are inadmissible are those
of a t, ts or 8+rn or n.

Terminal clusters of three consonants are admissible only in cases
where one of the component elements is a consonant easily subject to
vocalization (a lateral, im or n).

'nq 7.5 qa'mlt 102.16
ytxa'ThtC1jt8 60.3 zqc&'nLt8 28.1

Terminal clusters of two consonants are confined to the combina-
tions of in+t, m+8, m+x; n+alveolar or aifricative, n+Jc, n+L;
1+ alveolar or aifricative (excepting 1 + n), 1 + ni; + I and I + te. All
other combinations are inadmissible (see §11).

The following examples of terminal sound grOupings may be given:

L1.8mt 74.19 i'lt 7.8
hata'ytm8 20.14 nitlt! 76.12
yt'xumx 122.22 tCil8
k!tnt 5.2 be"Wj
vwändf 6.8 he'wtlts 140.14
kiwtnts 96.11 to/tile! 26.26
Löwe'entc 6.1 tAelm 136.7 (St. Clair
denk 82.9 aalt 10.9
lIanL 7.1 qe'lto 6.4

An exceptional instance of a usually inadunsaible sound grouping
was found in yt'helq 20.21.

§4
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Aalqt8oI'wat she would bring it
to him 72.8

agalgstto''wat he scared him
92.20

drmste'tc through aprairie 22. 11
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All inadmissible terminal clusters are avoided through the insertion
of a (weak) vowel between the two final consonants.

Inadmissible medial clusters are avoided through the insertion of a
weak vowel or vowels:

wing- + -XEfli wind gaxrrn it is spread out 32.14
helq- + -XEm heZdqaxErn it is the end 44.14
lnq-+-a 2v ina'qa they two went down

8.4

§ 5. Accent

With the exception of the monosyllabic particles, that are either
enclitic or proclitic, each word in Coos has its stress accent, designated
by the acute mark (') or by the rising tone rendered here by -. The
former accent is not inseparably associated with any particular sylla-
ble of a word It may, especially in cases of polysyllabic stems, be
shifted freely from one syllable to another, although it is vei y possi
ble that this apparent shifting of accent may be largely due to the
rapiditiir with which the words in question were pronounced by the
natives. The circumflex accent appears mostly on the last syllable,
and may best be compared with the intonation given to the word so
in the English interrogative sentence Is THAT so l

The accent very often modifies the syllable on which it falls by
lending a specific coloring to the vowel, or by making it appear with
a long quantity This is especially the case in syllables with the
obscure vowel, which, under the influence of accent, may be changed
to an a or an e.

A very peculiar use of the accent is found in connection with the
verbal stem heZag. This stem expresses two different ideas, that are
distinguished by means of the two kinds of accent. When occurring
with the stress accent ('), he'laq denotes TO GET, TO ARRIVE; while
ke?aq with the rising tone of a expresses the idea TO CLIMB UP.

§5

dmet- dr/melt prairie 22.12
he'Zaq he arrived 20.18

LMnp- LM'iap he went through 22.11
milx- ini'lax lunch 28.15
alq-+-s ( 25) a'lgae fear 66.4
wing- + -s ( 25) wl'nqces mat, spider 58.5
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Phonetic Laws ( 8-14)

§ 6. Introductory
The phonetic laws are quite complex, and in a number of instances

show such appalling irregularities that they defy all attempts at

systematization. This is especially true of the contraction of two or
more vowels into one, and of the law of hiatus. Broadly speaking,

the phonetic processes may be said to be due to contact phenomena

and, in rare instances, to the effects of accent.

Vocalic Processes (H ''-11)
The processes treated in this division may be classified as follows:

Vocalic Harmony.
Consonantization of i- and a- diphthongs.
Contraction.
Hiatus.
Processes due to change from terminal to medial posit

§ 7. VOCALIC HARMONY

The most important phonetic law in the Coos language is the law of

vocalic harmony This tendency towards euphony is so strongly
developed in the language, that it may safely be said to be one of its

chief characteristics Its purpose is to bridge over as much as possi-
ble the difficulties that would arise in trying to pronounce in quick

succession syllables with vowels of widely different qualities The

process may be of a retrogressive or progressive character; that is to

say, the suffix may change the quality of the stem-vowel, or vice 'versa.

Only the vowels of the a- and e- series are affected by this phenomenon,

which is not always purely phonetic
The following suffixes cause a change from a to a, a process called

the i-umlaut:
- neutral § 31 -il pronominal § 46 -iye transitional § 35

'/iä'wfts I make it grow
iitscsaiZ'wat I kill him 26.22
1ihã'k!utts I draw it up

H 6-7

hä'vñ he grew up 64.24
ittsxcwe's she kills me 24.14
1 hdk/t'ye they were drawn

up 30.1



hd'k!utUs I draw it up
k!a'wat he pecks at it 20.14
kwaã'nya he knows it 26.18
pa'yat he shouted 32.1
tsxa"- to kill

'kiutt8il he draws me up
'Ijke'wIt?2 he pecks at me
kwee'niyëm they know it 24.22
L pEi'tE you must shout 32.2
t8ZYe'wE kill him! 68.3

The following suffixes change the s-vowels of the stem into a-vowels:

-ãm, a& pronominal § 46
-ãy'am distributive § 37
-anaya § 50

tcne'hen he is thinking 24.13, etctna/an.'mt I am thinking
14 of you

he'wes a lie seAawaanhi'8 you are lying to
me

ne'et it is on top 10.1 tcrnaatã'ya Tam riding (a horse)
kldes black k!laä'7am, blackish (black here

and there)
xä'ns sick 42.18 xã'nanã'ya he made him feel

sorry 42.18
ppä'ws hat 136.14 pLpa'wisanäya he made a hat

out of it
[NOTE. The suffix -anãya is composed of -eni + -äya. The long a

of -aya affects the e of -eni, and the compound suffix changes the
quality of the stem-vowel.]

Here may also belong the qualitative change of ytx' ONE and y'2'xwä
TWO into yxaM'ia ONE EACH and y'2xwaM'ia TWO EACH (see p. 374),
and changes like -

s wdläni hanL we two fight will 116.11 (wl- to fight)
qameläni'we he commenced to swim around (ml- to swim)

[Compare also the change of the possessive pronoun lii, lye, into la,
liya, when preceding stems with a-vowels (see § 98).]

Progressive assimilation occurs very frequently, and affects almost
all suffixes that have s-vowels. The following suffixes change their
s-vowels under the influence of an a-vowel of the stem:

-e auxiliary §44
-eni verbal §45
-lye transitional § 35
-etc adverbial §68
-lyawa nominal §62

BOAS] HANDBOOK OF INDIAN LANGUAGESCOOS 811

A change of a-vowels into s-vowels due to other causes is effected
by the pronominal suffixes -ii ( 46), -m ( 30), and by the imperative
-E( 43).
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nw*YtIne with blood it is (we-
tn blood) 20.6

l ntc!wä'e they with fire are
(tc!wä' fire) 42.12

hätct!en'yeqEm the story is
being told (hä'teit! story)
44.14, 15

c hewe8e'n you two are lying
28.13, 14 (he'wes lie)

qami'ye morning it got 20.4
(qalim; morning)

ã'/u &ri'ye surely a canoe it
was (x canoe) 126.10

dEmste'tc LM'uap through a
prairie he went 22.11 (dE'im-
eU prairie)

/&1Ja'WEXetc a into the house
he went (y&vä'wnv house)
28.10, 11

lOAN RTNOIIOGY (BULL. 40

jU nk'ã'/ia they with ropes are
(k/a rope) 46.9

nini'2agce with an arrow he is (mf'-
?aq arrow) 20.18

1 qanatcani'waq they began to
make fun (qdnatc joke) 50.12

ttl kwä'xaLau they are making
bows (kwã'xaL a bow)

rjhainahä'ya I active became (luzi'-
na active)

u2öwãjahã'ya I happened to want
it (döwa- to desire)

tk/w'l wã1patc he dove into the
water (Fap water) 26.27.

i!tã'ate texawl'yat on the ground
he put it down (L!tã earth,
ground) 36.20, 21

The same progressive assimilation may have taken place in the
change of the transitive suffix -'wat into ..Ouwat (seep. 337) whenever
suffixed to stems ending in u-diphthongs.

tkweLë"wa he is following zjteaaiZ'wat I kill him (t&rau to kill)
him 22.2 26.22

tntcn"wat I am thinking w2o'wat you are looking for it
(of him) (wt- to look for something) 54.3

Another assimilatory process of this type is the change of the par-
ticle l into el (hel) after a preceding n or L (see p. 388).

U good, indeed 5.3 in hel not so! 42.23
ZE'yi yü'Lel good it would be

indeed 70.5

In spite of this great tendency towards euphony, numerous instances
will be found showing an absolute lack of vocalic harmony. Whether
these cases are the result of imperfect perception, due to the rapid
flow of speech or to other causes, cannot be ascertained with any
degree of certainty.

§ 8. CONSONANTIZATION OF I- AIW U- DIPETHONGS

The i and u of diphthongs are always changed into the semi-vocalic
consonants y and w when they are followed by another vowel.

§8



'k!t + -,e

hen + -iye

(3) Long ë or are

-en + -aya
pLpä'weni he i

hat
-n + -ãwas

l hä'Jc!Ut'ye they were drawn up
30.1

he'niye a while 42 11 (he'hen
many times 88 1)

contracted with a following a into long a or ë.

-anaya (see § 50)
s making a pzpawsa'naya he is making a hat

out of it
-nwas (see § 59)

EOASI HANDBOOK or IlThTAlq LANG1:JAGECoos 818

The oniy exception to this rule occurs in cases where the diphthong
is contracted with the following vowel (see § 9).

pnö'wai whale 30.10 pEnth'wayitc a whale with 88.30
i2x ta'qai they two are living hdlaq lE ma tla'qayetc he came

24 1 to the people (who) lived (there)
36.12, 13

t!Ec>?Fta flint point ntfEc'tawe lB Qm'laq flint points
have the arrows 62.27

Lo'- to eat öwã'was food 22.14
uIjW','11XU head 30 14 XL 1ts xvyt'ucawtc she hit him over

the head 66.5, 6
ku perhaps + s we two kwfs let us two 26.15

§ 9 CONTEACTION

In Coos the contraction of two vowels immediately following each
other is so uncertain that it is difficult to formulate any rule that
would cover all irregularities The main difficulty lies in the fact
that contraction of vowels, and hiatus, seem constantly to interfere
with each other. The following rules may be said to apply in all
cases

Two vowels belonging to the v series are contracted into a long ü
Xte4't+jZL XtCi'tcuL how would (it be) 5.2
yku + iL y'iZL perhaps it would (be) 17.7

Two long i-vowels are contracted into a long .

(4) Vowels of very short quantities are usually contracted with the
following vowels of longer quantities, regardless of quality. The
quality of the longer vowel predominates in such amalgamations. In
the process of contraction, an Ii preceding the second vowel disappears.

0E + canz a particle denoting certain
expectation (see § 90)

t81 + iaflL tsanL only then shall. . . 78.15
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An exception to this rule is found in the case of the 'u-vowels, which

te!xa + -a

JjjUmä'k.e + -e

helmi + -

* 10

kwaa'njahã'ya (they) came to
know it 102.29

rtnehs''e I came to be (the one)
.nL'nehi'ye joined together it be-

came 13.4
nt$i'wa' ha 1E kwã'xaL (covered)

with skin is the bow 62.27, 28
s2x nhiimä'/eehe they two with

wives are 42.15
he1m'Ms next diLy 6.7

change a following h into a w.

yiZ + he yuwe' whenever 16.6
teö then wwd as soon as 52.14

An interesting case of contraction is presented by the amalgamation
of the personal pronouns and the negative particle n

V' 1 + 5Th NOT is contracted into
e THOU + ;ii NOT is contracted into en

WE TWO + im NOT is contracted into xwsn
1m WE + 5Th NOT is contracted into ln
Cn YOU + n NOT 15 contracted into n

ni tctc la t8xau'wat not I how that one (to) kill it 62.21
ë IianL dil you not will (be) something 10 5
wwt'n kwaã'niya we two not know it 120 23
?1n cans xtcAtc sqate we (can) not seize her 56.18
ei /eell)'wat you not forget it 40.18

Following are examples of uncontracted negative forms

n kwaa'nya they two (did) not know it 22 9, 10
in ktlö'wtt they (did) not see it 32.3

§ 10. HIATUS

The same uncertainty that exists in the case of contraction of vowels
is found in the law of hiatus. Broadly speaking, it may be said that
the coming together of two vowels of like quantities and qualities is
avoided by means of infixing a weak h between them Two vowels of
dissimilar quantities and qualities are kept apart by means of the
accent.

Examples of insertion of 'h:

kwaã'niya + -dya

'ne + '-aye
SL'n + -/e



lIit'Lato elder brother 72.27
e'k'thte father 20.25
Za'xj mud 52.10

u7Jmts I marry her

This change from a terminal to
the dropping of a whole syllable.

mtLkwi'/ätc younger brother
72.1

On the whole, Coos shows a marked tendency toward clustering of
consonants in medial position. Thus, when a suffix beginning with a
long vowel is added to a stem that has already been amplified by
means of a suffix whose initial vowel is weak, the vowel of the first
suffix is dropped, and its consonants are combined with the final con-
sonants of the stem into a cluster.

1äitci'yas elder brothers
e/Ltc'ilya8 fathers
xiLsa'Etc with mud 52.13
/Umtst&'wat he married 26.14

a medial position effects sometimes

tl mtLkw't'tctn they are younger
brothers (mutually) 84.20

§ 11
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Examples of division by means of accent:

ZE + -Uc vle'te iiat8 with it he spoke 16.2
.L!tã +-atc L!tã'ato lem'yat into the ground

he stuck it 64.1

§ 11. PROCESSES DUE TO CRANGE FROM TERMINAL TO MEDIAL
POSITION

Terminal consonantic clusters are avoided by inserting a weak vowel
between two consonants standing in final position (see § 4). But as
soon as a suffix is added to a stem thus expanded, changing the cluster
from a terminal to medial position, the inserted vowel is dropped, and
the consonants are combined into a cluster.

mi'ax lunch 28.15 mxa'nEm lunch make me 114.5
dx'rnsit prairie 22.12 dEmste'tc LM'ap to the prairie

he came 22.11
LMap he went through 22.11 '2x LMnpi'ye they two came

through 112.1
a'l9as fear 66.4 alqsVya they two are afraid of

it 7.5
hä'tct! story 20.2 1iätct!en'yeqEm a story is being

told 44.14, 15
tci'lats he was astonished tot'lt8vEm he was astonished 128.

22.28 15
kwã'xaL bow 60.14 2x mkwã'xLa they two have bows

12.9
mt'lat he swam 30.7 mi'ltEqEm he swam (out) 100.16
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tluwe'ztcts heart 5.3 tlfi'tct,9.itc Zo'ptats in his heart she
was boiling 108.27

ni'yat he took him home a,w'ta epitä"nt .6anL we two thee
30.13 take home will 126.19, 20

Another effect due to this law is the weakening of the vowel of the
syllable immediately preceding the suffix. This change takes place
regularly when two or more suffixes have been added to one and the
same stem.

LMnpt8öU'wat he takes him Lhtnpts'wttfi he takes me
through through

hfi'mtstsO''wat he is marrying eViiUmtstsöwttã'mt hanL I marry
them 26.14 thee will 184.6

Consonantic Processes ( 12-14)

12. TYPES OF CONSONANTIC PROCESSES

Consonantic changes are few in number, and due to contact phe-
nomena. The following are the processes affecting consonants:

(I) Consonantic euphony.
(2) Simplification of doubled consonants.

§ 13 CONSONANTIC EUPHONY

This law affects the palatal sounds only, and results from a strong
tendency, inherent in the language, to assimilate, whenever possible,
the consonants of the k-series to the character of the preceding or
following vowels As a consequence of this tendency, ' vowels are
invariably followed or preceded by the anterior palatals, while 'u-
vowels change a following palatal into a sound with a u tinge (a
labialized k).

ld'nAr river 14.6 tsä'yux' small 20 5
wixi'ls food 14.7 mdluku paint 10.2

M'l1k quiver 66.26 cewi'uwu head 30.14
xnek hair 50.3 mëlä'/euku salmon heart 34.25
g1rng'ms rain gö's all 9.3

Instances are not lacking where actual palatalization has taken
place, or where an anterior k has been changed into a palatal k so as
to conform to the character of the vowel following it.

k!a'lat he shouted 36.7 qakeleni'we 2 mëm they began to
shout 24.22

k.'a'wat he pecks at it 20.9 k!e'w1tm some one is pecking
§* 12-13



ha'kat he crawled 32.12
tka'lmt8 he sinks it
kIxa'ye'es he is talking

to him 30.23

pkdk grandfather 28.19
ta1iã'lk quiver 66.26
aiyj'axatc uncle
kumã'x horn 86.25

x1a'ktc crawlingly 32.10
(a) deep place 84.24

k Ise'Em ye'es talk to me

pka'kate grandfather 30.6
tahã'li/atc into the quiver 116.19
axã'x uncle 34.9
nkumã'xa it has a horn 88.7

The only cases of consonantic assimilation that occur in Coos are
the changes of sonants into surds, under the influence of a following
surd.

ydbas maggots 40.12 xya'ba.g yaptt'tsa lä . . . maggots
ate up his . . . (literally, mag-
goted his . . . ) 40.6

bsk e'tc jt'ctumx he had it (the pEsi'k ä'tsem a cup give me 68 17
water) in a cup 128.25

§ 14 SIMPLIFICATION OF DOUBLED CONSONANTS

Doubled consonants are simplified in consequence of the tendency
to avoid the clustering of too many consonants. The process consists
in the simplification of a long (doubled) consonant, when followed by
another consonant. Owing to the fact that only 1, m, n, and y appear
in doubled (long) quantities, they are the only consonants that are
affected by this law.

nitZat he swam 30.7
tc'Zats he was astonished

22.28
Lht'Iap he went through 22.11
nmà'hemet it is (crowded) with

people 20.1

mVltEqEni he swam (out) 100.16
tct'ltSEZEm he was astonished 128.

15
LMn,pt8öu'wat he took him through
cim?i'hentitc like a person 30.22,23

§ 15. GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

All grammatical categories and syntactic relations in Coos are
expressed by means of one of the five following processes:

Prefixation.
Suffixation.
Reduplication.
Syntactic particles.
Phonetic changes.
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The number of prefixes is very small, and by far the majority of
grammatical ideas are expressed by means of suffixes and syntactic
particles. Reduplication, although frequently resorted to, is used to
express only a limited number of categories; while the phonetic
changes are very rare, and exhibit a decidedly petrified character.

§ 16. IDEAS EXPRESSED BY GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

All stems seem to be neutral, and their nominal or verbal character
depends chiefly upon the suffixes with which they are used. Conse-
quently two different suffixes - one of a verbal and the other of a
nominal character - may be added to the same stem, nominahzing or
verbalizing it, according to the requirements of the occasion In the
following pages a distinction is made between verbal and nominal
stems, which is based solely upon the sense in which the stem is used.

All prefixes express ideas of an adverbial character.
By far the majority of verbal suffixes indicate ideas of action and

such concepts as involve a change of the subject or object of the
verb. Hence ideas indicating causation, reciprocity, reflexive action,
the passive voice, the imperative, etc., are expressed by means of suf-
fixes. The pronouns denoting both subject and object of an action
are indicated by suffixes Only semi temporal ideas, such as the
1nhoative, frequentative, and transitional stages, are expressed by
means of suffixes; while' the true temporal concepts are indicated
by syntactic particles. Instrumentality and agency are also indicated
by suffixes.

AU local relations are expressed by nominal suffixes. Abstract
concepts are formed by means of suffixes

Ideas of plurality are very little developed, and, with the exception
of a few suffixes, are expressed by different verbal and nominal stems.
Distributive plurality occurs very often, especially in the verb, and
is indicated by suffixes or by reduplication. Reduplication expresses,
furthermore, continuation, duration, and repetition of action.

A great variety of concepts are expressed by syntactic particles,
especially ideas relating to emotional states and to degrees of certainty.

In the pronoun, three persons, and a singular, dual, and plural, are
distinguished. Grammatical gender does not exist. The first person
dual has two distinct forms, one indicating the inclusive (I AND nou)
and the other the exclusive (I AND HE).
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The demonstrative pronoun shows a variety of forms, but does not
distinguish sharply between nearness or remoteness in relation to the
three pronominal persons.

The numeral is very well developed, exhibiting special forms for the
ordinal, multiplicative, and the distributive, which are indicated by
means of suffixes

The syntactic structure of the Coos sentence is very simple, and is
characterized by the facility with which the different parts of speech
may shift their position without changing in the least the meaning of
the sentence. Incorporation and compound words are entirely absent,
and the various parts of speech are easily recognizable through their
suffixes.

MORPHOLOGY ( 17-95)

Prefixes ( 17-24)

The number of prefixes is small Three of the six prefixes found
in this language - namely, the local, discriminative, and modal x- -
must have originally expressed one general idea incorporating these
three concepts, because the phonetic resemblance between these suf-
fixes is too perfect to be a mere coincidence. In addition to these
prefixes, the article and the personal pronouns may be treated in this
chapter, as they are loosely prefixed to the nominal (or verbal) stems,
and in a great many cases form a phonetic unit with the words that
follow them.

§ 17 The Artwles 1E and hE
The article lE, or hE, is used in the singular and plural alike, and

may denote a definite or indefinite object The definite article
indicates an object that actually exists or that is intimately known
to the speaker. No fixed rules can be given for the occurrence of
the two different forms l and hE, but the following general prin-
ciple may be said to hold good: hE tends to occur at the beginning of
a sentence and after words ending in vowels, dentals, and sibilants;
while ZE occurs in all other cases.

hE hata'yfms (1) mfxsã'w (2) k!a'wat (3) hE to'qrna. (4) the wood-
pecker is pecking at (3) the lucky (2 money (1) 20.15

M'n 8tö'q ZE d'lö1 there stood the young man 22.27
wänj tthWhemi hE di'lö thus was thinking the young man

24.13,14
e'ñeA Z.s i/ta sticking out was the earth 6.7 § 17



§ 17

The article very often performs the function of the personal pro-
noun of the third person singular, and in such cases is to be rendered
by HE, SHE, or IT.

hdit is he'laq is w'nqas d temt'snate (in order) to gamble he
arrived, the spider's grandson 66.20, 21

liE tsj'tsj he was killed 96 14

The article has a general nominalizmg function, and when prefixed
to adverbs, adjectives, etc., gives them the force of nouns.

hE qous di L yEai's tsxawi'yat everything separately he put down
48 18, 19

90U8 dZ lai'tset hEx kwWna'te (of) everything was started the
appearance (i. e., everything began to have its present appear-
ance) 12.7

hE qa'LtEs the length
ma l is ehe'nte ma yã'lani surely, (whatever) the far-off people

were talking 66.13
la's hdf2 lew'lez is ele'Löht8 that (was) their sweat-house, which

you found 62.25
fl'ne itE is eedowayExtais qc'wci I am the one whom you wanted

last mght 50 25, 26

In some mstances the article is prefixed to the personal pronoun of
the third person singular for the sake of emphasis

ta is'xä la qats t'nsx and he, he was just alone 68.2
a is t'lxa lao pEnLö'wai thw?Ywat and they, they whale are

eating 130.13

It is also prefixed for the same purpose to the demonstrative pro-
noun lao

lElau qaL!axe?ri'we these began to flop around 17.6
qante ZEta" ?aa'yam wherever these went 22.17, 18

In certain local phrases the article prefixed to the whole and fol
lowed by the local term very often expresses local relation

hE dE'n8U ntee'ne'ns ha" t42"qtsu at the edge (of) the prairie they
sat down 22 15

hE tskua''iJis nhaj" stö'wwj at the lower part (of) the fir-tree he
stood up 26.17

(For the article as a possessive prefix, see § 98.) -
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There is no special form for the third person singular, which is
expressed by the mei e stem or by the article

he'1s L111 nk tlO'wtt big something I saw 62 21
tst eeqaFqcd merely you are sleeping 68 19
a'yu to'h/&t8 indeedt he hit it 13 3
s aWeanl hanz we (two) will play 38 11

ma xwtn wutxal'yat a man we (two) brought home 128.8
tsö to now you two (are) well 120 20
ã'yu t2x surely they two went down mto the water 54 16

n p1X p1 hanL we will go home 120 21
cm sqat8 /tanL tE to wa1 you will seize that fire 40 18, 19
asô' tel U wu'txe again here they returned 30.5

The second persons dual and plural for the imperative form of
intransitive verbs are te and omnee respectively, instead of to and cm

tcer stouq you two stand up! 120.15
tst'x tI leer dfl here you two come! 82 13
elner oq you get up! 30.19

But compare
to henil'yE you two lay him baret 24 10

to q'mt'tsE this you two eatt 120 16
tel elm L tel/yE ten k e'?a there you put this my handt 80 19

The pronoun of the third person plural (Ii) very often precedes
the article or the possessive pronoun of the third person singular in
order to emphasize the idea of plurality

gou8 di1 lan to tle11wat, tilE mela'kuku, tilE ptscm, tilE mt'luxcts
everything he is drying,the salmon heaits the gills, the tails
34 25, 26

3045°Bull. 40. pt. 2-12--21

Singular ......... lstperson
2d person
3dpersoxk -

Dual .........
inclusive
Exclusive2dperson .........
3d persop

Is-

(ix-

Plurai.......... I1st person
2dpexson

I 3d person
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§ 18. The Fersanal Froou#

The following are the personal pronouns in Coos:
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xWitc pi' yap lii a, la Are'la, la Axla with it she painted their
faces, their hands, their feet 122.7

The numerical particle i?ki BOTH very often precedes the dual pro-
nouns in order to emphasize the idea of duality.

t8ö i'ki axa'ntc 'üx x1'ntset now both (of them) got on top 14.1

In the same way the particle qö ALL is placed before the plural
forms in order to bring out the idea of plurality.

laB goBs wandj ? L!ä'sinm these all that way are talking 50.9, 10

As has been remarked before, the pronouns are loosely prefixed
enclitics. They form no integral part of the word, although with a
few exceptions they precede immediately the noun or verb to which
they belong. They are always placed before the prefixes enumerated
in §*19-24.

'ki 2x ikwã'xia both of these have bows (literally, both they
two [are] with bows) 12.9

tsö ?tqaLowL'we now I commence to eat
to xqantcii'wt.s you two from what place (are)? 126.14
1? k !axa'ap they have no water (literally, they [are] without

water) 38.2

The personal pronouns are contracted with the negative particle n
into n I NOT, en THOU NOT etc. (see § 9). The prefixed personal pro-
nouns are also used in the formation of transitive subject and object
pronouns (see § 46).

§ 19. Inchoative qa-

This prefix denote the commencement of an action. The verb to
which it is prefixed takes, with a few exceptions, the suffixes -we or
-iye (see § 32, 35).

ã'yu qathwilwe indeed (she) commenced to eat 24.11
gatc4neheni'we (he) began to think 20.7

s qaweläni'we they two commenced to fight
tsO x qayuwat'ye now they two commenced to travel 12.6
qamil'ye (he) commenced to swim 30.3

When prefixed to an impersonal verb or to a noun with a verbal
force, the suffix is omitted.

lä L!ahã'was laB qa'xtB her garments (these) commenced to get
stiff 110.3

qaytxumata'ts (he) commenced to travel around (literally, [he] corn-
menced the traveling) 32.10

§ 19
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§ 20. J?rivative k'!ä-

It has the same function as the English suffix -LESS. With the
possessive pronoun, it expresses ABSENCE (p. 399).

U iätc!wä'l they (have) no fire 38.1

k !d'tetc mt'lat (she) swam around naked (lit., without clothes) 86.1
k !ä1uwã'was mttslt'!,le suddenly she became pregnant (literally,

without delay she became pregnant) 10.7

Adverliiat n-

This prefix may be rendered by N, AT, TO, ON, WITH. When pre-
ceded by the article or those pronouns that end in a vowel, it is suf-
fixed to them, and the unit thus obtained is loosely prefixed to the
noun. The same rule applies to the discriminative and modal x-.

a'wtt 1E ma nL!ta'yas he killed (all) the people in the village
112.9, 10

a'yu yu'kwe lan yixd'wEx surely he came ashore at his house (and
not lii nytxa'wEx) 36.6

Lowt'tat hE d'lôl lal nm'ke ran the young man to that basket
28.27

nxala'wjs lax' he'&zq with heat she arrived 24.9

n- in the sense of WITH very often exercises the function of our
auxiliary verb TO HAVE, ro BE. In such cases the noun to which it is
prefixed takes the verbal suffix -e or -a (see § 44).

nwt'tne lä lcuha'yeq his excrements are bloody (literally, with
blood [are] his excrements) 20.6, 7

is nMmä'kehe we two have wives (literally, we two with wives
are) 10.9

näant ma law te!pa'yaw nk!ã'ha many people have braided ropes
(literally, many people those braided with ropes are) 46.8, 9

ntc!a'ha d1l animals (lit., with "walkers" something [that is]) 46.1

Locative x-
The prefix x- signifies FROM.

xqante law s't/'tsa from where that one scented it 22.24

xqal tqanLt8 from below he strikes it 28.1

When prefixed to nouns, the nouns usually take the adverbial suffix
-to IN (see § 67).

xkwile'Lëte 'iidj I came from the sweat-house (literally, from In
the sweat-house I came)

§ 20-22
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In some cases the nouns take, instead of the suffix -ëtc, the adver-
bial prefix n (see § 21)

1ia'lkwt hE kId .6iks n!w'nts he took the rope off his iec1 8.23
(literally, he took off the rope his from on neck)

§ 23. Discriminat'ive x-

The prefix x- occurs very often with the subject of transitive verbs,
and denotes the performer of the action (For x preceded by the
article or pronoun, see § 21)

Ma$ tö'Mts hEX d'lö1 almost hit it the young man 20 20, 21
kw'la" hat'xts 1EX mtcL't8i'natc ice made the father in law 26 2728
ciiyilxë da'mil la& ha'lqat one man to him came 15 5
in kwad'niya lEX w'nqa8 hil''nik not knew it the Spider Old-

Woman 58 9, 10

x is always prefixed to the subject of the sentence when the
sentence contains both subject and object, or when the person
spoken to may be in doubt as to which noun is the subject of the
sentence

MZ1m$t$ö1Lwat lEX di'löl ZE yd'xwa hii"mcilk e married the young
man the two women 26 14

kl'wtt hE wtxi'lts 1EW hitu'ms saw the food the woman 64.16, 17
k 'aO'wit ZEX ck'mt ZE ,a'nis saw the husband the sick (man)

128.11, 12
$qa'ts Mi hü&'mk 7EX wal seized that old woman grizzly bear

102 21, 22

x is never omitted as a prefix when the subject of the sentence
is an animal, an inanimate object, or any part of speech other than a
noun.

xcxtmi kl'wttfi the bear saw me (but cwmi ¶tkiö'wt I saw
the bear)

wya'bas yapti'tsa la p'hk & maggots ate up his anus 40 6, 7
ak a'nak hePita hEx x owa'ya8 sticking out is (the) tongue the snake

42.1, 2
X'bfl8'E8 Ms tsxaff'wat cold (weather) nearly killed him 32 7
xw'tt ntö'httsii some one hit me
ni kwaã'niya xwit I don't know who (it is)

LOpt'tetc alone (they) got into (the) basket
34.19, 20

lala" iö'tã'ya that is the one (who) watched it 94 6
§ 23
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in 1E'yi o,kwt'na'tc it does not look good (literally, not good [the
manner of] looking M.18

xnäant lax' LöVXLO&Fwax many (persons) her were clubbing 80.4, 5

- is always prefixed to the vocative cases of nouns when they
are used with the possessive pronouns. This is due to the desire on
the part of the speaker to avoid ambiguity or obscurity of meaning.

tã'i REX hü"mIs halloo, my wife! 54.2
edji REX dä'mt you come, my husband! 70.16

1otiyEXtä'8 hanL flEX ci't!ã you shall take care of me,
pet! 86.20.21

edji flEX temä'm4s you come, my grandsons 82.12,13
nEx k!ö'la sit down, my father

While the vocative cases (especially for nouns expressing terms of
relationship) have special forms, the omission of the discriminative
prefix could nevertheless obscure the meaning of the sentence, as the
possessive pronoun coincides with the form for the personal pronoun.

Thus, if in the sentence e6Lö'/' REX k!O'la, the REX k!ö'la were
deprived of its discriminative prefix, it might mean ou SIT DOWN. I
(AM THE) FATHER. Since, however, the action is to be performed by
the person addressed (in this particular instance, "the father"), it is
discriminated by the prefix x-. Such an ambiguity can not occur in
sentences where the vocative is used without the possessive pronoun,
where the prefix is consequently omitted.

eeLoJpkaIk. you sit down, grandfather! 108.14
milxa' ThEm L ü'mã make me (necessarily) lunch, grandmother!

114.5

§ 24. Modal and Instrumental x-
This prefix may be best translated by IN THE MANNER OF. Its

function is the same as that of our English suffix -LY. There is an
etymological relation between this suffix and the discriminative and
locative x-, although I was unable to ascertain its exact nature. The
suffix -te is frequently added to stems preceded by the modal prefix
x.(see § 36).

xLowe'entc k!w'nts entirely Löwe'entc LowZ'tat all (seals) ran
he swallowed her 102.23 (into the water) 56.9, 10

wte'toii exdla how are you? teAPtcüyee we'"tcfs what do you
(literally, in what way you think? (literally, what your
do?) 36.13 heart?) 6.9; 7.1

xqa'lyeq?tc kwna'?wat as salmon they look ipon it (literally,
in the manner of salmon they see it [qa'lyeq salmon]) 130.1.4
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xpiye'etc qalnuwdni'we backwards she commenced to pull them
(literally, in the manner of going home [p"pi he goes home])
80.8, 9

in nã'yuwitc a't8a a small amount she gave her (literally, not in
the manner of enough ã'yu sure enough]) 64.21

ija' wits hEX tPci'tc I finished shoving (literally, I finished in the
manner of . .

This prefix is used frequently to express the idea of instrumen-
tality. The noun is then usually followed by the adverbial suffix
-Etc (see § 'TO). The idea of instrumentality is here so closely inter-
woven with that of modality, that the instrumental use of a modal
prefix is very natural.

k!wint xrni'laEtc he shot at him with an arrow (literally, he shot
at him in the manner of an arrow) 22.16

paã'hit hE Löptt xqa'lyeqEtc full (was) the basket with salmon 36.1
ZEX t$7J/fla'AEtC L!ä'ts with the thunder language he spoke 18.9
smike' Etc töwitin'ye by means of a basket he was dropped down

28.9,10
Suffixes (§ § 25-80)

§ 2. General Remarks
The number of suffixes in Coos is quite small when contrasted with

the numerous suffixes found in some of the neighboring languages.
This number appears even smaller when we take into consideration
the compound suffixes that consist of two, and in some cases of three,
independent suffixes A still more sweeping reduction may be obtained
through an etymological comparison between the different suffixes.
There can be little doubt that if the language, in its present status,
would lend itself to an etymological analysis, many suffixes, appar-
ently different in character and even in form, could be shown to
be derived from one common base. Thus it is safe to say that the
suffix -t primarily had a general verbal character, and that all the
other suffixes ending in -tare derived from this original form. This

assertion is substantiated by the fact that the present transitive suffix
-ts is added to a number of stems that have already been verbalized by
the general verbal -t suffix, and that the causative passive suffix -et is
always preceded by the transitive -t or -te (see § 26).

In the same manner it may be said that -s was the general suffix
indicating nouns, and that all nominal suffixes ending in -e eventually
go back to this nominal suffix.

§ 25



*4 general verbal
*4 transitive
-ts transitive
-eet causative passive
-et causative passive

? neutral
-ãyu, -yu, -yu passive
-äa passive participle
-yawa (l) agency

general distributive

-ni distributive
-dni distributive
-tn distributive
-Myiz distributive
* modal (?)
-u transitional
-ü present passive
-ü transitive subject and object

pronoun
-ü reflexive plural

§ 25
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This theory of a close etymological connection between the different
suffixes is practically proven by a comparison of the various adverbial
suffixes ending in -to. Such a comparison will show that all these suf-
fixes must have been derived from one universal form, which may be
reconstructed as 'Furthermore, all the suffixes expressing distri-
bution have the element n- in common, which consequently may be
regarded as the original suffix conveying the idea of distiibutive plu-
rality; the more so, as in the following instances n- actually denotes
distribution.

ke'la hand 48.17 ke'lnatc 1tö''ortts he rubbed her
in his hands (literally, with each
of his hands he rubbed her)
108.20, 21

dj2 it came 52.8 ZE dfl't they came (singly) 52.17
ktsas ashes ktst'smEtc lpt'ttt tet with ashes

he marked himself tall over]
28.16

ctne tt'kE you stand! 122.10 tsEL'më '2x tt'kne side by side they
two were standing 62.22

There also seems to be an etymological connection between the suf-
fix denoting neutral verbs and the suffixes expres8ing the passive
voice, although in this case the relation is not as transparent as in the
instances mentioned above; and there may have also existed an original
relation between the verbal suffixes that end in -ii.

The following list will serve to illustrate better the theory set
forth in the preceding pages. The forms marked with an asterisk (*)
represent the reconstructed original suffixes, while the other forms
indicate the suffixes as they appear to-day.

VERBAL SUFFIXES
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NOMINAL SUFFIXES

genoral nominal *40 general adverbial
- nominal -to modsi verbal
-ES, -tEa abstract -tc (?) suffix of relationship
-ants abstract -etc local
Swas abstract ëtc, ito local and modal nominal
në)was abstract ewttc local
-nts verbal noun -Etc instrumental
-si verbal noun
- local
- ordinal

All suffixes may be classified into two large groups as verbal and
nominal suffixes, that is to say, as suffixes that either verbalize or
nominalize a given neutral stein. I have included adverbial suffixes
in the latter group, on account of the intimate relation between nom-
inal and adverbial forms.

Verbal &.ffixes ( 26-55)

TRANSITIVE SUFFIXES ( 26-27)
§ 26 Transitive -t, -ts

4. This suffix may have been originally the verbal snffix par
excellence. It points out nOt only the active, transitive idea, but also
presence of the thject of a trauitive action. it has frequently a
causative meaning It transforms impei sonal or passive verbs into
transitives, and verbalizes any other part of speech it is usuftily
suffixed to the bare verbal stenis whenever these end iii a vowel, nasal
rn, n, or lateral; in all other -cases it is preceded by a or t, making the
suffix at or tt No phonetic rule has been discovered that will sbO%v
when at or tt ought to be used It may, however, be suggested that
-at denotes transitive actions not yet completed, while tt designates
a finished, transitive action These connectives disappear when other
suffixes ai e added to the transitive t

rtj?cilt I blow it away pE hE di'löl blew aWay the young
man 26.21

nk /U'Xwit 1 lose it k IUXW&' le"tke d4'ntl got lost then
(dual) husband 22.9

xpi itburned down 58.12
cvqeltc slowly 17.7
Li'kwi blanket 84.8

ijarptt I burned it
iqa'Ztctt I slacken it
tei LThwtt lal hümI'kca there

covered (them) that old wo-
man (with blankets) 82.14

§ 26
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ã'apate wwa'1it into the thwa'hai l 'lol ran tho young
water she runs 56.8 man 78.27

etlö'kwU hanLawe you will l'wakU lightning 18.
make lightning 18.7

la's qanO'tca l'nuwIt. is ã'ia l'nuvfi very much 98.28
that one outside (it) pulled,
the child 11.1, 2

1? tya'ait I am talking about wändj ya'iaat thus they are talk-
them ing 56.18

qaml he bit her 100.10
y'ceen L!xn.t once she examined it 86.18
k!wãant he heard it 24.8

L!nOut Ith tc/I'iE I opened the door 74.9
qai'ctc haIL yiZ'wit into small pieces that thing they divided it

130.26
jha'mLt I float it
mu'xwt la kxia she felt for ryinv'ccwat I am feeling it

her foot 80.21
litc!ptt I braided a rope tc!pat I am braiding a rope
wt'uwt hE tsEt8e'kwn he w''?t .1 am looking (around)

looked for the cane 28.18

au'qat hE k!'iã'was he took off the shirt 78.11, 12

There are a few stems denoting intransitive ideas that occur with
this suffix.

p'nat ZE we'hei shaking was the stomach 58.24
kwtlt (the bow) was bent 64.3

-ts. This suffix has the same function as the prevtously dicnssed
4. Not the slightest difference could be detected in the use of these
two phonetically different suffixes.

-te is either suffixed directly to stems ending in a vowel, nasal (en., n),
or a lateral, or it is connected with the stem by means of a ot f The
only phonetic law that I was able to observe in reference to the tWo
connecting vowels, is that t can never serve as a connective between
the suffix -ts and a verbal stem ending in the velar surd q.

tsöU'XLts I greased it tsOwe'zi. grease 122.6
iai'nts I cool it vtqai'na I am cold
lixa'lt8 I made him warm xa'i'ia she became heated 108.26
%hä'wIts ZE tcici'm2 I grew hä'w hE tccWn2 (it) grew up, the

the spruce-tree spruce-tree
zJktts she poured it 102.12 zJk' it spilled 172.14
?pöU'kwts I made him a slave pO''kws slave



gUS qante laB ptilyEx everywhere
it is scattered 46.16

U t?a'qai they were living (liter-
ally, sitting) 84.20

Vlt't8 I painted it

2a, in nt'xttëm those two no
one touched 122.25

?jhdk!wat I draw it up rt/idk/'tits I draw it up
lt'eat hE .& !tã shaking is the rjlt'ettts I shake it

earth 16.2
§ 26
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hüulmIst.s I marry (her)
te!wä'lete tsa'cets in the fire

he held him down 106.5
n 'lxat8 not he looked at it

40.17
't2v la'ats ZE hurnä'k/e they

two went over (the water)
the women 128.4

ppPilxats I scatter it

pökw'ln! tf'lqats opposite
one another he set them
down 112.12

lta'ts I am painting it
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h'mfs woman 70.3
t8Ir here 106.8

tö elx now you look 17.3

Ia he' went (intransitive) 22.18

There are a few stems that, in spite of this transitive suffix, are
sometimes translated as intransitive verbs.

in Löwa'1at8 she was not home (literally, not she was sitting)
(Lö&J to sit [down]) 58.7

katE'mts qa'lyeq la'at8 lan Lo'ptt five salmon got into his basket
34.23 (but k/a hanL yeen k!w'nts i0tla' ate a rope I'll put around
thy neck 94.12)

paats tE qEma'tIs full (is) that fish-basket 36.7 (butpaat8 ZE yxä'wEx
lEcI3 te!lã'yaB qa'l/eqEte he filled the house with dried salmon
36.3,4)

gUs mt'lätc he qa'yaut8 he always becomes afraid (of it) 126.1

That the transitive -t was originally a general verbal suffix, may best
be demonstrated by the circumstance that in a number of instances
neutral stems are verbalized by means of the suffix -ts, after they had
previously been changed into verbs by means of the -t suffix. This
double verbalization may be explained as due to the fact that the verbal
function of the -t suffix was so conventionalized that it had become
entirely forgotten.

mu'riwt she felt for it 80.21 eEmuxtttsãmt han. I want to feel of
you 108.18

?ty'i'Lwit I rub it tl yI'xttt he"Utet they rub them-
selves 52.13

nt'xttts he touched him 106.20
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27. Causative -iyat

This suffix is always added to the bare stem of intransitive or neutral
verbs. Stems ending in the palatal surd k or palatal spirant x pala-
talize these final consonants (see § 13).

BOAS]

ã'yupii'yat 1ä tö'mtL indeed,
he took home that old man
30.13

L!tã'atc tsceawi'yat on the
ground he laid (them) down
36.20, 21

ijkwtli'yat tE k!wä'st. I roll.
that ball

ä'yu L !tci'yat 6E ä'la surely
he took out the child 12.1

dI'l ?ai'yctt something I start
ltn helagai'yat we took him up

p'pi he went home 56.11

tei he lies 20.12

kwtlElawi lE balti'mts continually
rolling is the ocean 6.2

L !?tc he went out 20.4

a he went 22.18
heq he climbed up 13.10

There is practically no difference between this causative suffix and
the transitive except for the fact that - seems to be regularly
suffixed to stems ending in velar or p&Iatal consonants. There is only
one verbal stem ending in a velar surd (q) that takes the causative
suffix :-ya namely, the stem 6eläq- TO CLIMB. This stem infixes an

between its final consonant and the causative suffix, as shown by the
last example above.

The reason why the causative -'iyat is suffixed to this stem, and not
the transitive -t8, may lie in the fact that there are two stems heaq-
differentiated by accent only (see § 5);. namely, he'laq TO ARRIVE,
and he2dq TO CLIMB UP.

Since the transitive -ts has been suffixed to he'aq TO ARRIVE (com-
pare hatäytm8 halqtsoWwat SHE BROUGHT THE MONEY 78.13, 14), the
causative -yat may have been suffixed to lielö4 TO CIIB because
confusion is thus avoided.

When followed by the pronominal suffixes, -i,iat is contracted with
them into -itä'mt, itã't, -i'tii, and 'tz (see § 9, 11).

xwtm eepiãin htznL we two will take you home 126.19, 20
etsxc&w'tä's you laid me down
heaqa'ti he took me up

§ 27
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INTRANStTIVE S7FTIXS ( 28-31)

intrMiMtive it

This suffix signifies that a verb usually traisitive is without an
object. It is consequently employed in the fOrmation of intransitive
verbs. With the exception of one r two sporadic instances, it is
always suffixed to the reduplicated forbi of the vrbl stem, thus
denoting a repetitive action.

Lqa'ai Zäl to'mIL he believes that, old man &16
'nta dl herwnne'Ue yöyötwaai bad something with us is

stopping 24.3
yuwe' y'mat hi gos mt'lätc lökulö'kwaai whenever he twinkles

(his eyes), there always is lightning 16.6, 7 (lö'wak' lightning
gs m'lätc tsEsLdqaa' le'U she bathed him 60.6

kwe'neL always bathing
was their sister 84.21, 22

ak!a'laai 1E Aü'ms shout- k!dlat he shouted 36.7
hg is the woman 56.5

.ttsa'ataa he 1a hü'n,'kea sa't murder-dance
she was usually dancing the
murder - dance, that old
woman 116.26, 27

n'naai (it is) nothing 122.27 n not 10.8
kwItkwa'taai he was dream- kwaa'ts dream 98.7

ing 98.6
Recipoea1 4N'

_meu is usually preceded by the transitive suffix -t or -te. Owing
to the fact that the consonantic combination of t or te + rn 15 not t-
missibIe, this suffix appears as Erne& (see § 4).

8qdteEme'° they seize one another
ä'yu ix haitt'txmë° surely they two gambled together 38.23
t t8'Xt8Ene" E no''ekU hdt'ytm8 they divided among theffi..

selves the Giant-Woman's money 80.29; 82.1
'tl i'iye wee'yjExtEme they no longer 1iow one another 46.9
dr wt'ZEmeu they two fight (together) 48.16

30. Suffixes Defining the Sahjec: qEin, -m ; -nt
-qEm (-xEm). This suffix serves a double purpose. The stem

to which this suffix is added must have a singular subject. There is
another suffix, -ia, which expresses the same idea for plural subjects.
This suffix will be treated in § 52 (p. 357).

§ 28-30



wä'ndj Liä'XFni that way he
is talking 15.8,9

ai'wa in kwltlExEm still not
bent (it is) 62.29

tseml'xExEni k1wt'nts IF k/a'-
hat the neck is fastened with
a rope (literally, fastened
condition, neck, with a rope)
92.4

ã'yu idäts indeed he spoke 16.2

kwVit he bends it 62.29

tel he tsmtxtö"wat iF tx there
(they) fastened the canoes 46.6, 7

M'ni k 'kEIeEnI there he may be among them 94.28
hats kwa i'qu lau i'a,5R7fl, just like a rainbow (it is) spread

out 32 14
t80 be'itc'xFm now he is warmmg his back 32 18
'in te 'le'ciim tE lã'nk' not in a dry condition is that river 14 6

(te?ls dry 166.2)
§ 30
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When preceded by the transitive suMx 4 or -ta, t asmes a
ieflexive character, indicating that th subject of the action is at the
same time its object

hän ke' la'atsxEni iF xöw'yas into her band came the snake
(literally, put herself in) 86.4
Compare mlk e'ete rtia'ats iF x owa'yas into the basket I put

the snake
yuwe hl'nw al?ean"&'waq ia's tel he whenever children

played,she there would go among them (literaUy, pit herself
among them) 70.19, 20

tqã'ltsEte pana'qtsxEni in the sun he is warming himself 2.8
tsxa'yat Lo'qt8xEm in the morning he got up (literally, got him

self up) 34.22
rttc öU'tsxErn hanL I will go to bed (literally, I lay myself down

will)
Compare tel Ii te O' there they went to bed 50 12

di'1OhttsqEni hal tö'mtL is making himself young that old man 22.7
yu/antee'wite tetei'tsqEni back she drew (herself) 64 29, 30
tsö lhe'tqEm now it rested 88.16
tsö L.hdtsqEni iF h"iis then dressed (herself) the woman 86.6

Compare hii,'t IF ã'ia I dress the child
hi'nl tEk e'mttsqEm there it let itself down 90!6

When suffixed to the bare verbal stem, especially to intransitive
stems oi to stems expressing motion, it conveys the idea TO BE IN A
POSITION, TO BE IN A CONDITION, TO BE IN THE ACT OF. For this last-
named purpose the suffix -xni is mostly used.
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teö le'ttx he'lkwEx.em now from there she came out 108.28 (hail.-
lewtt she took it out 60.1)

hate he'nihem ti'v.ØAVEm t laP teceil just many times it coiled up
as it lay 88 1

In some instances the suffix -airm is used to express the place of a
certain action This use of the suffix is in perfect accordance with
its general function of indicating the condition, or position of an
occurrence.

qanto Zr tc!we'xrm where the tl to!öu they 'went to bed 50.12
bed was (literally, sleeping-
place or place of lying
down) 86.7

/ii'ni trk e'lmtxrm there was in trk elm it did not sink 136 7
a deep place (literally, the
place of sinking something
into the water) 84.24

c'ytccerra a circle (literally, nystotö&'wat I surround it
it is clear around [it])

(See also * 40)

-in This suffix indicates that an indefinite person, unknown to
the speaker, is the subject of an action It is always added to stems
expressing transitive ideas, or to stems that have already been verbal
ized by means of the transitive suffixes t or ts (see § 26) The
pronominal objects of actions performed by an indefinite subject are
expressed by prefixing the personal pronouns (see § 18) to the verb.

'ilce kwee'n?iyëm those two some-
body knows 19.10

in nt'arttëm those two not
somebody touched 122 25

latsötëuin somebody went after it
92.13

hä'k!wttëni somebody draws him
up 92.9

§ 31. Neutra14,-f
- (-') is employed in the formation of neutral verbs It changes

the a vowels of the stein to e (see § 7)

yö'q Zr kã"wtl it split, the bas- 1x yö'at they two split it 7 0
ket 8 1

/a8 kwa to hë almost as if it to 'hate he put it out 128 26
went out (the light) 128 19

Löwe'ento ce Ii the whole thing nco lit I slide it down
(wholly) slid down 26.19

§ 31

kwaa'niya he knows it 26.19

ntxt- touch

latsã'ya he goes after it 94.7

h'k !'t to draw up
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kwa kwt'n pEel ZE di'löl like ZJ]1ECtPt I blow it away
(a) feather blew away the
young man 26.21

gous dI1 hä'wi everything thã'wts I grow it
grew up 9.3, 4

xpi ZE yXä'wE13 it burned xpt'tsl debris 58.19
down, the house 58.12, 13

wttewehe'ztci la ä'la it took wa/idxteas sickness
sick, his child 42.17

eepiotcl hanL you will get pt'ctctts tet he warmed himself 32.8
warm 100.27

In a few instances verbs having this suffix were rendered by the
passive voice, which may have been due to the fact that my informant
could not express in English the intransitive neutral idea implied in
the suffix.

a'yu hä'k!t xqa'wax indeed, thã'ki''tits I draw it up
he was drawn up from
above 98.2

mat0xa'M '2 ewt'uxu was mau'xat he chewed him up 68.10
chewed up his head 124.3

k!u'xwl 1E /tiiYms was lost k!''wit he lost it
the woman 54.19

SEMI-TEMPORAL SUFFIXES ( 32-3 5)

32. Inchoative -'live

-iwe indicates the commencement of an action, and is suffixed to
verbal stems expressing active or transitive ideas. If the stem to
which it is to be suffixed does not express such an idea, it is preceded
by the verbal -enl (* 45), but never by 4 or 4s. It may also be pre-
ceded by the distributive -anl (see § 37). The verbal stem must always
be preceded by the prefix qa (see § 19).

e'yu qaLowl'we indeed (she) begins to eat 24.11
tsö hanL qacEaletl'we now (he) will begin to work 26.18
qa?ni'we (he) commenced to hunt 106.16
U qaslcweyanl'we they begin to talk (among themselves) 66.21
qatctneheni'we (he) began to think 20.7
qaxmtetäni'we (he) began to jump about 102.15
ake?änl'we tl men began to shout at each other, the people

(literally, mutually) 24.22
qamelani'we (he) began to swim around 176.16
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§ 33. Frequentatives -oa(t), _öuwa(t)

-wa(t) indicates repetition, frequency or duration of action. The
verbal stem to which it is suffixed is very often reduplicated, thus
bringing out more clearly the frequentative idea. It is added to stems
regardless of whether they express real transitive actions or not.

t1wiL'wat tE to'qmas he is tEkwt8 I followed him
following that woodpecker
22.2

asö' iZn'wat again he is set- r/i?at8 I set the basket
ting the basket 34.23

xa'wax la's kwtna'1wat from qe'?tc 2x kwt'nait down they two
above these are looking at looked 6.4
it 6.4

ga&s dI1 aijw'wat everything ai'wtt he killed (them all) 112.9
he is killing 68.23

ä'yu r1wändj hauwu'wat surely ytxä'wEx hats a house he built
that way he has been doing 32.18
it 92.8

tci tl ktxL!öw'wat 1E MJ'me ixiJot I put it in
there they are putting in
the children 52.9

Le/eu'flë la& MtMtö'ufe"wat side Zau M'töuts she put them down
by side she put them down 60.4
60.4

kttnk!ië'v,at h.s päi'ä'ye ix k!tnt they two try it 7.4
he was trying the weight
78.18

This suffix appears sometimes as -iwat. For an explanation of this
seeming irregularity, see § 2.

4hz, kwWwi'wat they two are 18kwi'wat hamz I will inform
informing him 20.25 him 74.4

nxLti'wat I am hitting him a,zIt8 he hit her with club
with a club 64.28

Instead of an initial reduplication, the verbal stem very often
appears with a reduplication of the final consonant, denoting continuity
and distribution of action (see § 83).

7ti5cici'wat I am shoving it t!ctt8 he shoved it l2.24
(back ad forth)

tiptctc&ci'wat they are warm- pt'ctc4t8 tet he warped himself
ing (themselves singly) 32.8

33



tei t.s4xtri'wat there he was holding him (for a long time)
104.15, 16 (tstx here 24.4)

_öuwa(t) exercises the same function as -1wat. The only differ-
ence between the two suffixes is, that -ö'wat is added to the verbs
already amplified by the transitive suffixes -t or -ts, while -?wat can
be suffixed only to the stem.

t8o tkwiLtsöu'wat now they two tkwiLe"wat he follows him 22.2
follow him 9 9

tc!e' etc Mt['tso'wat hE pEn- hi'yet! he came ashore 32.5
ö'wai ashore it brought a whale

88.22, 23
tc halqteo'wat there she is bring- he'aq he arrived 22.22

ing it to him 72.8
aqalqsttou'wa,t he is frightening a'lqas fear 66.4

him frequently 100.24

In a few cases -ö"wat is suffixed to the verbal stem.

ttelöU'wat ZE te L!tã he recognizes this (here) land 30.28
k!wen'yau wtio''wat food I am looking for 54.4
lttsxaü'wat hanL I will kill him 26.22

The suffixation of -O'wat instead of -wat in these instances may
have been caused by the law of euphony, as these stews end in a
eu-diphthong. Thus, the stem of texaü'wat is tsxau, as shown by the
form tsxaw'yat (36.21) HE LAID M DOWN, consisting of the stem
tsra" and the causative suffix -yat.

Whenever the pronouns expressing both subject and object are
suffixed to verbs ending in ouwat, this suffix changes to öuwt
(see § 11).

eehUIflt8t8öuAtcilrnt haflL I will marry you. 184.6
t1iaqtsou'wttu he brought me frequently

§ 34. Frequentative Causative -aëwat

There can be little doubt that the -wat in -awat is identical with
the frequentative suffix -wat, discussed on p. 336. Owing to the
fact that a number of verbal stems ending in a take the suffix -wat,
there is a good deal of confusion between these two suffixes.

xaap la's ?aa'ëwat water car- Ia he went 22.18
ned them away 46.16, 17

3045°Bull. 40, pt 2-12'------22
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Ic s4na'ë'wat you two are hid- x .sin'yat they two hide him
ing him 24.11 24.9

la's tc!tcila'wat he (on) that te!t'cU mat 7.3
(they) are sitting usually
(literally, they caused it to
beamat)38.3
Compare, on the other hand,

qa'wax 2x kwtna'!wat from 1cwtia- to look
above they two are looking
at it 6.9

§ 35. Transitionals -lye, -yts, -'w

-lye indicates a transitional stage,a change from one state into
another, that has already taken place. It is suffixed mostly to nouns
and particles, although frequently it is found added to verbs. It
may best be rendered by IT BECAME, IT GOT, IT TURNED OUT TO BE,
or by the passive voice. Stems ending in a vowel other than £ insert
an h between the final vowel and the suffix (see § 10), while stems
ending in -i contract this vowel with the following -i of the suffix
into a long i (see 9). When suffixed to a stem that has an a-vowel,
it changes into -a1'a (see § 7).

dEmste'tc 'fix LhInpi'ye they two came through a prairie (liter-
ally,' through a prairie they two went through, it got) 112.1
(LM'iap he went through 22.11)

kwina'watI'ye he began to look at him
lIm kwIne'weL'ye we became poor 28.21
tsiml'ye CE it got summer, indeed (ts2tm summer 162.20) 30.20
a'yu t'xye surely it was a canoe (tx canoe 44.20) 126.10
ytwe'n qalIm'ye one morning (literally, once morning it got) 20.4
eU he'tiye they became rich 84.17
?0iJai'mahã'ya I became active (hai'na I am active)
qawwaha'ya in the evening (literally, whenever evening it got)

(qaw'wa evening 50.26) 82.7

s2Lneh4'ye le'llx mt'Zaq joined le'iIw mI'iaq 8L'fle their (dual)
together became their two ar- arrows joined together are
rows 13.4 13.7

Ii i7d'k!'ti'ye they were drawn II hä'kfttfthey are (being) drawn
up 30.1 up

t8ö cli xwändj'ye now surely it was that way (literally, that way
it turned out to be) 8.2
eM'ye laL lö I became the owner of that thing (literally, me it
became [to whom] that belongs)

§ 35
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gousi',e lau t8xcui'wcLt all (of them) he killed 68.9
a'yu cl n d1ilye surely, indeed, nothing it turned out to be
tsö la's t kwaã'nyahã'ya now they came to know it 92.14

When suffixed to the negative particle n, or to the contracted forms
of in + the personal pronouns (see § 9), it forms new particles, 'nye,
n'ye, ënye, etc , which were always rendered by NO LONGER, I NO
LONGER, THOU NO LONGER, etc.

U Vnye kwaä'nia they no longer know it 0.18, 19
ni'Zie xä'nts I am no longer sick
ëniye hanz, d you will no longer (be) something 104.1

It appears as a suffix to the stem forming a compound
hInye A WHILE, LONG TIME.

ie'nihen fj'wtxEm many times it coiled 88.1 (-en multiplicative
suffix [see § 7]).

lWnye 'Ox we'län a long time they two fought (together) 132.8
m 1e'nye xa'nis la ã'la not very long sick (was) his child 42 17, 18

It takes the place of the inchoative suffix -iwe (see § 32) in verbs not
expressing a transitive, active idea, or not transitivized by the transi
tive suffix e'ni (See also § 19)

qamtl'ye (he) commenced to swim 30 3
lix qayuwat'ye they two commenced to travel 12.6

-zts conveys an active transitional idea The difference between
this suffix and iye lies in the fact that the change indicated by the
latter came about without any apparent active cause, while nt8
expresses a change from one state into another, that presupposes a
subject of the action. It is hence best rendered by TO CHANGE ONE
INTO.

7jto'mL?tt8 1jte't I into an old tö'mtL old man 22.7
man change myself

di'loIntsqE7n lal to'mtL he is dillöl a young man 22 11
making himself young that
old man 22.7

ZE M'nie 'Ola'mak tst lau ytxa' ytxe'ntce together, one by one
nteittg (of) the children the 64.8, 9
bones only she gathered up
(literally, she changed into
one) 60.3
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-u indicates a change from one state into another, that has not yet
been completed. It is often preceded by the transitive -t.

he'iRtstu ZE ytxa'wEx getting big- heii'ts big 14.5
ger is the house 34.14

nãantu ZE ma multiplying are nãant many 44.18
the people 12.4

tc tx?tä'mWu hanL you two will dä'mtl (strong) man 14.7
get strong 120.17, 18

qai'ou it is getting small qac small, a chunk 128.29

MODAL SUFPiz.S ( 36-43)

§ 36. Modal -tc

This suffix appears in four different forms, as -tte, -ute, -te, and
-eeto.1

-ftc is added to verbal stems ending in a consonant, except m, n,
and any of the laterals; -ute is suffixed to stems ending in vowels; -to
is suffixed to stems ending in laterals; and -eetc, to stems ending in
m or n. This suffix is always added to the bare stem. There can be

doubt that this suffix is identical with the adverbial suffix -to
(see § 25); the more so, as it implies, to a great extent, an adverbially
modal idea. The Coos expresses by its means our participial ideas.
The verb taking this suffix is usually preceded by the discriminative
and modal prefix w- (see § § 23, 24).

qawaa'we rha'1ettc (he) commences to look around crawling
(literally, in the manner of crawling; hak- to crawl) 32.10

lai'yat hEx nt'w'ttc I commenced to touch it (literally, I com-
menced in the manner of touching)

t8Exa'tc tl dOwa'ya to kill they want him 66.22
lE'yQ wkwt'na'tc it does not look good (literally, not good as to
the manner of looking) 34.18

jã'wtts hEx teVeLte I finished splitting (7tctcLe1'wat I am split-
ting it)

Yjdwtt8 hEX heme'etc I stopped bringing it out (ijJiam'yat I
brought it out)

qafnts wtne' etc Lfl into the water wading out she goes (literally,
she goes down into the water in the manner of wading; wt'nat
I am wading out) 58.2
§ 36

1 [This is obviously the adverbial -tc, and might have been discussed with
§ 67-70.ED.)
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This suffix is often used in certain phrases to express abstract ideas.
Thus, for instance, the Coos will express oar sentence i AM GET-
TING HuNGRY by I AM GOING INTO HUNGER. (See § 118.)

Iqate %lla I am getting hungry (i1qa I am hungry)
p. !ttc a I am getting heavy

§ 37. Distributives -änl; -ajam; -waq

-ne, -ni, indicate distribution of an intransitive action. They are
suffixed to intransitive verbs. Related to this suffix is the distributive
tni ( 72).

katE'mf8 tkwiL'n 1E djt'iit tkwii -to follow
five (winds) following each
other (they) keep on com-
ing (singly) 2.17

tSEL'net 2x tt'k'fne side by side
they two were standing
62. 22

le'2x mt'Zaq 8iL'n their (dual)
arrows are joined together
(literally, one after the
other) 13.7

k!ã'yeni he'2x xwV2u 'i2x k!ãy- (?)
L smt against each other
with their two heads resting
they two go to bed .72.14

pökwI'ln' Löwaka'ewat op- pukul-
posite one another (they)
were sitting 120.4,

Mtcö'nM'ye 2 men were as- Mtc- (?)
sembled people, came to-
gether people 46.1

-ãni is suffixed to stems expressing transitive ideas. It is often
accompanied by duplication of the final stem-consonant (see § 83).

t tsa'ktnä'ni they help one
another (mutually)

fl iJxinä'n they examine
one another

fi tsak'kwä'n they continually
spear one another

tl tqanLth'ni they mutually
strike one another

tSEL- (?)

.S'iL- to join together

across

tsak in- to help

L!xin- to examine

?jt8kwtt8 I speared him

tqa'mzt8 he struck it 28.1

§ 37
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1 k!wanxxä'n they mutually k/wa' nccat he cut his hair
cut one another's hair

This suffix often changes the quality of the vowel of the stem
to which it is suffixed (see §7)

a'ju ? qaheyani'we surely ha'yat he gambled 66 15
they began to gamble 66 '25

11 tsxewä'nI they kill one
another

i2x weelani they two fight
106.13

When suffixed to intransitive verbs or to verbs expressing motion,
it denotes an idea that may best be rendered by BACK AND FORTH,
TO AND PRO, UP AND DOWN, etc It is hardly necessar to dwell
upon the close relationship that exists between the idea of mutu
ality and the idea expressed by these phrases.

ts'nö kwlEldni 7E balt'mf8 kwU to roll
both ways is rolling the
ocean 6.2

qai'nis la yaqEqä!ni away yeg he runs away 182.27
from the shore they run con-
tinually 36.18, 19

M'n sqaiLLa'n ZE wã'wa sqaiLe"wctS the space between
there is going back and two fingers
forth (through his fingers)
the littie girl 108.21

IlL e'tcitca'ni I keep on going L 'e)tc he went out 20 4
out and coming in

nstowaqEqa'n I keep on using stö'wtq he stood up 20 7
and sitting down

tiyeta'n 1E wt'nqas h'mtk continually looking for some supply
was the Spider-Old-Woman 60.12

-ãyam is suffixed to intransitive verbs and to adjectives only Its
exact function is obscure With verbs, it invariably denotes an action
performed by more than one subject; while when suffixed to adjectives, it
seems to convey the idea of the English suffix 15H Most likely it has

a distributive character, which the informant, not well versed in the

Enghsii language, could not bring out
yi2'xwa hfl'ma'k e djinã' yam k il'wit two women coming (towards

him) he saw 126.13, 14
a'yu kw'yal tl aa'yam surely now they were walking (singly) 32.7
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tst XLtmã'yam xãa'pEte he washed it with luke-warm water
120.9, 10

rqaã'yam whitish, gray (literally, white here and there; qa'8 white)

-waq. I am not quite sure whether this suffix really expresses dis-
tribution. All attempts to explain it have proved unsuccessful. It is
suffixed to verbal stems, and may be preceded by the suffix -emi
(see § 45). The best explanation that may be offered is that it implies
a continual action performed by more than one subject, although
instances have been found where the action was performed by a single
subject.

tO U qanctcani'waq now they make fun (of one another) (qa'natc
joke) 50.12

yuwe' M'me altcan'waq whenever children played (together?)
70.19

ctma'ewaq is e't!ã dragging (them singly?) was the pet 88.7
Compare also the nouis

SLtsã'waq a whale (?) 28.7
qaZta'waq ferry-men 140.15

The Passive Voice ( 38-42)

§ 38. Present Passive -ü

This suffix expresses the present tense of the passive voice. It is
suffixed directly to the verbal stem with initial reduplication (see § 82).

asö' tc tEt'k!' lB tc/'lE again ti'k!wts he shut (the door) 74.6
there is shut the door 74.27

go8 qante la qEqaa'eA lä wt'- qaic a piece 128.29
ttn in all directions that is
being clubbed his blood
10.5, 6

st'xntü lB te!wal is being wtnti'yat he runs with it 42.5
taken away quickly the fire
42.5

CECU' LiZ le'l ytxä'WEX fire is ciZL- to burn
being set to their house
58.11, 12

By adding to this suffix the transitional -iye (see § 35), the past pas-
sive is obtained. The initial '1 of -iye is contracted with the - into a
long iZ (see § 9).

qEqaicu'ye lä tZuwextcts it was beaten to pieces, her heart 76.8
mdpEptlsiZ'ye the person was torn to pieces 48.16 (pls- to crush)

§ 38
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§ 39. Past Passive -äyu, -ëiyu, -iyu

These suffixes are added directly to the verbal stem, which is inva-
riably reduplicated. Stems ending in w, 1, m, and n, immediately pre-
ceding these suffixes, appear with a glottal stop, no matter whether the
stop is inherent in the stem or not (see § 81-82)

ma qEsqa'yu the person was
seized 10.4

'lZ aiai'wãyu they were killed
58.8

qaxL!i'yu he was struck 96.14
tsok'lhirti'yu ls m'lx80'we ia'lEe

now was slid down the lucky
stake 94.3

kwtlkweelyu 1E hata'y'tms
diEc was rolled down the
money stake 92.11

ã'yv kwtrJwã'y& surely it was
cut off 76.15

yExyxentcesnezyu it was gath-
ered up 84.16

hemheemi'yu it was brought
out

sqa'ts he seized it 68.8

a'w'tt he killed them all 68 11

XL!ts he hit her 64.29
nx tt'te I slide it down

tkwtli'yat I roll it down

?Lkwa'at I cut it off

y'lxdntcnts she gathered up 60 3

hemi'yct she took it out 62.23

* 40. Passive 4yqEm

This suffix is composed of the transitional 'lye (see § 35) and the
generic (see § 30) It serves a triple purpose, according to the
manner in which it is suffixed to the verbal stem

(1) When suffixed to the bare stem, it expresses a verbal conception
of a continued character, which may best be rendered by the passive
voice This rendering is due lai gely to the fact that the 'lye element
of the suffix predominates in these cases

1ouzt. to watch
kw'lna- to see

w'll- to look for

tqanLts he strikes it 28.1

§ § 39-40

1öwti'yeEn he is watched 40.26
'lfl kwtnã'yeEm Iianz we shall be

seen 30.23, 24
gous gante wWi'yeq.sm everywhere

she is looked for 56.1, 2
tganLi'yeqEm 'wa'1walyEtC she is

continually struck with a knife
80.5
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The verbal stem is often reduplicated in order to bring out more
clearly the passive idea and the idea of continuation (see § 82).

LO"- to buy t laL LO'LO"Wi'yeqEn? le'U wtxi'lts
when that was being bought
their food 88.13, 14

mtnte- to ask mttcmtntci'yeqEm cstci'tci y# flu-
we'xtcfs he is being asked con-
tinually, "What do you think
about it?" 70.9

LO'X- to club nf'kfnEtc Lo'wLoouWyeqEm with
sticks she is being struck con-
tinually 80.6

When preceded by the transitive suffix -t (see § 26), it denotes
an intransitive action, of which the person spoken of is the object.
Hence it was sometimes rendered by the reflexive.

f 2x L?djiti'yeqEm when they two are fighting 122.25
tsö sowiti'yeqEm hE qã'ifs now it is changing, the weather
tsö iöwfti'yeqEni now he took care of himself 66.3

When preceded by the verbal suffix -eni (see § 45), it denotes
a continued action, the subject of which is not intimately known to
the speaker.

hä'tcft! story 20.1 wandj hätet!eni'yeqEm that way
they are telling the story44.14,15

skw- to inform, to tell la's skweyeni'yeqEm ZE tc!wäl
they are talking about the fire
38.5, 6

§ 41. Causative Passive -eet, -et; -lyEm

-eet expresses the passive voice of causative concepts. It is suf-
fixed to the verbal stem. The object that is caused to perform the
action is always in the singular The suffix -IyErn is ued for plural
objects (see § 53). This suffix may best be rendered by TO BE CAUSED
To. When suffixed to stems with a-vowels, it changes to -aat (see § 7).

qa'wax L!e'et le'Ilx e'16'thtc high up was their (dual) father (literally,
was caused to be high up; L!a- to be in an upright position)
22.1

kele' LI site sLne'et hE di'lSl in a corner hidden was the young man
(literally, was caused to be hidden; .sLn- to hide) 24.12

qd'yIsEtc teEneFet 1E k/a to the sky was stretched out the rope
(tsm- to stretch) 28.20

§ 41
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aaya'& La 1c2ö'wU tana'at old dog-salmon only he saw washed
ashore (pEnL'wai ta'ntan whale came ashore) 130.3

a'yu tchile'et tE te!wdl surely it was burning, that fire (literally,
was caused to burn; tchl'yat I kindle the fire) 38.8

iJnöwa'at ZJJCi'Lts lii tefl'lE open I found the door (literally,
caused to be open I found the door; L!no- to open)

x'iie'et he is on top (?txtn'yat I put it on top) 10.1
'1a'at I was carried away (literally, caused to go; la I go)

In certain instances this passive causative idea is not so apparent,
owing, perhaps, to the fact that the verbal stem can not be analyzed.

a'yu L!Wet surely he kept his eyes shut 17.3
wänd5 Lö'we'et telnne'tc that way it is eaten among us 130.11
'flEX hewe'et LOwa'kat$ alone it was supposed she lived 60.10,11

-et. This suffix is always preceded by the transitive -t or -t8.
Under the influence of the a-vowels of the stem, it changes to -at
(see § 7).

gS'$ d/)l ai'Xtset everything was started (literally, caused to go
[start]; rja I go) 12.7

xaaphE'mtset water was laid bare 42.8
yuwe' qEt'tset he'?akwetc whenever it got caught on a limb (lit-

erally, was caused to hang on a limb) 46.24
t8ä'/UxwitC p'l8tat to piece (the tree) was smashed (literally, was

caused to smash to pieces) 124.14
A? hats L!nou'tat ZE teP'lE suddenly came open a door (literally,

was caused to open [itself]) 62.5
tc!e' etc stoU'qtset hä to'rnL ashore was put that old man (literally,

caused to stand [up] on the shore) 32.4, 5

In certain cases the passive idea is hardly recognizable.

gZ'mtset it commenced to rain 42.9
eehaFktat you were left 62.20
qa'lyeq ha'Ztsat salmon came into the river 34.13
La)'Eta't he became hungry 32.9

Low'tat she ran (literally, was Lowa'hai ZE di'lS was running
caused to run [?]) 56.9 the young man 78.27

laL /anL 'iix ca'lctet these two xwdndj cEa'lt lE loceqai'n
shall work 68.26 that way doctors him the

medicine-man (literally,
works on him) 128.16, 1'

* 41
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tc!pã'yau k/a braided ropes
44.22

ltã'aU a a painted face 10.3
q!e'1e tccLa'yiãu k'M'lt (with)

split pitch-wood she lighted
them 84.1

5.fapEtc LEãTh lEtc!Za'qa into
the water go down the dried
(salmon) 36.18

hsa'ya enlarged

'ittc!pa I braid it

2t'ts I paint it
?,ttC'CLt I split it

te!ltsdry 166.2

Ae'i'is big 50.17

43. The Imperative

The imperative of transitive verbs is expressed by means of suffixes
added directly to the verbal stem, or, more frequently, following the
transitive suffixes Intransitive verbs, with the exception of a few
stems indicating motion or ideas like TO HEAR, TO LISTEN, have no
special suffixes The imperative of such verbs is bi ought out by the
(prefixed) pronouns of the second persons singular, dual or plural

xle'tc eeL!ats with it speak! 16.5
eetEqa wake up? 68 18
ctne o'q you (p1.) get up! 30.19
eal'&'canI you play! 60 21

The following are the imperative suffixes in Coos

It follows the transitive suffixes -t, -ts, and expresses, beside
the imperative idea, the presence of the object of the verb The
causative verbs in -lyat, and frequentatives in ewc&t and Owat,
lose their final (transitive) -t when followed by the imperative
suffix It very often changes the broad a vowels of the stem
into e vowels (see § 7)

k!wt'ntE shoot it 13.3
Cm cttS't'fltE le wm'nqas Aii)&'mk you go and see the Old Spider

Woman! 64 12, 13
te c q'm't8E this you two eatt 120 16
to 1enii'y.e you two bring him out! (literally, cause him to come

out!) 24.10
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42. The Past Participle äau

The past participle is formed by means of the sufii,c aya added
directly to the transitive or intransitive stems



BuEAt1 or AMEEICA1

ctne tqali'yE you wake up!
122.4

tëi cn L!ei'yE teij. ke'la there
youput this my hand! 80.19

kwtn e tsxe'WE let us quickly
kill him! 68.3

sqaiLto''wE stick it in a crack!

L LO"WE this you must eat!

Lo n'cttc rap hat4'wE in it a
little water have! 68.17, 18

-n expresses, besides the imperative, the absence of the object of
the action

tOh'ttsën you must I

öwn eatt 28 26
g i'kwa qa'nas c t'altsZin a little closer to the fire you two

dancel 8219

.Ex, -Eq, suffixed to a few stems, expressing MOTION, or ideas like TO
HEAR, TO CLOSE ONE'S EYES, etc

ek 'dyEx teini'i listen, 0 grandson! 114 7
L te tOU'WEX here you must lie down! 126 20, 21

L L shut your eyes' 16 9
ctn a'x you (pl) got 30 23
hamiL ?lie'tEq (you) may take a restt

-it suffixed to verbs that are transitivized by means of the transitive
suffix äya (see § 47)

lã'tsit e8pkak go and get your iatsa'ya they two went to
grandfather! 28 19 get him 20 14, 15

1Ô'Xt1t yeetet watch yourself! ötã'ya he watches it 92.3
74.3

i dwä'it don't desire it! döwã'ya he wants it 92.12

-,in expresses, besides the direct object, the indirect object of the
first person It is hence suffixed to verbal stems expressing
ideas like TO GIVE, TO MAKE it is highly probable that this
suffix may be an abbreviated form of the pronominal ämt
(see § 46).
§ 43
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tqa'lts sun 24.4

L/ai'1,/atshe put it 72.11

rjtsxau'wat I kill him 26.22

iJ8qaiLtö'wat 1 stick it into
a crack

Lowe'wat she is eating it
24.5, 6

IC ,7ia'we'wat you two have
him 128.9
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pE'k. a'tsEm a cup give me! 68.17
t8ä'/uxu kwã'xaL e a'xt$Em a small bow make me! 60.14, 15
mf2xa'nEm L i'mã lunch make me, you must, 0 grandmother!

(rnt'lax lunch) 114.5

-Es. This suffix expresses a command involving the second person
as the actor, and the first person as the object of the action.
From a purely morphological standpoint, it is a modified
form of the pronominal suffix -ãts (see § 46).

te?t nqatqailL ytxuxw's by this my belt you hold me! 54.12
tci laE'ts tela'zt81 there take me, 0 granddaughter! 80.14

Compare eetsakntats IUZnL you shall help me 80.16

In addition to these suffixes, the Coos language very often empha-
sizes the imperative idea by means of the particle L (see § 92).

VERBALIZG SUFFIXES ( 44-45)

§ 44. Auxiliary -e (-a)

This suffix exercises the function of our auxiliary verb TO BE. The
noun to which it is suffixed invariably takes the adverbial prefix
m- wrr (see § 21). The phrase thus obtained expresses the idea TO
HAVE. This suffix is always changed to -a whenever added to a stem
having an a-vowel (see § 7).

nt/Ect'tauwe Zr mt'iaq flint points have the arrows (literally, with
flint points [are] the arrows; t!rct'ta flint point) 62.27

nwt'tne Zä /cM'yeq bloody are his excrements (wt'ttn blood) 20.6, 7
nk''mã'xa ZE ci't!a; horns had the pet (literally, with horns was the

pet; k'mã'x horn) 88.7, 8
a1zt ma te!pã'aw nk!ã'ha many people have braided ropes (liter-
ally, braided with ropes [are]; kM rope) 46.8, 9

It very often transforms nouns into intransitive verbs without the
aid of the prefix n-. In such cases the -a form of this suffix is mostly
used.

xba'Zttdj Mu k!wW'sa from the west it blew (k!wä's wind) 52.4. 5
tkwaatt'sa I dream (lcwaa'ts a dream)
xc'ytoitc laU xlI'8a clear around him (he put) slime (x118 slime)

128.18
§ 45. Verbal -eu

This suffix expresses the idea TO DO, TO MAKE SOMETHING. It is
usually suffixed to nouns and to verbal stems that do not imply an

"44 45
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active, transitive action. This suffix is changed to -ani whenever
added to stems having an a-vowel (see § 7).

2jpLpawt.se'n I am making a hat (pLpä'wts hat)
?jytxä'wEXefl I am making a house (ytxä'wEx house)
?3Jcwã'xaLac'ci I am making a bow (kwã'xaL bow)
elEqa'wJa'ta1M you tell a story (lEqa'wtya'tas story) 38.13, 14
'7jhätcit!e'n'b I tell a story (Iä'tctt! story)
wdndj tnehe'n that way he is thinking (tctn[e]- to think) 40.14, 15
tt k'' to hewese'ni merely perhaps you two are lying (hdwe8 a lie)

28.13, 14
ti alt'octni they play (a'lxc toy) 30.25
qawent.e'ni l'nuwi he got mad very much 98.28
ti ya'lani they were saying 76.17; tE M'nts yã/la ma those

(who) talk Coos (literally, those hã'nts [Coos] talker-people)
50.3

xwände'ni that way she was doing it (wändj that way [modal])
164.6

PRONOMINAL Sujt.S ( 46-50)

§ 46. Transitive Subject and Object Pronouns

The Coos pronouns expressing both subject and object of a transi-
tive verb are, morphologically speaking, suffixes added to verbal
stems, or to stems that have been verbalized by means of some transi-
tive suffix. The transitive suffixes may, however, be omitted, as the
mere addition of these pronominal suffixes is sufficient to transform an
intransitive stem into a transitive verb. Those suffixes occur in four
different forms, expressing the first, second, and third person as
subject, and the first and second persons as object, of the action,
regardless of number.

First person subjectsecond person object (sing., dual, plural) -ämt
Second person subjectfirst person object (sing , dual, plural) -ãts
Third person subject -ii, -
Third person objectfirst, second, third person subject, no suffix

Since these suffixes are frequently preceded by the emphatic or
abbreviated forms of the personal pronouns (see § § 18, 96), the pho-
netic unit expressing the combined pronouns may be said to consist of
the following elements:

Personal pronoun for the subject.
Personal pronoun for the object.

§46



Verbal stem.
Suffixed form of the combineu pronoun.

The following peculiarities in the manner of expressing the transi-
tive subject arid object pronouns are noteworthy:

The forms having the third persons as object indicate the
subject by th pronouns for the first persons, e for the second (see
§ 18), regardless of number

The form expressing the second singular subject and the first
singular object uses for its pronominal prefix the second singular e.

All other forms indicate the object by prefixing the personal
pronouns according to number.

The pronominal prefixes expressing the subject occur in singular
form regardless of the actual number that is to be indicated (see § 96).

The following is a complete table showing the formation of the
combined pronouns for the different persons:

The personal pronouns are usually omitted for singular subjects.
They always occur, however, when the subject is dual or plural.

nE'xkan wdmdj eclta'mt I that way told you 17.2
emuxtttsã'mt I (want to) feel of you 72.10
elaã'mt I take you along
ttO'Mt$ I hit it 64.5

ëtö'Mts you hit it 20.19
tö'Mts he hit him (or it) 20.19

tö'Mt8uT me he hit
etö'Mtsi thee he hit
c)m kwtna'il you he sees
awtn epiitã'm ian we two thee will take home 126.19, 20
ltn es8tt8z1ntanvt we thee (came to) see 130.19, 20

I, We Two,
We

Thou, Ye
Two, He, They Two, They

Me
TheeHim--------

8 ais s-ü
8-5

-i
9- il9- -ãml -9 .........

Us (mci) (Dual)
Us (Exci) (Dual)
You (Dual)
Them (Dual)

Is-S
xwln-S
Ic-S

(cc- -

Is-il
zwln-il
Ic-il
(cc -

-
xwln-SIs-

Ic- - Sml
- - - (c 8- - -

Us
You
Them

Sn-SIS lSs-S
cIa, -ü

- - - -

lIn-14
cIn -il

-

-
cln-S,mI

n - - -
-
il 9--
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The personal pronouns for the objective third persons dual and
plural always precede the subjective pronouns.

2v tö'Mts them two I hit tl etô'1itts them you hit

The suffixes for the combined pronouns are added either directly to
the bare verbal stem or to the verb amplified by the tnsitive -t and
-ts. This double system of adding the suffixes for the combined pro-
nouns to the verb serves as a means of differentiating the duration of

the action indicated by the verb. The bare verbal stem amplified by
the pronominal suffixes denotes an action that has been performed

more than once, or that has not yet been completed; while the verbs
to which the pronominal suffixes are added after the transitive suffixes
indicate actions that have been performed only once, or that are com-
pleted. The same purpose is served by the double forms of the com-
bined pronoun having the third person as its subject. The suffix -i is
always added to the verbal stem; while -ü is suffixed to the stem, in

addition to the transitive suffixes It must be understood, however,
that this interpretation of the double system of adding the combined

pronominal suffixes does not apply to each individual case. Verbs

with the pronominal suffixes added to the bare stem are frequently

employed to denote past, completed actions, and vice versd.

nE'rkan e8wUã'mt I am look-
ing for you

ewtwinã'mt I am cheating
you

ek!wtn'te you were shooting
at me

eesçã'ts you were seizing me
nk!wt'nil he was shooting at

me

ewQjwwttã'mt I have looked
for you

ewintsã'mt I have cheated
you

ekwtntã'ts you took a shot
at me

esqatsa'ts you seized me
'itle!wt'ntü he shot at me

have been described in § 43.The imperative transitive pronouns
They are -EflI TO ME, -Et8 ME.

§ 47. Transitive Verbs in -ãya

Language in general has a number of verbal ideas, which, strictly

speaking, do not imply any actions on the part of the subject; or de-

note actions, that, while intransitive, may be performed for the benefit of

or in connection with a certain given object. Verbs like TO KNOW, TO

UNDERSTAND, TO DESIRE, TO BELIEVE, TO wATCH, TO BE AFRAID, etc.,

* 47



'x alqsa'ya they two are afraid
of it 7.5

vd3wa'ya I want her 70.6

nqä'yc he ran away from it
42.4

IjornaatãPya I am riding (a
horse)

zqã'ya lEv 8wal believed it the
grizzly bear 94.25

rntt.stsi'ya she knows it 60.1
kwaã'n'ya (they) did not

know it 86.12
?at&a'yc he went after it 94.7
1Oxta'ya he watched it 94.6
tl LO"kWEL/ya hE ijtã they

occupy the country 44.21

a'lqas fear 66.4

t.-tct' dO'wc wu'txe tI'ye
pü'gjctc here wants to come
back thy uncle 122.15

nq he ran away 100.16

xne'et he is on top 10.1

q- to believe

nt'tst wise 132.6
kwaãn- to know

la he went 22.18
0UX to watch

eLO'k" you sit down! 38.22

The plurality of the object is expressed by the affixed numerical
particle hEma ALL (* 109), or by the separate suffix -tEx (* 54).

5uz,'ya h/ñia I watch them all

The imperative of this form has the suffix -it (see § 43).
3045°Bull. 40, pt. 2-12 23 § 47
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express ideas that are not real actions, but which may be used as such
in connection with some object. Thus, I may KNOW uu&, UNDERSTAND
rFUiM, DESIRE IT, BELIEVE HER, WATCH MY8F.LF', etc. On the other
hand, verbs like TO GO, TO RUN AWAY, etc., express intransitive
actions that may be performed in connection with a given object.
Thus it is possible TO GO TO HIM, TO Bt11 AWAY FROM ME, etc.

Coos treats the stems expressing such ideas as intransitive verbs,
which do not take any of the transitive suffixes; but since these
intransitive verbs may, without the aid of any additional grammatical
device, become transitive, and imply the existence of an object (which
is usually that of the third person), there is a special suffix -ãya which
indicates the (mental) process described above. This suffix, always
added to the bare verbal stem, denotes an intransitive action that has
become transitive by being used in connection with the third person
object. It may therefore be called the "pronominal suffix," ex-
pressing, besides the subject, the third person object of an intransi-
tive verb.
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§ 48. Subject and Object Pronouns of Verbs hi -afla

The corresponding suffixes for the above discussed verbs, express-
ing, besides the object, also the subject of the first, second, or third
person, are etymologically related to the suffixes treated on p. 351.
They appear, however, in such changed form, that they require
separate discussion. These forms are

They are suffixed directly to the verbal stem.

edöwa'/Extã'mt thee I want
e1oztyEXta'mt of thee I take care
etloxtiyExtã't8 you take care of me 86.20
'1kwee'niyExü me he knows
edöwä'yExtu thee he wants

The etymology of the first element in these suffixes (-yExt-) is quite
obscure. It may be suggested that -yEx- is the adjectival suffix (see
§ 66), and -t the transitive (see § 26), although we are no longer able
to understand the psychological principles underlying this peculiar
formation.

§ 49. Transitive Verbs hi -a

This suffix is preceded by the transitive suffixes. Its function is
varied. It may have expressed originally the indirect object; but
verbal ideas requiring both a direct and im indirect object are very few
in number in the Coos language, and the functional scope of this
suffix is much wider now, permitting its use for other purposes.
Thus it is very frequently suffixed to transitive verbs where the
object of the action is actually expressed, and not merely understood;
and it is often, but not as a rule, used as a suffix denoting plurality of
the object. The most plausible suggestion that can be offered in
explanation of this suffix is that it may denote an action performed
upon an object that possesses another object. At any rate, there can
be no doubt that the predominating function of this suffix is that
of a special characterization of the pronominal object.

§ 48-49

I, We Two, We Thou, Ye Two, Ye He, They Two,
They

Me
Thee
Thm

etc.

-
e-yExtãmi
-

-
-

e-yEXt-
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rpmt&sa'na I made lunch for mt'lax lunch 28.15
him

ã'La he gave it to him 28.7 ãts- to give

teto eEalcta'tExa clothes he made for (his child) 108.5
kwt1a'wa8 .ñ'tEtsa smoke he scented 22.23
kwd'xaL hat&z lE tenvt'8natc a bow she made for her grandson

112.25, 26
a'yu L!ha'tsa lä tete surely (he) put on his clothes 28.23
kãae y'xepE'nLta lE tsaryn nearly he tore off one handle 30.4
pii'ta lE mà ai'wtt he took to his house the people (p1.) whom he

killed 112.11

eewtxaiIta li'ye ü'mãc 2x
pkak you (should) take
home, thy grandmother
them two (and) grandfather
68.26

1 1y'lExtea at them I looked
sqa'tsa 1E quwaile I seized
the boards

k!wa y'kem'xwa fern roots she
had 64.14, 15

Compare, on the other hand,

or
/'t2'xwä wutea'yat hE teö'xtcöx two he brought home the rabbits
pökwt'ln' t'lqats opposite each other h set (them) down 112.12

§ 50. Verbs in -anya with Direct and Indirect Object Pronoun

This suffix is composed of two suffixes; -e (see § 45) and -ãya
(see § 47). The broad a-vowel of the second suffix effects the retro-
gressive assimilation of the -ens into -an, and the final vowel of -en
coalesces with the initial of -dya into a long a (see § 7). It may best
be rendered by TO DO, TO MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF SOMETHING.

kwãxaLanã'ya I am making a bow out of it (kwã'xaL bow)
?tytxcwEceana'ya I build houses out of it (yxä'wEx house)
laU k!wentyawana'ya ZE qa'lyeq he is making a supply out of the

salmon (k!we'nyau supply) 34.24

te!wä'letc t!e'tsa into the fire
he shoved it (no object is
actually expressed here)
32.26

'wutrcA'yat la pka'/thte he
brought home his grand-
father 70.2

'liutte I looked at him
veqate 1E quwaile I seized the

board
M'ni xuxw?'wa there he

was holding it 64.3, 4

te!u'ä'letc t!ets into the fire
he shoved it 32.24

§ 50
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yanawe L1i1 eqa"wnisa'nãya whenever something you will get
mad at (qa"wentse'n he got mad) 16 4

la" lianE el'n'uwanä'ya at that thing you shall pull (l'nuvñ very)
72.2

tl wa'lwalana'ya they (would) make knives out of it (wa'lwaZ knife)
136.14, 15

The a-vowels of this suffix very often change the e-vowels of the
stem to which they are suffixed into an a (see § 7)

xã'nanã'ya he made him feel sorry for it (vd'nts sick) 42. 18
pLpa'wisana'ya I made a hat out of it (pLpä'wis hat)

Whenever suffixed to reduplicated stems, this suffix is changed to
-onaya

aqa'lqeOna'ya la a'lct he became afraid of his child (a'lqas fear)
28 24, 25

rnttema'tsönã'ya ZEX d'1o? he became acquainted with him, the
young man (nv'teis wise) 116 1

qai' qa'yona'ya he became afraid of it (nqdya"t8 I am frightened
[I fear]) 42 3

PLURAL FORMATIONS ( 51-54)

* 51 General Remarks

The question of plurality, as exhibited in the verbs, is, compara-
tively speaking, a complicated matter The chief difficulty auses
from the fact that Coos accords a different treatment to transitive and
intransitive verbs, and that the phenomena connected with plural
formation are by no means of a uniform character As in most other
American languages, the Coos intransitive verbs express plurality
of subject, while stems expressing transitive concepts distinguish
between actions relating to a singular object and those relating to
plural objects.

As a rule, plurality of the subject of verbal ideas is not indicated
One and the same stem is used in the singular and plural alike There
are, however, a few verbal concepts that express such a plurality
by means of different stems. While this question ought to be more
pioperly treated under the heading "Vocabulary," it may neverthe-
less be found useful to give here a few examples of such different
stems.

§ 51



Singular

#te!dat you walk 120.18
za'yat I am whittling
ta'lats I dance
wt'nat I wade out

This process is the more puzzling, as it also seems to be used for
the purpose of distinguishing between duration of action (see § 26).
it is quite conceivable that there may be an etymological relation
between these two phenomena, and that the phonetic similarity exhib-
ited by them is more than accidental.

§ 52. Reflexive Plural -

In a number of cases intransitive verbs indicate plurality of subject
by means of a suffix which is phonetically different from the suffix
expressing the corresponding singular idea. This is especially true
in the case of the suffix -qm, -rEm (see § 30). This suffix is applied
to singular subjects only, while the same idea for plural subjects is
expressed by means of the suffix -ü, which is always preceded by the
transitive -t or -ts.

Singular

lhe'tqElrb it is resting 88.16
Tju6'lextxEm I went to bed

I sat down
ij,kwe'etEtsxEm I settled down
7j8Lm'txEnv I hide myself

Plural
'U tc!a't they walk
'U xa'yit they are whittling
tce tta'lit you two dance 82.18
'U wt'nit they wade out

Plural
'U ?hIZ they are resting
tees we'lea,tü you two go to bed

82.18
tt'lEq (they) sat down 22.15
'U kwe'etEt8il they settled down 48.5
'U sLn't' they hide themselves

§ 52
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Singular Plural
'itsëm 26.20 ne't 74.1 to do
ytcsu'mie 10.3 yuwi'tt, yuwat- 12.6 to travel
tszü 28.12 ha'yatt 58.19, 20 to lie
qa'al 40.2 t.t'mstmt 74.1 to sleep
ivnet- 74.30 wwailt- 22.17 to fly, to jump
lEJaL'wE 42.18 e'qe 84.14 to die
L!ä-, 14.6 ya'la- 50.3 to speak
Lowa'kats, 38.10 ttla'qai 36.11, kvjee'tt 50.7 to sit, to live

On the other hand, there are a few steiDs that seem to express
singularity or plurality of subject by means of a grammatical process
the history of which is not clear. This process may be said to consist
in the change of the vowel connecting the suffix with the stem.



&Lfl-

4x sLn'i'yat they two
hide him (caus.)
24.9

zrini'yat I put it
on top

'i2x lemii'yat they two
set it up 8.10

qEtoL
ipqEtowi'yat I hang

it up
(x)nS'we, right 44.9

L.a- to be on something
tl L!ayat they put it

on 80.20

Singular

SLne'et 24.12

7fne'et 10.1

lEmiet 90.18

qEtowe'et 46.27

nöwe'et

L!e'et 22.1

Plural

8Lfli'yEfl

qEtöt&IyEm 84.15

u'yEm 44.22

1!ei'yEim 144.4

§ 54. Direct Plural Object -itEx

The idea of plurality of objects in transitive verbs is not clearly
developed. The treatment accorded to the different stems is so irregu-
lar that no definite rules can be formulated. The majority of stems
make no distinction between singular and plural objects, and occur in
one form only. Other stems have different forms for the singular
and plural; e. g., tsxa'- TO KILL ONE, aiw- TO KILL MANY, la- TO
PUT TN ONE, XL!S'- TO PUT IN MANY, etc.; while a number of stems
seem to express plurality of object by means of the affixed numeral
particle hx5ia (see § 109), or by means of the suffix -itEx.

This suffix expresses the plural third person object, and may be add-
ed directly to the verbal stem, or after the transitive suffixes -t, -t..

zwt'tsxfit ctnta'itE (many) deer he pulEed 88.12
ã'yu tl LanditEx surely they headed them off 56.16
1ats Löwe'entc laai'trx just all (wholly) she dragged them 80.9

§* 53-54
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* 53. Causative Passive Plural -iyn

The same principle is applied to intransitive verbs expressing pas-
sive causative ideas. Singular subjects are expressed by means of the
suffix eet (see p. 345), while plurality of the subject is indicated by
the suffix -iyEfli. The most perplexing problem connected with this
suffix is the fact that its initial disappears before u-diphthongs with-
out changing the u of the diphthong into a consonantic w (see § 8).
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§ 55. MISCELLANEOUS SUFPIXES

While the functions of the verbal suffixes discussed in the preced-
ing pages are clear, and could be described fairly accurately, there
are a few others that appear only now and then, and express ideas
of a varying character. It is possible that these suffixes may repre-
sent the petrified remnants of grammatical formations that have
become obliterated in the course of time. The following is a list of
these suffixes

-a. This suffix seems to express in a number of instances our infini-
tive idea.

ln'wat xw'tsxüt he is habit- ln,'ta e'he 1E dä'rn2 hunting (had)
ually hunting deer gone the man 108.9

helmi'Ms asö' a ?n'ta next diy again
he went hunting 110.10

sLaqa'ewat she is bathing ytxe'n 8La'qa la once bathing she
him (caus.) 60.6 went (literally, to bathe) 84.24

In a few cases it has been found suffixed to neutral stems, and seems
to denote impersonal actions.

löqU to boil lqu'qwa ZE sa.L! was boiling the
pitch 102.11

kwtnã'was smoke 22.23 'in kw'iia not it smokes 110.14

It is possible that this suffix may have the identical function with the
-a (or -e) suffixed to the modal adverbs (see § 106), and it may
consequently be related to the auxiliary -e (see * 44).

-e. I am at a loss to detect the exact nature of this suffix and its
etymological connection with any of the other suffixes In the few
instances in which it occurs, it was rendered by the passive, or else
as an abstract verbal noun.

kt1ö'wtt she saw him 54.2 ã'iu /et?ö'we t la dj'i surely it was
seen as it was coming 52.7, 8

kt'Löuts he found it 32d0 lä tx k're her canoe was found
54.19

hä'wi he grew up 64.12 d hau'we it grew up (literally,
goes its growth) 20.16

k!a'lat he shouted (at it) 36.7 a'w'i jke'le I quit shouting (lit-
erally, the shouts)

mt'lat he swam 30.7 äFwi eemt'e stop swimming (liter-
ally, finish your swimming)

§ 55
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-anu This suffix occurs in two instances only, and expresses in
both of them the infinitive it seems to be related to the verbal
suffix -en/i (see § 45).

yu'we a pack: 70.22

a'ZEe toy 92.10

-am occurs very rarely, and seems to denote the absence of the
object of an action.

q!mfts he eats it 32.9

Löu to eat 17.2

Hominal Suffixes ( Mi-80)

GENERAL NOMINALIZING SUPPIXES (II 56-65)

§ 56 Nominal -is

This suffix may be said to have a geneial nominalizing function It
is found suffixed to a great number of stems, and expresses general
nominal ideas, including many of our adjectival terms For a discus-
sion of its etymological nature, see General Remarks, § 25

liu yWh?i he (went out in or-
der) to pack (enu> anu [see § 7D
162.25

m he'laq tel alt'canu people came
there (in order) to play 90.26

hate /janL eeq!almtsam just will
you eat 42 23, 24

la's teix he Lö'wtyam she usually
here eats 24.4, 5

M'wte ready 5.4
stöwa'jwts wall 90 18
L 'e'yte language 16 1

leeldLts corner 58.13
ktia'wts laziness 34.17

wfe lazy)
kwaye'te ridge, mountain 22 13
kwä'ste ball 38.19
kw'nfe feather 26.21
k/wä'efs wind 22.11
qa'yte day, sky, world 6.1

9.8 qai'nfe mouth of river 58.1
qEma'tf fish-basket 36.7
xala'wte heat 24 9
la'xz,ts mud 52.10
ltce'fs ocean beach 7 11
Lva'l8 sand beach 58.1

hä'wi he grew up 64.12
stoq he stood 20.4
L.dts he spoke 16.2

tluwe'xtets heart 5.3
wtxl'l'is food 14.7
hele'yte salmon-roe 34.27

woman 24.6
balti'mte ocean 6.2
pt'ltkts anus 40.7
po''kwfs slave
pzpa'wte hat 136.14
tama'lfs custom, fashion
tqã'Zfe sun 24.2
etke'kte shield 28.7
tskwa'xLfs fir-tree 9.2
teeene'n4s edge 22.15
gQo'rns breakers 8.1

§ 56



he'its big 14 5

nãant much, many 50.13

?jqai'na I am cold

he'niye a while 38.15

het1e'te rich 26.2
paa- to fill 15.7

e'Itente far 26.23
qa long
k/ides black 162.13
qat below 36.11

-enis transforms
into abstract nouns.

en lqayouare hungry 70.12

qa' net he got angry 32.25

§ 57. Nouns of Quality in -JJs, -tJis; -ens

-Es, -tEs. Thissufftx changes
nouns. No explanation can be gi
tween the two suffixes.

adjectives (or adverbs) into abstract
yen for the phonetic difference be-

Aate kwa nek Aemt'st.r8 hE
cöwã'yas the snake was just as
big as a hair (literally, just like
a hair [is] the size [of] the snake)
86.2

n kwee'niyem tse't /te' flãa'fltEs
no one knew how many they
were (literally, not knew they
how [was] their quantity) 78.2

wqane'E8 kãas tsxcsil'wat cold
nearly killed him 32.7

tau heni'yeEs ?yyxu'mie (for) such
length of time I travel 26.9

Aethe'teEs wealth
d paa'wEs hs aa°p the water

reached its full mark (literally.
goes its fullness [of] the watei)
44.19

ehe'ntCE8 distance 52.16
qa'LtE8 length
kIte' estEe black color
qa'tEe, the lower part, half 16.10

adjectives expressing sensations and emotions

t) ewtn ã'7i laqe'n'Ze these we two
died from hunger (literally,
these we two [are] hunger-dead)
36.13, 14

qa&we'nts anger, wrath 16.4
§57
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he'its large 14.5 kt'iws lazy
hi'ws poor 42.5 katii/mis five 5.4
pL!s heavy ift'iw8 deep
mt'tseis wise 132.6 va'iwt8 hot 24.6
tEqa'Lts solid 7 6 cä'n,ts sick 42.18
tee'ifs sweet 32.27 raw 32.23
te!lts dry 166.2
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§ 58. Nouns of Location in -.Em

This suffix expresses the abstract conception of a local idea. It is
suffixed to adverbs only, and is (with one exception) preceded by the
adverbial suffix -t,. It may best be rendered by THE PART OF, THE
SIDE OF.

lexa'tca kwt'naz't inside he lexa'term hanL ?tqa'qaZ in the inside

looked 62M (part of my eye) will I sleep
40.2

hE ytxd?I'EX iEadtcEm of the house
the insid& (part)

yqantce'wtte backwards 32.13 pEnLö'wai yqa'tCEm dji a whale
behind it was coming 88.22

'la before, first 56.9 U k'UO'wtt ha' hatcern J1 they
saw it in front coming 88.5

Ze'wt t2 hla'hatcElm döwã'ya lä ee
nate he liked his mother best
(literally, it is [asj his first[-ness
he likes his mother) 120.19, 20

qat below 36.11 wwandj yã'lanh 1E ma qa'trm
tQdqai that way are talking
the people (who on the) lower
part (of the river) live 66.12

* 89. Verbal Abstract -was, -nwas

-awas changes the verb into a noun, it expresses the abstract
coticept of a verbal idea. If the verb expresses an active, transi-
tire idea, it is suffixed to the bare stem, while in intransitive verbs it
is preceded by the intransitive suffi± -enh (see p. 349). In such cases
the final vowel of the transitive suffix disappears, and the a-vowel of
-ãwa effects the retrogressive assimilation of the stem-vowels and
suffix-vowels (see § 7).

c'a'letet he is working 22.26

zövie'wat she is eating 24.5,6

?jiLlw3 I put it on
alVeanh we two play 38.11

e'qe dead 42.19
ha'ycd he gambled 66.15

§ 58-59

t lau ä'w c'aletã'Wa.9 when he quit
(the) work 34.6, 7

ä'wi Il zöwã'was she finished (her)
food 24.13

lä iiahãiwas her clothes 11&.3
alteanã'wa8 tn hats a game we

(should) arrange 90.14
aqana'was funeral
hayan'wa8 Indian game
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In one instance this suffix has been changed to -ãwa.

qa'yaut8 he is scared 12.1 in yü dI qayawcilwaL hardly any-
thing can scare him (literally,
not very something scaring [to
him] 40.24; ga/awä'waL a thing
that scares)

-nwas. Composed of the distributive -n (see § 37) and the
nominal -ãwa.9. Hence it expresses an abstract concept that has a
distributive character.

liaqtsd' nZaxan'was Löwa' kat8 she was sittingbetween his teeth (lit-
erally, his teeth in the [mutual] between[-ness]) 102.18

.9öwe'l laxanë'wa8 between the fingers 108.21
sqaiLne'was the space between the fingers, a crack ($qayi'LExEm it

was sticking in a crack 432.8)

§ 60. Verbal Nouns in -öns, -si

-öns. This suffix iiidicates that something has become the object
of a certain action. It may best be rendered by WHAT BECAME THE
OBJECT OF. Either it is suffixed to the verbal stem directly, or it is
preceded by the transitive suffixes 4, 48 (see § 26).

tl yã'lani they are talking 90.16 law tl yaaltö'nts they begin to talk
about it (literally, this they
[have as their] object of speech)
76.22

I cut it 1eititsö'nt. la kxla she commenced
to cut her foot (literally, object
of cutting her foot [became]
80.21)

L05- to eat 17.2 law Lö'iZ'nts t ha'kitc lcto y&su'iie
this became his food while he
walked crawling (literally, that
object of eating [it became]
while crawling that one trav-
eled) 32.11

ä'tsa he gave it to him 34d0 atso'nts gift 188.26

-Si is used. in the formation of nouns from verbal stems. The best
rendering that can be given for this suffix is THE RUINS, THE REM-
NANTS OF.
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ai'wtt he killed them 68.11 'is ai'w'itsZ itE we two (are the) rem-
nants of the slaughtei 62 18

$ it burned down 58 12 gaw'ila''we ZE ?/'&Wa'WEX nw pi'tii
she commenced to look around
(of) the house the debris 58 18,19

It is very likely that the following example may belong here:

k it.s'm'is, k itinidmis half hE k 'it.s'i'mi.si i'wit half of them
32 11 he killed (literally, the remain-

ing lalf he killed) 112.10

§ 61. Nouns of Quantity in -'in

This suffix occurs in a few instances only It is added to stems
expressing adjectival ideas, and may be translated by PIECE, PORTiON

tca!yuxt4 small 42 6 i'k I tea' yuvw'iin ä'tsa (to) both a
small portion he gave 120 17

jaw small 128 29 iw 'RJiZ in a small
place they two are stopping 6.3

e'Aentc far 26 23 nä'y'irn ehnteE'Wnë'tc dfiiIt he
cause quite far apart it keeps
coming (literally, because dis-
tance-portion-modality, [they]
are coming [singly]) 52.18

§ 62. Nouns of Agency in -ayawa. -eyäwe, -iyawa

These suffixes indicate the performer of an action The -eyawe form
is added to stems with e vowels (see § 7) Since the informant was
frequently at a loss how to express in English the idea conveyed by
this suffix, he invariably tra'nslated it by To GO AND (perfoim the
action in question)

t'dlats he dances t allydwa a dancer
x i'nt he exammed it 32 '23 L tv iniydwa examiner

n'i'le 'in wood 102 2 mi'Lan nn'ik 'tneya'we permit me
to get some wood (literally, let
me wood getter be) 102 1

m'i'laq arrow 12 10 'i mQaqaya'we we two go and get
airows (literally, [we two are]
arrow-makers) 160 6, 7

Lou to eat 17 2 niOwIya'wa I am an eater
tte'xt'it8 LOwIydwa .1 go in and
eat 168.2, 3
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§ 68. Nominalizing Suffix Indicating Place, -is

It is never suffixed to verbal stems.

qa'ntcu where? 94.25

1e'?EX medicine

tsä'yueL small 20.5

qaie small 128.29

§ 64. Nominalizing

It signifies WHERE THE
adverbial) stems only.

/ju. south

over here

s,wt'lux" head 30.14

to xqanteu'wt. from where are you
two (literally, your two selves'
whence place) 126.14

awtn ilxeyäwe'wt. we two have
been after medicine (literally,
our two selves' medicine-makers
place) 126.15

täyuxwt'nt ei'kexEm lB L!ta
on a small place is sticking out
the land 44.26

'ai4'nts fiw on (some) small
place they two are stopping 6.3

Suffix Indicating Locality, -ume

It is added to nominal (or

rJt,ukwt'sume M'yet! he came ashore
on the south side (literally,
from where south is, he came
ashore)

t8ett'ume Lö 1e?he& ha"WE here
on this side make a knot! (liter-
ally, where this is, on it, a knot
make) 92.7, 8

wwtitxu'me where the head is
146.26

365

§ 65. Terms of Relationship in -ate (-ate)

Terms of relationship appear with the suffix ate or ate (see § 7),
except in the vocative case, where the stem alone is used A few
nouns exhibit in the vocative case an entirely different stem, while
others occur in the vocative form only

The phenomenon so characteristic of many American and other
languages, whereby the different sexes use separate terms for the
puipose of denoting corresponding degrees of relationship, is not
found in Coos This may in part be due to the fact that the language
does not differentiate in any respect whatsoever between the two sexes,
and that grammatical gender is a concept entirely unknown to the
Coos mind On the other hand, Coos has one trait in common

§ 6l-6



1 Alsea oaa°tdn.

Besides the above-enumerated terms of kinship, there are two stems
that are used as such, although they do not, strictly speaking, denote
any degree of relationship One of these is the term sldato (vocative
sla), employed by the Coos in addressing a male member of the tribe,
and even a stranger, and the other is vw'i1, used in the same way in
addressing females.

§ 65

English Coos Vocative case

Father
Mother
Son
Daughter
Older brother
Younger brother
Older sister
Younger sister
Grandfather
Grandmother
Grandson

Granddaughter
Paternal uncle
Maternal uncle
Paternal aunt
Maternal aunt
Father ip law
Mother in law
Son-in-law
Daughter-in-law
Brother-in-law
Sister-in-law
Relative by marriage aftcr

death of person whose mar
riage established the relation-
ship.

Nephew (son of sister)
Nephew (son of brother)

Niece (daughter of sister)
NIece (daughter ot brother)

elceLdtc
e°nStc

(I)
kwapa cite
ha Late
mlLkwi'yate
heni konate
kenya xjte
pka kate
ioma'cate so mae
temVsnSte temi sin

tek ltd nate
pu'yatc pus
acei'axate
a'tate
rsokwl'rohte

57011CL toinatc

qaS Jcsatc
noi'nkatc
ssoEtd°ndtcj
ha'lIk!
kwVhate
xa'ysoscate

tewI't cite

(9)

upxancl'cate
(?>

ni'k!a'
Lowe!

kwa'ya!
JaILS!

mLVLllc!

he ntkwel
lcwe cc'
pica k'
so md'
tens ci' (siug)
temiPmus! (p1)
teka xtsi!
p5/SO!

axa'xV
a
kwh'kwi!
ya'k '(')
iwa'llk!

(?)

(?)

hat!
JcwVhai!

(')

less!

kwlne'wit.' (9)
neccie"! (7)

(9)

pEkwi'nLo'
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with some of the languages of the neighboring tribes, namely, in so
far as two different stems are used to denote the same degree of
relationship by marriage One is employed as long as the inter
mediary person is living, while the second is used after the death of
that person.

The following tabTe shows the nouns expressing the different
degrees of relationship:



beldj north

yt'qantc behind

qa'lu winter (?) 162.20
qa'xan- up 14.1

qa'yts sky 6.1

ytxdwEx house 22.25

.rdtã country 30.28

/e'wt1t8 road 138.17

qwai's board 52.14

waap water 6.9

canoe 44.20

kwt'7eL sweat-house 62.25

1E lã'mak lala' tr l4ldji'yEx the
bones those (are) the Umpqua
Indians (literally, the Northern
Indians) 50.5, 6

ytqa'ntcmex ma the last genera-
tion 9.6

L !a'nx qaThjeq new salmon 86.25
qa'lex old 38.18
qarAini'yetEx ma from above the

people 150.5
qay'sa'yEw ma the sky-people

ADVERBIAL SUFFIXES ( 67-70)

§ 67. Local and Modal itc, -ite

This suffix indicates rest, and was rendered by IN, AT, ON, UNDER.
It is added to nouns. and (very rarely) to verbs. For the parallel
occurrence of -tc and -ite, see § 2. (See note to § 36.)

ytxa'wExe1tc LöWa'kats in the house
he is sitting

yEai' L!ta'ite it'itse't8 in another
country I stay 26.8, 9

hewt'Zt.itc stö'4q on the road he
stood 36.16

t la" quwai'.sitc tct!ctle'et while she
under the board was 58.25

ã°'pitc dji li m'i'?e in the water it
was swimming 88.21

lix tcThwi'yat in the
middle (of the) canoe they two
laid him down 126.23

kwt2e'j2tc tscrJii idi to'mL in the
sweat-house lay that old man
28.11, 12

§ 66-67
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in one instance the term kwe'ni is employed to denote SI5TER
without mentioning the rank of her birth. All attempts to obtain
the corresponding term for BROTHER have proved unsuccessful.

§ 66. SUFFIXES -ix, .-iy, -iyetEx

These three suffixes, occurring in a few instances only, seem to
express the idea PERTAINING TO. They are suffixed to nominal and to
adverbial stems.
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ttla'qa (many) live 36.11 M'ni Löwa'kats is tiZ iF rn/i qa
ttia'qa$ti there lived the kins-
men (among) the people (who)
below lived 60.11

By prefixing to the noun the local prefix a- (see § 22), and by
suffixing to it the suffix -te, -itc, the idea FROM 5 expressed.

qã'yi sky 6.1 aiqa'ytsitc he'2aq from the sky he
came

L !tã country 30.28 xyai' L !tã'tc from another coun-
try 26.6

pqai' back 82.13 rn/i L!öxkfki'wat apqai'-
Mtc two men were supporting
him from the back 40.9

When preceded by the discriminative - (see § 23), this suffix
assumes a modal significance, exercising the same function as the
English adverbial suffix -LY or the word LIKE.

nrnä'heniet it is populated 12.4 hat8 kw xniähe'ntic o'waq just
like a person he stood up 114.23,
24

z3rndhe'nttc /c?ö'wtt iF rn/i like
persons she saw the beings (look)
54.18

ã'yu sure enough 7.4 gö di 'in aa'yw'ite tsxafl'wat be
killed a little of everything
(literally, [of] everything not
enough-ly he killed) 64.19, 20

qa'lyeq salmon 34.14 qa'iyeq)tc tl kwinai?wat as
salmon they look upon it 130.14

rta'nucwitc LowcI'kats sideways he
was sitting 38.10

yixe' one 5.5 ayt'xte dä'rntl xyt'xtc he'tl
MiUrnä'ke each man has one
wife (literally, one [modRi] man,
one [modal] their wives) 48.5

The prefix may sometimes be omitted, as shown by the following
examples:

qanto where 8.8 yt'kwanL qantci'to tezj Ia perhaps
shall which way this I go 100.18

qaic small 128.29 qai'cito hau U yü'wtlt into small
pieces they divided it 130.26

ts'yuw small 20.5 t8ä'yu7iwitopt'l8tat to pieces it was
smashed 124.14

§67



C.

gO'e qa'ntcltc aydwu'd'1!tcU la everywhere in pairs they went 48.8
y'psE'në'tc in threes (ytpsEn. three)

§ 88. Local 8uffix, Indicating Motion, -etc

The suffix etc inthcates motion, action, and may be rendered by AT,
IN, THEOIJGH, ON, INTO

tctci'nwU spruce-tree 20.5 .t!ai'yat ZR t8ä'yu tctel'miletc he
put it on the small spruce-tree
20.8

ddm8it prairie 22 12 irlyl dEmste'tc LM''iap a good
prairie through he goes 22 11

yixa'wRxek Ia into the house he
went 28.10, 11

yAva'wEcceto dJI to the house he
came

tc!wä'lete tktts into the fire he
shoved it 32.24

kwina'ëwat dhetc he is looking at
(his) face

When suffixed to a stem with an a vowel, the suffix is changed to
-ate (see § 7).

ap water 6.9 tEk!wtl xapatc into the water he
dove 26 27

iita' ground 6.7 .dtä' ate lemi'yat on the ground he
put it 64.1

In some cases it may be suffixed to verbs.

t'ila'qa (many) live 36 11 tel /ie'laq ZR ma tla'qayetc there
he arrived, where the people
were living 36 12, 13

etO°q he stands 20 4 tsö ZR ma gal sto'qetc he'?aq now
to the person (that) below stood
he came 92, 4, 5

aWcani (they) play 94 8 he' lag ZR ma altcani'waqatc he came
to the people (that) were playing
98, 14, 15

3045°Bull. 40, pt. 2-12-----24 §438

ytxa'WEX house 22.25

a face 10.3

tc!wäl fire 38.8
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Owing to its modid significance, this suffix expresses the idea of
our collective numerals IN TWOS, IN THREES, when added to the cardi-
nal numerals.
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qã'ys sky 6.1

tqa'lte sun 24.2

te/t'Zs door 625

§ 69-70

69. Local .-ewtC

The local suffix -ewtte is rendered by TOWARDS.

beldj north M2cje'wttc qa'et to the north he
scattered 48.24

e'qatee aside 26.20 qcttce'w'&te k l/cweeleyu to one
side he was rolled 94.19,20

yi'qante behind Øqantee'wlte lx backwards be
looked 32.13

qaits inside 140.24 qai'ts6wto t te'xtite (inside) they
entered 22.29

7Jtxa'wEx house 22.25 yixaWExe'Wite nia towards the
house I am going

§ 70. Instrumental -Etc

It expresses our ideas wim, AGAINST When suffixed to a stem
with an a-vowel, it is pronounced more like -ate; while, if suffixed to
a stem with an e-vowel, it invariably sounded like -etc. When the
instrumental idea WITH is to be expressed, the stem to which this
sufllx is added is very often preceded by the prefix a- (see § 24)

mã'luk' paint ma'lukwite 1tã'a' III ii red paint
with was painted his face 10 2, 3

canoe 44 20 ma xix E'tc yixu'mñe people in
canoes travel (literally, with ca-
noes) 90.3

to 'ltc' hammer 26 26 tqanLte te t'lte 1Eto 1E kwt'la he
struck with a hammer the ice
28 L,2

mix e'w lucky 20 14 hatã'ytnw mtx s'wEte ali'eani ii
men, lucky money with they are
playing 94 27

q 'e'le pitch 82 23 q 'e2e'yEte la" po?te with pitch it
was full 74.25

mI'k e basket 28 27 xml/c e'Ete töwt'ttniye in a basket
he was dropped down (literally,
with a basket) 28 9,10

qa'ytsEte te/cwl against the sky it
struck 22.4

tqã'lt8Ete pana'qtsxEni in the sun
he is warming himself 32.8

fxte te!Ud/iEte she jumped
against the door 76.2



In the following instance the suffix is changed, without any apparent
cause, to -yEte.

wa'lvx&l knife 78.11 t'qanLi'yeqEm vwd1waZyEte they
hit her with a knife 80.5

In another instance it occurs as -a'tc.

g5's dIe? t8äyd'nehatc flL !pdne dl with all kinds of small birds 46.2

When suffixed to the article or to the personal pronouns, this suffix
is changed to -tte.

ZE it 5.1 wle'ttc k!tnt with it they two
try it 7.4

7j!ne 1 50.25 ne'tt, he'?ag with (or to) me he
came

ene thou 15.7 yetne'ttc with, to thee 18.11
vd he 15.10 hexä'tc with, to her 86.3
xwtn we two hexwnne'tte with, to us two 24.3

§ 71. SUPERLATIVE -e$m
This suffix indicates great quantity or quality. It corresponds to

our superlative.

t8ä'yux" small 20.5 ith t.säyuxwe'ytm ã'la the smallest
child

1ie'Ttts big 14.5 ith heMse'ytm yoia'wx the big-
gest house

It is added mostly to terms of relationship that denote either a
younger or an elder member of the family. In such cases it implies
that the member spoken of is the younger (or elder) in a family con-
sisting of more than two members of the same degree of kinship.

hent'kniuc elder sister wändj iiäts hE hentkumtce'ytm
(out of two) 50.8 that way spoke the eldest sister

126.16

§ 72. DISTRIBUTIVE -nI
-mi is suffixed to nouns of relationship on1y, and expresses a degree

of mutual kinship. It is etymologically related to the verbal dis-
tributives -np, -äni (see § § 25, 37).

sla'atc cousin 42.21 2x 8ldtcni they two were mutual
cousins 4.15

hi'L&c elder brother 72.27 ltn /ldLtot'nI we are brothers mu-
tually

9mtikwi'yätc younger brother katE'm U miLkw1'tct?ii five they
72.1 (are) brothers (mutually) 90.8

§ 71-72
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* 73. INTERROGATIVE -tZ

It is added only to the particles tcitc, qantc, rnt'lätc, d, wit, ite, to
the adverb ni'citc, and to the stem itee'te (see pp. 406, 407, 408, 411).

tci'toiZ xa'la d mn what are they doing? 92.18
a,tci'tcfi tiq xi'nie how is it that I am sick?
la qa'ntexü la that one where did he go? 94.25
mi'lätcl lianL eewutxe when will you return? 28.3,4
dP'lfi lie tE ewi?öu'wat what usually are you looking for? 54.3
di?tce'tufi /ianz tEi8 A lint with what shall we two try it? 7.1, 2

(di)ltcdtoit = dt'? + -te + -Etc + -ü (see § § 108, 25, 70, 11)
a,wi'tiZ ts t'yat who did it?
'toü esdwd'ya e'xkan which one do you want? 50.17

i? ni'ctcii how many are they? (literally, [are] they a few?)
t8e't8U hem,i'stEs ti'ye Øxd'wx how big is your house? (literally,

how [the] largeness [size] of your house?)

NTh!ERAL SUFFIXES (11 74-77)

* 74. Ordinal -L

The ordinal numerals are formed by adding to the cardinals (see § 101)

the suffix -ie. The first two numerals are irregular, especially the
ordinal for ONE. The adverbial stem la AHEAD, the temporal adverb
yuwint BEFORE, or the same adverb with the adjectival ending -/Ex,
are used in lieu of the missing regular ordinal numeral for ONE.
The ordinal for 'rwo is formed by adding the suffix - to the adverb

aso AGAIN.

'Za, yuwi'nt, JYt'ntyEe first
asö'wis second
yipsE'nis third
hecL1'Lis fourth
katE'misi8 fifth

h xii 'la Lowi'tat she first ran (literally, ahead) 56.9
le yuwi'nt lifiL'rnis my first wife (literally, my wife [whom I had]

before)
le& as'wis hü'mis my second wife
Compare also heZmi'Ms next day (he'lnwZ to-morrow 162.9) 6.7

Of an obscure composition is the indefinite ordinal tñ'wis THE LAST.
Its first component can not be explained, while the ending is plainly

the ordinal suffix -is.

tö cku ti'wi now (this) must (have been) the last one 120.1

§* 73-74
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§ 75. Multiplicative -en

The multiplicative numerals are formed by adding to the cardinals
the suffix -en TIMES.

yxe'n 6. $xe"wteqen
tsoxe'm 7. y'2anoä'wieqen
yfpsx'nen 8. yxe"a1i1en
heciYren 9. ydiewä'ahälen
katx'msen 10. Lep!qcf/nAen

The numeral for TWICE is irregular. It seems to be composed of
the conjunction tsö NOW, of the inclusive personal pronoun 2x, and
of the multiplicative suffix -en.

yIree'n sLa'qa ?i once bathing she went 84.24
tsö°xe'n 1anj 1w,u'txe in two days will I return (literally, twice)

28.4
ktztx'msca qd-santo arne'ttts five times upwards (they) jumped

76.4
tsö k kwa niotee'n qaltmnEye then, perhaps, in a few days

(literally, now, perhaps, it seems, a few times, morning it got)
56.21

To this group belongs also the indefinite weete'n SO MANY TIMES,
formed from the stem wes so 1W4tI.

Ms weste'n tslx tics Ms weste'n ymi' L!tã'ito ijiitsdts I stay here
just as long as in the other country (literally, also so many
times here, and also so many times in another country, I stay)
26.8, 9

§ 76. Ordinal-Multiplicative -enteis

The ordinal-multiplicative numerals, expressed in English by AT
THE FIEST TIME, AT THE SECOND TIME, are formed by means of the
compound suffix -entcis. This suffix consists of the multiplicative -en
(see above), of the modal -to (see § 36), and of the ordinal suffix -ts
(see § 74).

ayixë'wieqe'ntois L/etc là tluwe'xtois at the sixth time went out
her heart 76.6, 7

xkatis'm,tse'ntcjs at the fifth time

The ordinal suffix 48 may be omitted, as shown in the following
example:

heoL'zento qatmi'ye la aatã'ya Zä sldatc on the fourth day he
went to his cousin (literally, four times [atj morning it got . . . )
42.20, 21

§ 75-76
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77. Distributive -MHa

Distributive numerals in the sense of ONE EACH, ONE APIECE, are
formed by adding to the cardinal numerals the suffix - Mia (see General
Remarks, pp. 326, 327). The first two numerals, ytxë' and y'2ww,
change their final vowels into a before adding the suffix. This change

may be due to purely phonetic causes (see § 7). The numeral for
THREE, yt'psEfl, drops its final n before taking the suffix.

ytxaM'na one each
yswaM'Ha two each
ytpSEM'fla three each
he&LM'a four each
katEmtsM'na five each
gos yixaM'ia tZ n/üuinä'k.e ZE wt'nqa8 t2 MYme all of the Spider's

children have wives each (literally, all, one apiece, they with
wives [are], the Spider's children) 58.9

y&laht'ia he't mt'?aq we two have one arrow apiece

PLURAL FORMATIONS ( 78-79)

§ 78. Irregular PluraJs

The majority of nominal stems have the same forms in singular and
plural. There are, however, a number of nouns and adjectives that
show in the plural a formation which is distinct from the singular
form. This formation is based upon two grammatical processes,
suffixation and phonetic change, and may be said to be of a pet$fied
character. It is impossible to describe, or even suggest, the pro-
cesses that may have taken place in thisformation; hence no attempt
will be made to discuss them in detail.

The following is a list of nominal stems that occur in two distinct
forms, one for the singular, and the other for the plural:

Singular Plural

ã'la 10.8 MYme 20.3 child
h'El''mts 24.6 hünä'ke 20.3 woman
tö'mtL 20.2 tEma'Le 24.1 old man
dä'm'? 14.7 tt'mtlii 56.18 man
ma 10.1 men 24.22 human being
knee /een'yese 30.16 hunchback
ts'yux 20.5 tsdyä'ne 48.7 small
tce'xet tee'ntxet 46.19 short
qa kaLE' mica 134.25 tall
aiA'maq 112.27 aLt'maqa 44.20 big
teitc 10.9 tttcä'ne 46.3 kind, manner

§* 77-78
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This distinction is not consistently carried out. Cases where the
singular form is applied to denote plural concepts are quite numerous.
This phenomenon is very natural, since in place of the idea of plurality
we find rather the idea of distribution developed in Coos.

§ 79. Plural of 1erms of Relationship, -iyas

The only substantives that form a plural by means of a specific
plural suffix are the terms of relationship. The suffix employed for
this purpose (-lyas) may be added directly to the stem, or may be
preceded by the suffix of relationship, &e (-ate) (see pp. 365, 366).

mEa'yas parents 86.12
kwiya'xLtc younger sister 50.14 kwiLtei'yas younger sisters 82.14
hä'Läte older brother 72.27 lidLtci'yas, häLi'yas olderbrothers

130.23
e'JLatc father 20.13 ek"Ltci'yas, ekuzi'yas fathers
e'nätô mother 68.16 entei'yas mothers

This suffix may be present in the stem iJt'yas VILLAGE, derived
from L !tä EARTH, GROUND, cotncTRy. The initial i of the suffix would
amalgamate with the final a of the stem into a (see § 9), and the noun
would express a collective plural.

§ 80. MINOR SUFFIXES

Besides the suffixes discussed in the preceding pages, Coos has a few
suffixes of obscure function, that occur sporadically only, and that are
confined to certain given stems. These suffixes are as follows:

-i occurs in one or two instances, and is rendered by AND ALL.

m'laq arrow 12.10; nmt'?aqa herni'yat 1E ma 2 kwä'xaL nmt'?aqai
she took out a person's bow and
arrow and all 62.23

la'mak bones 40.12 nte't ta Hlä'maki with flesh and
bones and all

-Ca is suffixed to the noun hüu'fltk OLD WOMAN. It was explained to
me as having an endearing character, but instances are not
lacking where the suffix is used in a derogatory sense.

wandj L !ä'm ZE hummt'lcea thus talking is the (dear) old woman
82.19, 20

Lxant tc!wäle'tc ZE /ümt'kea (she) threw it into the fire, the (bad)
old woman (the Giant-Woman)

with arrow he is 20.18

§* 79-80
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-ãyIms occurs in three instances, and seems to have a nominalizing
character.

te 1hats he put it out (the light) k dtc 'hã'yims Ia" tc tiWet it (the
128 16 fire) is burning continually (lit-

erally, without [being] put out
it is caused to burn) 40 25, 26

eS tite! you two come in! titeä'ytm8 'ij4wã','a to come in I
82.14 (should) like

hethe'te rich 26.2 Jatã'Øms money 20.15

-lyaL, -ãyaL, are suffixed to a few verbal stems, and seem to
denote the performer of an action.

in- to hunt 24.26 in'ai ma a hunter
ali'ean he plays alicani'yaL a player
LOU to eat Löwi'yaL a person that eats

qayd'yaL a shadow (1) 104 9

-'lye, -aye. This suffix is added to a number of stems expressing
adjectival ideas It is idiomatically employed in the formation
of comparison (see p 417), and in some instances it i used to
indicate plurality of ad]eetival concepts When used for the
purpose of expressing comparison, it seems to have a nominal
izing function.

pLJ4s heavy iZ nv päL!ä'ye xkwt'na"to they
(p1.) look very heavy (literally,
much as if weight [according to]
appearance) 64.8

r 't'lwis deep as4'L la 2 ai tluvA'ye lxx ya'ias the
maggots go halfway deep (liter
ally, middle, goes its depth [of]
the maggots) 40 12

ü'us light Ms wit ta he"i2cc wwä'wiye lx emne
they two are as light as you
(literally, also he and their two
light weight [as] yours)

Singular Plural
L is pa 'dye heavy

m4'tsis 128.20 rnittslt'ye wise
wi'us wwitwi'ye light

-yya ia suffixed in one or two instances to local adverbs, giving them
an adjectival coloring, as it were.

§ 80
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M'ni there 5.2 Mn'yya m di la' nv'tss from
there the people something
know 128.19, 20

t.s4 1e'i tamalts Mni'yiya mu just
their fashion (of the) people from
there 130.8, 9

The function of this suffix may best be compared to that of
the German suffix -ige in phrases like -

der heutige Tag this day
die dortigen EinwoAner the inhabitants from there

-1 has been found suffixed to the article only. It seems to express
the idea of instrumentality, although this idea may be due to
the prefixed instrumental n-.

liff it, he, the 5.1 nle'M a with it he went 42:8
nle'M wu'txe with it she returned

70.23

The infixed h is due to hiatus ( 10).

Reduplication ( 81-83)

§ 81. Introductory
Reduplication as a means of forming grammatical processes is

resorted to frequently in Coos. The reduplication may be either
initial or final. Initial reduplication affects the consonant, vowel, or
whole syllable. It consists in the repetition of the weakened vowel
or consonant of the stem, or in the duplication of the first stem-
syllable. The connecting vowel between two reduplicated consonants
is the obscure 1ff-vowel; but, owing to the great tendency of Coos
towards euphony, this obscure vowel is frequently affected by the
stem-vowel (see § 7). Final duplication is always consonantic, and
consists in the repetition of the final consonant by means of a con-
necting obscure vowel, which very often changes its quality in accord-
ance with the stem-vowel preceding it, or with the vowel of the suffix
that follows it (see § 7).

The grammatical use of reduplication is confined chiefly to the verb.

§ 82. Initial Reduplication
Initial reduplication expresses, in connection with the proper verbal

suffixes, intensity of action, repetition, duration, and customary
action. It is employed, furthermore, in the formation of the passive

§ 81-82
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voice. Syllabic reduplication is used very often in addition to a pho-
netic device (see § 84) for the purpose of forming a number of verbs
expressing transitive ideas of continuous duration. These verbs do
not then require any of the transitive suffixes. This latter application
may be of a later, secondary origin.

Examples of reduplication of initial sound, or of initial consonant and
following vowel:

wi1n- to cheat
gale small 128.29

al'wtt (he) killed them 124.4
ptls- to tear up
tv'- to coil
Lo'- to buy

Examples of syllabic duplication:

tcine'henA he is thinking 24.13,
14

ctrn- to attract

ibslö'wat he recognized it
30.28

2w M'tö't. they two put it
down 7.4

?p- to paint

to hit

pö"kwts slave

W&L- to twist

he shook it off 42.3

§ 82

eewtwin!mt I am cheating you
gEqailcu l wt't'in clubbed (into

pieces) is his blood 10.6
l aiaiwã'yu they were killed 58.8

pEpUsu'ye he wy torn up 48.16
ittt'iw'wat I am coiling it
LouLouw/yeqEm, it is being bought

88.13, 14

en hanL tcintctnã's you sha'n't
think of me 88.29

ctmctmdewaq it was attracting by
means of its breath 88.25

tti'tt'lü (she) is being recognized
56.5

la' Mthitöwe'wat these he is put-
ting down 34.8

xldttc ?ip?i'yap lä a with it she
painted their faces 122.6

xnaant la- L xLö"1waa many that
one were hitting 80.4, 5

ma poukpowak people she was
enslaving 70.15

xqe'lte wzwe1'yaz slowly she is
twisting him 60.7
xs'i'yax I am shaking it off

Owing to the fact that reduplication and duplication are based upon
the principle of consonantic or stem weakening, the repeated element
occurs very often in a changed form. The following rules have been
observed in this respect:

(1) The semi-vocalic i reduplicates into a long i.
txe'ntce together 64.8 ytxantciZ'ye it was gathered up

yate,"wat he is coaxing him wandj tl 'yatii thus they were
coaxed 98.4, 5
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The spirant x in consonantic combinations, when reduplicated,
becomes k. In the same manner alveolar s becomes the aifricative t$.

ts xL!out we two put it in il kxL!öweYwat they are putting
26.25 them in frequently 52.9

xti it slid down 26.19 ktxti'yu it was slid down 94.5
4're'n .i.a'a la once to bathe tstsLa'qaa' she was bathing 84.21

she went 84.24
8to&q he stood 20.4 tsEstoqe'yu he was made to stand

on his feet

The reduplication of the fortis pala.tal k! consists in the mere
amplification of the consonant by means of a prefixed a-vowel.

k!a'lat he shouted 36.7 ak!a'laai lE /u'mts shouting is the
woman 56.5

Combinations of two or more consonants, of which a velar, a
palatal, a nasal (m, n), an A or 1, form the second element, reduplicate
the second consonant. The lateral (1) is in such cases preceded by a
vowel, since initial combinations of l,+ velar axe impossible.

skwi'wat he informed him wandj kwkwi'wat that way he is
164.22 informing her 60.19

tsxawi'yat he put it down 1iEtsxaw?'wat he is putting it
36.21 down

Lkwa'at he cut it off kwtzkwã'yu it was cut off 76.14
8qats he seized it 36.20 ma qE8qã'y the person was

seized 10.4
L !want he threw it 42.10 xai !xan1'wat he is throwing it

frequently
a'lqa.s fear 66.4 aça'lqsona'ya he became afraid

of him 28,24, 25
L!ha'tsa he put on 28.23 haLMa'yu it was put on
xrnen'i'yctt be tipped it over mExmene'wat he is tipping it over

46.26
q!mtt8 she ate it 24.16 mxq.'nvi'yu it is eaten 142.6
xEali'yat he hugged him 116.4 eZxeeleiyu he was hugged

Compare also -
lat'xwtt she jabbed him 112.17 tlxcriiZ'ye he was jabbed
L!noLt he opens (the door) noL!noue4'wat he is constantly

opening (the door)
Syllables ending in an m, n, 1 + consonant omit the m, n, and 1 in

the repeated syllable.
kwtlt- to roar kwttkwt'ltaai it is roaring 114.6
qals- to cut qasqa'lsaai be is cutting

§ 82



w.rdxttte he jumped 32.4
mt'ntctts she asked him 62.15

11a'mx- to dress hides

dä'm'U man 14.7

k!wan- to cut (the hair)

tslk to tie a knot tt'kts4la1 he is tying a knot
.9ilp to comb (hair) tps4lap he is combing (his hair)

A number of stems occur in parallel forms showing both conso
nantic reduplication and syllabic duplication.

yte'ntce together 64.8

arne'et he is on top 10.1

mtnc- to ask

ciiit$ he set afire

ttrt'ntaai he is jumping
micmi'ntci'yeqEm he is asked

70.9
2x haU'x/aumaux they two are

dressing hides 68.27,28
tc tElta'nvUtu you two (will) get

strong 120 17, 18
k!wdxk!wanac, he is cutting his

hair

iytct,antcesneiyu it was gathered
up

yxen,e'neyu it was gathered
up 84.16

xzxtne'wat he is putting it on
top

x'xtntü it is being put on top
mttcmt'nate she is asking 80 12
mEmntcü'ye he was asked
etLcü'Laai it is burning
eEcu'IAL fire was set to 58.11

§ 83. Final Eeduplication
Final reduplication is used for the purpose of expressing distribu

tion, mutuality, and, in intransitive verbs, an action that is performed
now and then (see § 37) It is also employed as a means of forming
neutral verbs that indicate actions of long incessant duration

yq he went away qai'nts lau yaqEqdni from the
shore they are running away (one
after the other, singly) 86.18,19

.9ot to trade 8otttaJn' hanL we two will
trade (mutually) 16.7, 8

woman 26 7 nEa'iã lau 11üU isdni them
selves they marry 12 5

stou'waq he stood 20 7 8töwa'qEqan' he is continually
standing up and sitting down

kwili'yat he rolls it kwtlEldn,i ZE balt1miAs rolling is
the ocean 6 2

kwaa'ti dream 98 7 lau kwãatltsa'ni he is constantly
dreaming (literally, now and
then) 72 1

§ 83
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e'qeq killing spot 80.14
(compare e'qe- to die)

yi'my'&m eyelash (compare
ym- to twinkle)

wa'lwal knife 78.11

ha'rhar wagon (compare
ha!x- to drag)

hethe'te rich 26.2
eu'/eu knot 92.8

p'ii'spii' cat

pü"xpux a spout 30.25
müs'müs1 cow

ta'tau basket 112.4
tSEt8e'kwtfl cane 28.18
t8RZi'mt8Eltm button

ta'ntan to come ashore (whale) 128.28
to go home 28.3

yü'yü to stop (while traveling) 5.2

N lANGUAGESCOOS

1CMn()k jargon.
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lt'pltp white man's paint (com-
pare 1'p- to paint)

tcö'wtcOx rabbit 60.23

gtmgt'mti rain (compare q'mt
it rains)

kt'nktn stick

ktska'8tL fish-hawk
/cu'kum raven
qatqaz'L belt 28.7 (compare tqa'L-

to put a belt on)
qa'lqal digging-stick 26.17
xt'nrn saddle (compare

arne'et it is on top)
xa'Lxat ax (compare Lxat to chop)
anoa'lxwal eye 40.1
,wt't&i,ut deer 64.19

83

lk!wi tE ap runs down the 1k! wa' ku tE ap is continually run-
water 16.9 ning down the water 17.4

xpi 1E ytxdwEx it burned xpa'ap 1E ytth'wEx burning
down, the house 58.12, 13 (down) is the house

wu'txe he came back 28.9 wutxa'va te'ti M"rne came back
(one by one) our (dual) children
44.7

kPwi' 1E MZ''mti the woman hei.pLpà'wti kiu'waxu my hat got
was 1ost54. 19 lost (impersonal)

nq he ran away 100.16 tl nzqa'qa they ran away (se*rr-
ally)

There are a number of stems expressing verbal, nominal, and adjec-
tival ideas, that appear invariably in reduplicated or doubled form
Some of these expressions are onomatopoetic in character; others
may have been borrowed from the neighboring languages, while still
othei s may be new formations, necessitated by the introduction of
new ideas and concepts through the contact of the Coos with the
white people (See also § 116)

The following is a partial list of such stems
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Phonetic Changes ( 84-85)

Grammatical processes by means of phonetic changes are few in
number, and not clearly developed The phonetic change may be of
a vocalic or consonantic character.

§ 84. Vocalic Changes

Vocalic change is confined to the verb, and consists in the amplifi-
cation of the stem by means of a vowel (usually the a vowel), or in
the modification of the vowel connecting a suffix with a stem Stem
amplification is employed for the purpose of forming active or transi
tive verbs from verbal stems, and of denoting duration of action.
The latter application occurs in verbs that have already been transi
tivized by means of some transitive suffix The stem is frequently
duplicated before amplification is applied to it (see § § 82, 83). For
another explanation of this phenomenon see § § 4, 11.

tlVYiL- to follow

tctflL- to reach

8towq he stood 20.4

ix iii'yii they two stopped
(for a moment) 5.2

k!a&. to peck

stlp- to comb one's hair
mtnte- to ask

WIL- to twist

rjimu'.,wtt I felt it
ttltts I painted it

§ 84

in tcitc tkwi'yaL (they) can not fol-
low him

ytxa"wExetc tct'naL Ia k'ma'T
to (the roof of) the house reached
its horn 86.25, 26

nhiaL stö'waq at the foot of the
tree he stood 26.17

ix y'ü"yfi they two stopped (for
a long time) 5 5

k tlö'wtt ic ta'wat he saw him (m
the act of) pecking at it 20 9

Vpstlap he is combing his hair
wäncj mttcmt'natc that way she is

asking 80 12
xqe'lo wiLweYyaL slowly she is

twisting him 60 7

Modification of a connecting vowel, whenever it occurs, is employed
for the purpose of indicating duration of action As this phenomenon
has been discussed more fully in connection with the transitive suffixes
-t and ts, the reader is referred to the chapters dealing with those
suffixes (see § 26 and also p 357), in oi der to avoid repetition

2a lt'cti they two shake it 13.8 lt'eat hE i!tã (he) is shaking the
earth continually 16.2

ijmu'aiwat I am feeling it
Wtat. I am painting it



a young woman 86.1
woman 24.6

dd'mtl man 14.7
di'lOI young man 22.6

a young girl 12.2
/U',mJ. old woman (used in the

same sense as we use our phrase
MY -D5AR OLD WIFB) 8.5

to'mtL old man 20.2
dtloL young boy 60.2

Syntactic Particles (* § 86-95)

§ 86. Introductory
By syntactic particles is meant here the great number of enclitic

and proclitic expletives that are employed in Coos as a means of
expressing grammatical categories and syntactic relations. They
cover a wide range of ideas, and refer more properly to the whole
sentence than to any specific part of it. With the exception of two
particles, none of them are eapab1e of composition; that is to say,
they can not be used with any suffix or prefix, although two or. even
three particles may be combined into one. Such combined particles
usually retain the functions of each of the component elements. All
syntactic particles are freely movable, and may be shifted from one
position to another without affecting the sense of the sentence.

§ 82'. Temporal Particles
1. han ABOUT TO. It denotes actions that will take place in the Im-

mediate future. Its position is freely movable, and it may be
placed before or after the verb.

teo han kvji1it hE kttstrnd'mt8 now he was about to bend the half
62.29

#ali'jjat han. hE di'löl he is about to hug the young man 114.26.
§ 85-87
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§ 85. Consonant ic Changes

The application of consonantic changes as a means of forming gram-
matical processes is a very peculiar phenomenon, characteristic of
the Coos language. Its use is confined to a very few instances; and
the process, while to all appearances consisting in the hardening
of the final consonant, is of such a petrified nature that it is no longer
possible to analyze it. It occurs only in a few nouns of relationship,
and its sinificance may be said to be endearing and diminutive. The
following examples of consonantic change have been found:
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§ 87
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2. hanL SHALL, WILI. lb is regularly used to denote a future action,
and it is the sign of the future. It either precedes or follows
the verb.

neijpkã'kate hanL ktlö'wt I will see my grandfather
gouc di1 hanL ha'wi everything will grow 9 3
ctn eqats hanL tE te twa? you shall seize that yonder fire 40 18, 19
i8 aWeani AanL we two will play 88 11
in l'yi hanL not good will (it be)

3 EU INTEND, ABOUT TO It gives the sentence the force of a pci i
phrastic future. It either precedes or follows the verb.

t qante Ett e!la when anywhere you intend to go 15.3
t di tl LöweYwat iitt when something they intend to eat 38 2
qaiku wutxa'xct tt te'te hi'me I thought that they two should

come back, those our (dual) childien 44 7

4 nik 'wa USED TO (BE) it denotes an action that took place long
ago It is often used as a sign of the past tense In such cases
it is always preceded by the particle he USUALLY (see below),
and it follows the verb which is used in its repetitive form

t nik twa yeeneu nã'Mn this used (to be) youi shinny club 38 16
xaap nlu'qwit nik twa water I used to boil
nwtwi'nac&s he nile I used to cheat
nsiip.nlap he nx ne'le nile 'wa I used to comb my hair

By suffixing to nile/wa the obsolete suffix -ii, the temporal adverb
nile YESTERDAY is obtained

nih wä'li nqa'a yesterday I crossed (the river)
hiiYmts hdlaq 1E nile 'wa'li a woman arrived yesterday 142 10

5 he USUALLY, FREQUENTLY, HABITUALLY, denotes an action that is
performed very frequently The particle either precedes or
follows the verb The verb is very often used in the repetitive
form, whenever possible

gous mi/late he L always usually he is talking 15 4
tErna/Le ma laU tc!ictla'ë'wat he old people on that sit habitually

38 3

When following the future particle hanL, or its potential form yan
(see p 391), le coalesces with them into hanLawe and yanLawe
respectively

yanLawe dPi eq&'wentea'na,a, hanLawe xle'ttc l'nuwi eL 1a'xEm
whenever you will get mad at something, you will talk with it
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loud (literally, if shall usually something you get angry at it
shall usually with it hard you be talking) 16.3, 4

yanLawe xqantc ma hfl'yam, lElau hanLawe ee1ewo!nanäya when-
ever a person gets ready to come from somewhere, this you
shall usually tell (literally, if shall usually from where a person
get ready [to come] this shall usually you tell it) 19.3, 4

The particle he amalgamates with the adverb yfl VERY into a tem-
poral adverb, yuwe WHENEVER.

xa'wts he 'quwe Za' ytcou'ie warm usually (it is) whenever that
one travels 24.6

yuwe yt'mat hau go"8 mt'lätc lôk'lö'kwaai whenever he twinkles
(his eyes), it is always lightning 16.6, 7

The same process may have taken place in the rare adverb towe
WHEN. The first component maybe a stem, to-, while the second
element is the particle he. The example given below will sub-
stantiate this assertion. We have here a complex of two sen-
tences stating a fact of frequent occurrence. In the first sen-
tence the repetitive particle occurs clearly, while it seems to be
missing in the subordinate sentence. And since, according to
the examples given above, all the components of a complex of
sentences must show the particle he, it is safe to assume that the
frequentative particle is one of the two elements in towe. The
example follows:

anjEail iJtã'to he 2w yteu'1e towe hiZ"mts hi/c.'a'mtiye from
another country usually they two travel when(ever) a woman
gets her monthly courses 26.6, 7

§ 88. Particles Denoting Degrees of Certainty and
Knowledge

kwa IT SEEMS, AS IF, LIKE, KIND OF, denotes an object or an action
the quantity or quality of which is not intimately known to the
speaker.

hate kwa tö'Mte just as if he hit it
kae kwa lt'cat hE i,.1tã almost as if he shook the earth 16.2
hate kwa 'iZ'yu Wtna'qcusEm ZäZ Löw'wat just like a rainbow is

spread out that (which) he was eating 32.14
hate iowa ttO'mtz. just like an old man I (am)

ylku, k" kThE, PERHAPS, i GUESS. Both forms appear without
any apparent distinction. This particle may apply to any part of
speech in a sentence, and its position is freely movable. It has a

3045°Bull. 40, pt. 2-12-25 § 88
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dubitative character. It expresses the possibility of a certain
action taking or having taken place, and at the same time doubts
the certainty of its occurrence.

M'n k' '/iEXE?Th li'ye hti'Lätc there perhaps amongst (them) is
your elder brother 94.28

tst ku tc 1lewe8e'n' merely perhaps you two are lying 28.13, 14
La'yEtat ku (she) may get hungry 64.15

k' maybe (that) you are sick

This particle is very often followed by the negation n NOT.

,4ku in xä'ns he is probably sick (literally, maybe {or maybe]
not he is sick)

When followed by the future particle hauL, it amalgamates with it
into ytkwanL or kwanL (see § § 8, 9), and it is translated by
(i) WONDER WHETHER, (i) SUPPOSE IF.

ni kwani ã'ia ã'ya won't I loose my breath? (literally, not I
perhaps will [be] gone my breath) 54.13, 14

las' xz/ts kwanL suppose I hit that one with a club (literally,
that one I hit it with a club perhaps shall) 124.16

ytkwanL dt'të Löwe'wat I wonder what I shall eat (literally,
maybe will that there I eat it) 32..19, 20

It is contracted with the following ilL into ytkiiL, kilL (see § 9 and

p. 391).
ytkili in ZE'yi perhaps that will be good (literally, perhaps would

[bed that not good)
ytkilL at cite yilL iAni ha'ts I wonder how it would be if I

should make a dam (literally, perhaps would [be] how, if should
a dam I make) 34.16

in kilL qaic ha"ptt tq rmt'nkatc could not my son-in-law cut off
a chunk? (literally, not perhaps would a chunk cut off this my
son-in-law) 128.29

When followed by the particle tl SURELY (see p. 388), it is contracted
with it into ytkwtl or kwtl (see § 8), and lends to a statement a
high degree of probability.

qdwaa kwtl li'ye hä'Late above may (be) surely your elder brother
96.4, 5

The particle Øku, k's, appears sometimes as ytkwa, ytkwe, or kwe.

The reason for this phonetic change could not be found.

ytkwa qante la where may it have gone? (literally, perhaps some-

where it went?) 88.3
§ 88



qaini. Neither of the two elements of this particle can be
analyzed. It indicates that a certain fact came suddenly into
one's recollection, and may best be translated by OH, I RECOL-
LECT, I RE1IEMBER. It is usually amplified by the particle L
(see p. 392), which either follows it immediately or else is placed
at the very end of the sentence.

qaini L wa'waza tl qãyia he recollected that this was a spider
(literally, recollection, must be, with [its] spider, world) 30.3

qain k' nö'we Il qä'yie L he came to remember that there was
such a thing (literally, recollection, perhaps, with such a thing,
the world, must [be]) 32.9

natsi. It is used by the speaker for the purpose of expressing
doubt. It was rendered by i DOUBT.

§. 8S
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ytlewe dIi? ts JcUö'wtt what may it be that I see? (literally, per-
haps something this I see it) 108.11

kwa Jcwe yfl i ã'y .L 81a? (I) wonder if it is not so, cousin? (liter-
ally, as if perhaps very not surely [it] must be, 0 cousin!) 38.21

hakwa, kwal. A compound particle having the same signifi-
cance as kwa. It consists of the unexplained prefix /- (which
seems to occur also in hmiL, see p. 392), the particle kwa, and
the abbreviated form of dil (see p. 407).

Aakwal wtã'yc&m ZE bi'kwtt kind of reddish (were) the feathes 20.10
k/wãant hakwal qa'l'xtat he heard some kind of a noise (literally,

he heard as if a noise were made) 60.29

qn denotes suspicion. It is very difficult to render it in English
otherwise than by a whole sentence.

kwa qëmn d1 LPi'mEq she suspected some scent (literally, as if,
suspicion, something [a] smell) 24.10

kwa qn ma tc sLna'1wat it seems as if you two are hiding a per-
son (literally, as if, suspicion, a person you two are hiding) 24.11

qaiku expresses a supposition on the part of the speaker. It
was invariably rendered by I THOUGHT. Its first component
can not be analyzed, while the second is clearly the particle k's.

qaiku 2x utva'ra Ett te'ts MYme I thought they two were going
to come back, these our two children 44.7

gaiku im ii yeeneL lö I thought not surely (this was) your property
112.7
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naWt xd lau Löw'wat I doubt (whether) some one (will) eat it
36.9

'-tat8 oitcitc lta 8qat8 (we) doubt (whether) we (shall) catch it
56.19, 20

hn HEARSAY. It denotes that a certain occurrence or fact is
known to the speaker from hearsay only It may best be trans
lated by I WAS TOLD, IT IS SAID

temt'snäte grew up the Spider's grandson,

whales are reported to (have) come ashore

wIt your enemies (as I heard you say) those I

IIä'wi Mn ZE wt'nqas 2
it is said 66.11, 12

pEnLö'Wai. hen, ta'n,tan
128.28

y#ne" '1e hen la's ai'
killed 110.16, 17

ii SURELY, CERTAINLY, confirms a statement, and gives it the
appearance of certainty It is often used in apposition to hën,
whenever the speaker wishes to imply that he himself was a wit
ness of a certain occurrence It denotes knowledge by expeu
ence, and may be translated by I SAW IT It either follows or
piecedes that part of a sentence which it is to specify more
clearly

ma U nLöwe"wat persons I do eat, indeed 24 18
niloxqai'nts ma Ii I am a doctor, surely 10 2
tel jukt& there, indeed, sit down 38 22
vie Uö'wtt U I saw him, for sure
xa'n4s Ii he is sick (I saw it)
ZE'yl hanLel it will be good certainly 15 9 (hanLel = hanL + Ii

see § 7)
In hel eta not so, cousin 42.23 (see § 7)

15 ku indicates knowledge by evidence It is used Whenever the
speakei wishes to state a fact that occurred beyond doubt, but
whose causes aie not known to him It is composed of # (see

p 389) and k' It may be rendered by IT MUST HAVE BEEN

THAT.

y1'eiwä eku hü'mä'ke yu'kwe two women must have gone ashore
126 11, 12 (the speaker knows this fact to be true by examining
the tracks on the sand beach)

hate cku kwa xma la's tel hitMtowe'wat just it must be as if a per-
son that thing there put it 112 2 (the evidence of this fact wa
the finding of the object in question)

§88
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§ 89. Particles Denoting Connection with Previously
Expressed Ideas

$qax, yIqa. The exact significance of this particle is not clear.
It was rendered by STILL, ANYWAY, AT ANY RATE, NEVERTHE-

LESS, RIGHT AWAY, m8T. In some cases it denotes a continual
action.

yqa 'in tö'Mts hE to'qmas still not he hit the woodpecker 22.
ytqa hanL tsix e akutOu'wat ti'ye tx at any rate, you will here

leave your canoe 54.10, 11
ytqax hanL 1a right away I am going
ma ylfxwä ma la, yiqa tl tsxaü'wat even if two persons go, never-

theless they kill them 90.10
hats yiqa wqa' wax 'lx kwna'ë'wat just continually from above they

two look at it 6.9

qats HOWJVER, NEVERTHELESS, NOTWITHSTANDING.

xqa'wax hä'k!wttëm, la's qats kwa a'yu Löwa'hai qa'xantc from
above, some one pulled him, however, it seemed as if he surely
ran upwards (by himself) 92.9. 10

qats wkwa'y, hats lgqau'we 1E ã'la nevertheless it was cut off
(and) it just died, the child 76.15, 16

ma BUT, EVEN IF, REALLY

ma y2'xwd ma Ia, 4qa IU tsxaü'wat even if two persons go, never-
theless they kill them 90.10

ma yanawe tt'm'U'i d'il eetOMts, ytqa hanLawe lau eetsxaiiiwat
even if strong something you will strike, still you will kill it
124.11, 12

ma with the negative particle 'in is rendered by NOT AT ALL.

ma 'in ma kwaa'niya, ma wdndj L!ä'cJiEm, not at all people he
saw, nevertheless that way he was talking (making believe that
he saw them) 30.27

nã, nayim BECAUSE.

ealqstta'mt, nãjtm wandj esiJäxm you scare me, because that
way you are talking 110.15, 16

na ã'yu qa'lyeq ha'ltsat because surely salmon (will) come into the
river 36.26

§ 90. Particles Denoting Emotional States
expresses slight surprise at a state of affairs that has come into

existence contrary to one's expectations.
Aü&Pmts cE Ia ã'la a female (was) his child (a boy was expected in

this case) 108.6 § 89-90
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dd'mi? c ã"yv a man (it was) surely
tsl)imi'ye 0E summer it got 30.20
tso eR Lq! now it was cooked 34.2

.e e1e!a'lat too loud you shout (literally, very contrary to my
expectations you shout [the speaker ordered the whale to shout
loud, but he did not expect such a. noise; hence the use of e' in
this sentence]) 36.15

hd'w e li wt'nqas 'ii tenvi'snäte grown up (has) the Spider's
grandson (this statement was made by a person who believed
the boy to have been dead) 64.24, 25

c is combined with the future particle hami into eanL, and with the
potential & into cüi (see § 9). These new particles express
expectation that will certainly be fulfilled, and may be trans-
lated by I HOPE, IT OUGHT.

elE'yi eani you will le all right (I hope) 124.14
ni ean tcite wa'lti? (I hope) he won't do anything to me (literally,

not to me, it ought, what he does) 116.2
yü CfiL zjk !äkina'wis y411 rpi'mlet I ought to get very tired, if I

keep on spearing (literally, very much, it ought to be, I with-
out laziness, if should I spear it) 34.17

lE'y' CL t 1& in kwiLlewã'!,u good it might have been if that one
not had been cut off 76.16

la cilL ni'eite is pii'yat (of) that a little we two ought to take
home 112.3

C' is frequently prefixed to the demonstrative pronoun tE, forming
a new particle etE or eta. This particle often follows the
interrogative forms of teite, diY, and wit (see pp. 407, 411),
giving the interrogation a tinge of surprise, as it were.

eewVtfl eta who are you? (literally, you, who is it?)
di'?fl eta tE iki?ö'wit what do I see? (literally, what is it that I

see?) 106.16, 17
xtci'teii eta tE laU in i !nöu'tat why does it not come open? (liter-

ally, why is it that that one not comes open?) 76.4

21. CU INDEED. Composed of c and it. It has retained the signifi-
cance of both of its component elements. It consequently
denotes a fact known by actual experience, at the occurrence
of which the speaker is surprised, as it came into existence
contrary to his expectations.

Ms eu esne yes milä'kuku Ia ' erna'at also indeed, thou, 0 heart of
salmon! runnest? 36.19, 20

tsö eu rwändji'ye now, indeed, that way it is 8.2
esne cit you it is, indeed 10.3

§ 90
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This particle occurs frequently with the transitional suffix -iye
(see 35).

M'ni ctZi'ye mandg k/wãant there, indeed, already he felt it
32 16, 17

22 hUe indicates surprise The native Coos is unable to render it
Its meaning was deduced from the sense of the sentences in
which it occurred

i1ëhats da'nvU k tlö'wtt tsxfl Mtc ZEn heni'k'natc suddenly a man
she saw lying with her elder sister 50 22, 23

ma hem'tset Mto a person was laid bare 58 22

§ 91 Partwles Denoting the Condtwnal
23 ilL WOULD, SHOULD It puts the sentence in which it occurs in

a potential mode It may either precede or follow the verb to
which it belongs

kat E'misem qahmi'ye ilL wu'ta,e teii ã'la in five days, if should
return my child 42 22, 23

la's üi, nk ilö'wit aWean,i il men (I) should he the one to see them
play, if 92.16

ilL I should find it if-
xtcl'toili how would it be if 5 2 (contracted from xtm'tcil + ilL

see § 9)

24 yilL IFSHOULD, IFWOULD It gives the sentence a conditional
tinge It occurs usually in the subordinate sentence whenever
ii has been used in the co ordinate sentence, although it is fre
quently used independently of ilL It always precedes the verb

xtci'tcuL yilL ts söxtita'nl how would it be if we two should tiade
15.6

',n2L kwina'e'wat Za' In ilL aiai)'wã'yu iF /iI'me if she had seen it,
they not would have been killed, the children 58 10, 11

ZE'yi yilL nnLt'me good (would it be) if I should have a fish-trap
3419

25 yanL IF expresses the conditional in the present or futuie tense
It usually precedes the verb, and it is used in subordinate sen
tences in apposition to hanL It also occurs independently of
/anL Since the native Coos does not distinguish between the
conditional present and future tenses, yani is used to express
also the present conditional

ti ml hamL kwtna'll, yan m#a'letet they will not see me, if I [will]
work 128 23, 24

§ 91
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yani en dOwã'ya wwändj, ytx' dIq hanL eemttSmtt8td)Tht if you
don't want it that way, one thing I will teach you 124.7, 8

'anL ai' i!t4'atc ts he'aq when in another country we
two shall arrive 28.23

tk !tnt yanLel I guess, I will try, surely (literally, if I shall try,
surely; yanLel = yank + t1' see § 7)

§ 92. l3lxhortative Particles

L MUST, NECESSARILY. it signifies that a certain state of affairs
or an action must take place. It has therefore the force of an
emphatic imperative. It is placed either before or after the
verb (or noun), no matter whether the verb ié used in its impera-
tive form or not.

tcla' ate .L cm ldEci3 close to the shore you (must) go 80.23
qa'xante L pEiltE loud you (must) shout (literally, shout upwards)

30.26
H L teite ea'ltE tet dä'mtl don't you do anything to my husband

(literally, not [must], manner, do it, [to] that my husband) 26.15
cinee ttla'qa' L you must stay (here)

L you (must) tell a story 38.13, 14
L üi ZE'yi this must be good (literally, that thing, necessarily,
should be good) 40.25

ham'jL, miL, iL. The exact function of this particle defies all
attempts at an explanation. It was usually translated by LET
ME, I SHOULD LIKE TO, BETTER (IT WILL BE, IF), whenever it
referred to the speaker. When referring to the person spoken
to or spoken of, it was rendered by BErrER, YOU MAY, PLEASE,
A WHILE.

hainiL kwina'e'wat I should like to look at him
miL cttltë' tö'Mts better hit this one 124.15
hamiL eene xle'ttc ee/ !t'ntqEm you may with it try 92.1
hamiL eeL/ate please, speak 16.2
mi halt! ene xle'ttc etL!äts now you with it speak (a while) 16.5
ii, hani. wtcite ea'la1P what (would be) better to do? 86.10

In examining these sentences one must arrive at the conclusion that
hamiL (or rniz) is of an exhortative character. By its means the
speaker either asks permission of the imaginary person spoken
to, to perform a certain action, or he conveys a polite command
to the person spoken to. In both eases the granting of the
desire is a foregone conclusion.



hamiL and are contracted with the periphrastic han into hcsmiLan
and miLan, adding to the particle a future significance.

ham'iLan %L!tc let me go out 28.26

hamiLan ni'kn rtwi2OU'wat let me look for wood 102.3
miLan eemuxtUsãmt permit me to feel of you 72.17

kwIs LET US TWO. This particle is composed of the particle k"
PERHAPS and of the inclusive form of the personal pronoun is
WE TWO. Its function is that of an imperative for the inclusive.
The verb, which it always precedes, takes the imperative suffixes.

kwis Lwa'tE let us two chop wood 26.15, 16

lcwis tsE'mtitsE tE tahã'Zik let us two loosen that quiver 122.27

kWIfl LET US (.LL) exercises the function of the imperative for
the first person jilural. The first component is, beyond doubt,
the particle k' PERHAPS The second element can be no other
than the personal pronoun for the first person plural un. The
contraction of k' + un into kwin may have been effected by the
analogy of kL+is into kwi8.

kwin ie tsxe'wE let us kill him quickly 68.3
kwin sqa'tSE let us seize it

§ 93. Particles Ienoting Emphasis
he'. By its means the Coos emphasizes any part of speech. It

usually precedes the word to be emphasized.

hë y' wtcä'yucrJ ma a very insignificant man (literally, emphasis,
very small man) 42.6

xä i'la Lo'wi'tat xa'apatc she first ran into the water 56.9
/i' oil kwë!ki'ye surely, indeed, it was a girl 1'2.1, 2

Whenever M precedes the conjunction hats, it forms a new particle,
which is rendered by SUDDENLY.

h?hats ma suddenly a person she saw 54.2

hhats jJmi5h'tat 1E to!i'ZE suddenly came open the door 62.5

h'kwa'in EXCEEDINGLY (like the English colloquial AWFULLY).
This particle consists of the following three independent and
separable components: h, kwa, and in. Literally translated,
the particle means VERILY, IT SEEMS NOT. Since the phrase is
used as a sort of an exclamation with an interrogative character,
it may best be compared to our English exclamation ISN'T THIS
A FINE DAY! which really means THIS IS A FINE DAY.
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h?kwain LE'$ d Uuwe'xtcts she was awfully glad (literally, what,
as if not her heart good?) 84.9, 10

he'kwain whü'wts ma a very poor man (literally, what, as if not
a poor man?) 42.5

he)kwa tl in. dowã'ya they liked him very much (literally, what,
as if they not liked him?) 24.29

tE is used in direct discourse only. It always follows the word
that is to be emphasized.

p'ne itE lE ee&3wyEcctats qa''wa I am (emphatic) the one you
wanted (last) night 50.25, 26

eehn!Zs itr! you will (be) a woman (emphatic) 24.20
te itE kwã'xai li'ye e'k'thtc this (emphatic) (is) the bow (of) thy

father 62.24
qa'lyeq itE in. itEpEnLö'wai it is salmon, not whale (literally, sal-

mon [emphasis], not [emphasis] whale) 130.12, 13

§ 94. Restrictive Particles
La ONLY. It limits the action to a certain object. It always fol-

lows the word so limited.

Zau z.a in kite xalt (to) that only not anything he did 68.13
wa'lwal La a'tsEm a knife only give me 80.14, 15
wändj .za uIx kwee'niyënm that way only people know them two

19.10

tsl SIMPLY, MERELY, JUST. It has a slight restrictive character.
tst eqa'al you were merely sleeping 68.19
qtxe'n. qaltmi'ye tst in. di'? one morning, it was simply gone (lit-

erally, once, morning it got, simply, not something) 88.3

tst contracts with the following hauL into tSauL (see § 9).

tsanL e1tãtctnts only then shall you have it 78.15

§ 93. The Interrogative Particle I
. This particle, exercising the function of our sign of interroga-

tion is used only in sentences that have no other interrogation.
It is usually placed at the end of the sentence.

ã'yu e'Uoxqcu'nt8 i surely (art) thou a doctor? 10.4
?a i did they two go (by) here? 96.18, 19

eekwtndiwat i ne ha'Lte have you seen my elder brothers?
96.18

When preceded by the particle han, i is rendered by 1vI.&Y i?

q!mtt8 han. i may I eat it?
§* 94-95
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THE PRONOUN ( 98-100)

§ 98 The Independent Personal Pronouns

Coos has two sets of independent personal pronouns, formed from
two different stems.

The first of these two sets is formed from the stem -izkaa for the
first and second persons, and xlca for the third person, to which are
prefixed the personal pronouns (see § 18), giving the following series

The obscure vowel in ni/x1an is due to the law of consonantic clus-
ters (see § 4)

For the dropping of the glottal stop, inherent in the second person
singular, see § 3.

The peculiar vowels in the third person singular may be the com-
bined effect of accent and of the dropping of the final m

It will be seen from this table that the singular forms are the basis
for the corresponding dual and plural forms Thus, the inclusive is
formed by combining the inclusive pronoun ts with the singular for
the first person ndxkam; the second person dual is composed of the
personal pronoun for the second person dual to, and the singular for
the second person e'xlcan, etc

These pronouns have the force of a whole sentence, and may be
translated by i (THou, HE ) AM THE ONE, wo -

flE'xkctn hanL la's nx tnti'yat tE aLãap I will be the one to run
away with that water 40 20, 21

Ms ilanL e'wkan ,ix'e5k 'wtnt also thou shalt be the one to shoot
one (arrow) 13.1

§ 96

Singular . .

person
2d person . .

(3d person . . . .

flE xkan
e'xkan
za'kd

Dual

Inclusive . . . .

Exclusive . . . .

2d person . . . .

3d person . . . .

snE'xkan
rw1nn'xkan
Dv'rkan
dxzd'lccL

Plural . .

1st person . . . .
2d person . . .

3d person . . .

£innE'rkan
elne'xkan
ilxd'icd
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That the dual and plural forms of this set are not felt to be integral <
units, and may easily be. separated according to their component ele-
ments, is bent shown by the following example:

ts /flL E'xkafl xwtn e5iltã'rnt now will we two tell thee
126.21, 22 (nE'xkan xwmn instead of clYwtThnE'Xkan)

This use of the singular pronouns in place of the plural has been
referred to in § 46.

The second set of independent personal pronouns may be called the
"verbal set." These pronouns are formed by prefixing the personal
pronouns , e', etc., to the stem -ne, which seems to have a verbal sig-
nificance. The pronouns thus obtained may be translated by IT IS I,
IT IS THOU, etc.

The third persons singular, dual, and plural have no special fornis
in this set; but they are replaced by xä, 'ulxxä, eUxa, forms related to
xd'kd, dxxä'kä, and txä'kä.

The series follows.

Ms .4anL ?ne tel 1a I too will go there 94.22
Aalt! e5ne tstx e58tö0q now it is thy turn to stand here 64.32
Ms xä cEa'letet she too is working 22.26, 27

The Possessive Pronouns (* 97-98)

§ 97. The Sign of Possession, ü

The idea of possession is expressed in Coos by means of the posses-
sive particle d, which follows the term expressing the possessor, and
precedes that indicating the possessed object. The possessor is not
infrequently preceded by the article.

§ 97

Singular . . . .

person . . .

2d person . . . .

13d person. .
ene
xci

Dual

Inclusive . . .

Exclusive . .

2d person . . .

3d person . . .

i'sne
'xuSn'ne
i'cne

Plural . . .

fist person . . .

2d person . . .

3d person . . . .

iin'ne
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k'Wic leaves of a willow he found 30.17, 18
hE hä'tctt! d a'la art'ntset Hetcit's child got on top 24.23
2x lem'yat ZE mexä'ye 2 kwä'xt6 they two set up the eagle's feathers

8.10
riwändj d ltt'na8 hE t.d'yuxU lã'nk such (was) the name of the small

river 46.10, 11

The possessive sign very frequently takes the place of the possessive
pronoun for the third persons singular and plural.

ZE'yi d tluwe'xtc he was glad (literally, good his heart) 32.5
ã'a cku d qä' she must have lost her breath (literally, gone must

be her breath) 58.24, 25
,j /tU lE tcte'mU the spruce-tree is growing (literally, goes
its growth, the spruce-tree) 20.16

Ia 2 paa'wEs IE x&p the water is filling up (literally, goes its
fullness, the water) 44.17

ä'wi i iöwä'was she finished eating (literally, it ended, her food)
24.13

hE d8tts md aLt'maqa i tx some people had large canoes (liter-
ally, some people, large their canoes) 44.20

hiZumd'ke he has two wives (literally, two farel his
wives) 20.3

dj 2 xndat l ö'skt'Z the Big Woman came quickly (literally,
comes her quickness, the Big Woman) 78.26

The possessive sign is employed in impersonal sentences, where the
subject of the sentence is qa'yts WORLD or men PEOPLE. In these
cases the subject is placed at the end of the sentence, and the posses-
sive sign is affixed to the possessed object, immediately preceding the
subject. The sentences are rendered by THERE WAS, THEY ARE.

!diJtä' fi qã'yt there was no land (literally, without [its] land
the world) 5.5; 6.1

n te!le'xEm d qä'yts there was no low tide (literally, not [has] its
dry condition [the] world) 15.8

nwa'waLa fi qã'yts there was a spider (literally, with its spider
[is] the world) 30.3

qawt'nt8 kwee'ti m2 men peopie were living in a small place (liter-
ally, in a small place their living [place have] people) 50.7

tc ti'ktne d men there they were standing (literally, there their
standing [place, severally have] people) 74.28
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§ 98. The Possessive Pronouns Proper
The possessive pronouns proper are formed by prefixing to the

personal pronouns ?, e5, etc., the article 1E or hE, or the demonstrative
pronoun tr. These forms may be regarded as loose prefixes.

The second person singular li'ye has resulted from the combination
ZE+ e5. This phonetic irregularity remains unexplained. The forms
li'ya and la occur before nouns having a-vowels (see § 7).

ä'yu &i'ye hen kwaa'ts surely, true came my dream 100.14
laL kwtna'ewat li'ye iluwe'etc that one is looking into thy heart

14.8
pi'nts li'ya kxla bend thy foot 120.13
han ,'e'es laU Li'k/its into his mouth she poured it 102.12

u hanL he's kaa'l these shall be our two subjects 124.6
halt!y nãant he'lmn cEaletUl' was too great (is) our work 68.27
Lãwa'kats he'tl e1nätc living is their mother 84.21
lä z!ahã'was her clothes 110.3
Lowa'kat8 Ia ã'la his child remained 110.10
xä'nts le'wwin e'1e'idtc sick is our (dual) father 126.18, 19
' la'tsit lde e'k'iäte you two go and get your (dual) father 20.13
t2x kwiskwi'wat le'i2w dk'Ldtc they two were informing their (dual)

father 20.25
iEyuw'ItE Ie'on sö'we1 wiggle your. fingers! 122.8
j.tsxaü'wat hanL tei mVnithtc I will kill that my son-iniaw 26.22
tiP yex e'k'Lätc /LanL la's ki'LO'ts ti'ye p. thy father will find thy

canoe 54.11

A peculiar form of the possessive pronoun for the first person singu-
lar is the frequently occurring nei. This form may be explained a a
reduplicated stem, in which the first n, is, so to speak, the article for
the first person singular, formed in analogy to ZE or hE.

ne7j pkã'katc hanE iikilö'wtt my grandfather I shall see
aiai5wã'yu nep hi'me killed were (all) my children 62.18

§ 98
4'

Singular . . .
(1st person . . . .

2d person . . . .

3d person . . . .

he
Li'ye
ha

lets
li'ya
La, La

Lee

ti'ye
tS ()

Dual -

lTnclusive . . . .
Exclusive. . . .

2d person . . . .

3d person. . . .

he'i8
he'zwLn
he's',,

he'dz

le'Ls

Le'xwin
Le'ic

Le'lZx

te'Ls

te'zwi?s
teL,,

te'dx

Plural. . . .

list person . . . .

2d person . . . .

13d person . . . .

he'iin
he'cln
he'lL

Le'lin
ie'ein
teLl

te'Lirs

te'chs
te'U



The second person singular shows a phonetic irregularity which I
am at a loss to explain.

These pronouns are independent, and have a verbal significance.
They may be rendered by IT IS MINE, IT IS THINE, etc.

§ 98

singular. . .

(1st person . .

2d person . .

[Id person . . . .

he'net
yenev'
lzexat&'

Dual

Inclusive . . . .

Exclusive. .

2d person .

3d person . .

he1snev'
lzexwln'neu
1&eIcnev'

hefizxdu'

Plural. . .

person. . . .

2d person . . .

I.3d person. .

hetin'ne
IiecIn'nes
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The personal pronouns without prefixes are often employed as pos-
sessive pronouns. in such cases the second person singular e5 occurs
as ye5.

i'teii dd'mP which one (is) my husband? 80.3
a"ya qä'ya I am out of breath (literally, dead my breath) 66.27
nãant hnL Je5 Löwã'was you will have much to eat (literally, much

will [be] your food) M. 6
k!ã hanL ye5n /e!wtnte ikil ate a rope around thy neck I'll put 94.12

In two instances the possessive pronoun of the third person singular
is amplified by the addition of the possessive sign.

Zr'yi ha tluwe'Ztce he is good-natured (literally, good [is] his
heart)

d'Wli Zä d kw'yös a fur-seal (as) his dog 132.2

A possessive pronoun expressing absence is formed by preftxing to
the personal pronouns the prefix k Ia-. The form for the first person
singular only could be obtained in this series.

ni kwiskwi'i tax kI fl'mä not me informed that my (absent)
grandmother 62.12

Besides these pronouns, there is another series of independent pos-
sessive pronouns. They are formed by prefixing to the verbal form
of the personal pronouns 'ne, e5ne, etc., the article hE or Zr, or the
demonstrative tE, and by suffixing the possessive sign .
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hep'i'ieZö tE qR'nä my property is that camas 112.6,7
#he'ne' 'e you (are) my enemy 118.3
yemneu pi L ta'nëw thy cradle is new 38 17

o lien it is his property (it is said) 116.21, 22

§ 99 The Reflexive Pronouns

The reflexive pronouns are formed by prefixing the possessive pro-
nouns to the stem tet BODY The possessive pronominal prefixes for
the first and second persons singular are n- and ye5- respectively
The third person singular has no pionominal prefix The rest is
regular.

r&tö'Mt8 ittet I hit myself
U'xtt ye5tet watch thyself '74 3

wondj pt'ctotts tet thus he warmed himself 32 8
1v L x 'i'niv tt lte'flxtet they two examine themselves 84 3
tl yu'ccttts lie'tltet they rubbed themselves 52 13

The particle t'nIsx ALONE is not infrequently placed before the verb
(see § 108), and emphasizes the subject

iet'fl1Er ntö'Mt8 ntet alone I hit myself

§ 100. The Demonstrative Pronouns

The demonstrative pronouns exhibit a variety of forms Attempts
have been made to discover whether the different forms may not
indicate position from the standpoint of the speaker, but they have
proved unsuccessful, owing to the fact that this idea does not seem to
be clearly developed in Coos Only the first two pronouns seem to
accentuate th5 distinction The following demonstrative stems have
been found.

§* 99-100

Singular . . .

list person . . . .

2d person . . . .

lid person . . . .

p9te
tet

Dual . .

11n01051ve . . . .

Exc1usle. . .

2d person . . . .

3d person . . .

he'stet
he'xwIntet
he'ictet
he'eltét

Piural .....
list person .....
2d person . . . .

lad person . . . .

he'Sntet
helcintet
he'ltet
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denotes an object that is near to the speaker, and may be translated
by THIS HERE. It always precedes the object to which it refers.

të 1anL to'1itt this here he shall hit 20.14
të epät this here you fill up 78 12

It is frequently employed as an adverb in the sense of HERE.

W nytxu'mie here I travel 26 9
nt hai I (am) here, 0 elder brother! 72 26

tE indicates an object that is away from the speaker, and may be
rendered by THAT 1kuRE It usually precedes the object

tkwLë'wat t to'qmcts he is following that (there) woodpecker 22 2
2a, k tlö'wtt tE L tã they two saw that (there) land 6 5
di'ltitc tE RL 'aqa'ë,wzt with what (shall) I point my finger (at)

this one (there?) 40.24

tE often exercises the function assigned in English to the conjunc-
tion THAT

atei'tcü tr gous mt'latc eEytxum?ie why (is it) that always you
travel? 48 14

xtci'toü tE wandj eeiultãts why (is it) that thus you tell it to me?
(For tE as a prefix in possessive pronouns, see § 98 See also under

law below, and lewt, p 402)
dflt" A compound pronoun composed of the indefinite particle di'

SOMETHING (seep 407) and the demonstrative te THIS HERE It
may be translated by THIS HERE.

dtlt" k'i'jex this stone here 124.16, 17
dflte' A compound of diqsoMETnrxG (see p 407) and tE THAT THERE

It is usually translated by THAT THERE

dtlte' tE kuli!,ea that stone yonder
diIW ma the person yonder

tau, hau This pronoun has the force of a whole sentence It
applies to both subject and object, and it is used in singular and
in plural alike It invariably precedes the sub]ect or object
to which it refers It may be translated by HE, THAT IS THE
ONE; HE IT IS.

y&re'n qa?tmi'ye la& .t e'tc 1w2 to'mtL one morning that one went
out, (namely) that old man 20.4.

xqantc la) ,'x.tEtsa law tol la from where he (was the one to)
scent it, there he (was the one tO) go 22.2t

law la ba'n,xutat that (was the one) his head became bald
3014

3045°Bull. 40, pt. 2-12----26 * 100
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Za' tErnä'ze ma la's tc!tctla'wat he it is the old people (it is they
who) sit (on) that, usually 38.3

laU 'in laP t'Zcnzts he did not look at it (literally, he was the one,
not, it was the thing, he looked at it) 40.8

ZaU hanL #a'letet it is they two (who) shall work 68.26
ktddrntnate ha" ariJ'it into the bowl she put it 102.6, 7

lau and ha" are frequently emphasized by the prefixed article or by
the demonstrative pronoun te.

ZE /d'mak, lala" tE 74Zdji'qin, the bones, those are the [Jmpqua
Indians 50.5, 6

lala" he Löwe'wat that's what.she usually eats 24.5, 6
tEla" thaxte ts L!tã I am the one who made that land 10.3, 4

In composite sentences having one and the same subject, la" and ha"
are used in the subordinate sentence to avoid the repetition of
the subject.

ca'was 81'tEtsa (iF di'löl) t la" M'n'i sto"q smoke scented (the
young man) as he stood there 22.23, 24

xö!nana'ya la ã'la t la" lEqa"wE his child made him feel sorry,
when it died 42.18, 19

a demonstrative pronoun with verbal force. it is invariably
followed by the article or by the demonstrative pronoun tE; and
it is sometimes, for the sake of emphasis, preceded by la". it
may be translated by IT IS, THAT IS.

lewt iF eIi'AexEm that is it, sticking out 46.11
M' eti iewi'ye iF tcI!iE surely, indeed, it was a door 72.25

1U, h4, a demonstrative pronoun used for subject and object, singu-
lar and plural. It precedes the subject or object. It denotes
objects that have been previously nentioned. it is composed
of the article iF, hE, and of the abbreviated form of the particle
dIi? SOMETHING (see p. 407).

qa'nöte sto"q lii? tö'mti. outside stood that old man 20.4, 5
wändj L !äts läl h'W-"mtk thus spoke that old woman 102.10
aeö' sqats ha? hfl"'mtk lix swal again seized that old wOman

the grizzly bear 102.21, 22
2x %Eqa'qa ha? tE'iä'Le they two ran away, those old people

24.12, 13

ha? and iä? have a nominalizing function, and often take the place
of our relative pronouns.

hats kwa la" ü'yu wtna'qanrm Z? Low 'wat just like a rainbow
was spread out (that thing) which he was eating 32.14

§ 100



ytx"
y2ewä'
yt'psiiin
he'&i
kcdE 'mts
ytx'wteq
ydciwä'wteq
ytxë'ahäl
ydxwä'aliä
Lep!qa'i
Lep!qa'n t"a'qti
Lep!qa'ni y?Jwä'2'qt8i

20. yiixwä'1th
30. ytvsE'nka
40. hecL'Llca
50. kat5/mtica
60. a"wteqk
70. yIlxwa'wteqka
80. ytx"ahälka
90. xwa'ciliä2ka

100. ytxë1' n.t'ktn
111. ytx?' nt'ktn Lep!qa'ni

The Coos numeral system is of a quinary origin, and, strictly
speaking, there are only five simple numeral stems; namely, those for
the first five numerals. The numerals for six, SEVEN, EIGHT, and NINE
are compounds, the second elements of which can not be explained.
In the same manner the numeral for TEN defies all attempts at analysis.

Besides the cardinals, Coos exhibits special forms for the ordinal,
multiplicative, and distributive numerals, formed by means of adding
certain numeral suffixes to the cardinal numerals (see § § 74-77).

§ 101
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tC?,'tCU tE laU QtS"8 hä eSL!ahawat why (is it) that that thing stiff
(is) which you have on 110.4, 5

ö has a nominal force, and denotes THAT KIND, SUCH A THING. It
always precedes the object.

ä'yu lö kt'zöuts hiipa'owtya surely, that kind he found, the man-
zanita berries 32.10, 11

tsö ã'yu lö hats now surely, that thing she made 60.16
When preceded by a possessive pronoun, Zö expresses the idea of

property.

lle1Tt'ne lö tE qE'ma that camas belongs to me 112.6, 7
Lö has a local meaning, and may be translated by, IN IT, ON IT. It

always follows the object to which it refers.
pE8t/. a'tsEm LO nt'cttc xaap hau'wp a cup give me, in it a little

water have 68.17, 18
tsett'csume iö heu' lieu hau'wE! on this side make a knot (literally,

where this side is, on it a knot make) 92.7, 8

kUin MY ABSENT. The prefix of this possessive pronoun may be
regarded as a demonstrative pronoun (see pp. 323, 399).

THE NUMERAL ( 101-102)

* 101. The Cardinals
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The collective numerals expressed in English by the phrases IN

TWOS, IN THREES, etc., are formed in Coos by means of suffixing to
the numerals for TWO, THREE, etc., the adverbial suffix -tc (see § 67).

y'2awä'hëfle laL MtMtöwë'waz in pairs he is putting them down
34.7, 8

ccytp8E'neto in threes

The collective numeral for ONE yte'tce, shows a peculiar forma-
tion. It consists of the cardinal yt', the distributive suffix - (see

pp. 327,341), the modal suffix -te (see pp. 327, 340, 369), and the suffix -e

(see p. 359).

ytxe'ntee sqas together he seized them 64.8, 9
ytxe'ntce tl nI'ta'yas together they (live) in (one) village 122.18.

* 102. The Decimal System

The units exceeding multiples of ten have forms exemplified by TEN

(rwENTr) ONE OVER. Thus Lepi'qa'ni ytxë"l'qte ELEvEN literally
means TEN ONE OVER, etc. The "tens" are formed by means of
suffixing to the numerals from oxi to FEN (exclusive) the suffix -kz.
The numeral for ONE HUNDRED, translated literally, means ONE

STICK, which indicates that the Coos may have used counting-sticks
for the purpose of counting up to one hundred. Two HUNDRED

would mean TWO STICKS, etc. The numeral ONE THOUSAND does not
seem to have been used at all. There is no special stem for it.
The natives to-day form this numeral by adding the noun nt'ktn
sxicx to the numeral stem for TEN, expressing ONE THOUSAND by the
phrase TEN STICKS.

THE ADVERB ( 103-106)

§ 103. Introductory
The dividing-line between adverbs and particles can not always

be drawn very definitely. This is especially true in the case of the
three particles expressing locality, time, and modality (see § 112).
Adverbs express local, temporal, and modal ideas. A few of them
may be said to express local phrases. In a number of cases two
adverbs have been combined for the purpose of indicating a new
adverbial concept, which is nothing more than an amplification of
the ideas conduced by each of the two separate component elements.
Some of the local adverbs seem to distinguish slightly between the
idea of locality that is near tbe first, second, or third person; although

§* 102-103



asS' again 6.1
ai'wa still, yet 7.6
yuwe whenever (yu + he [see

§ 9])24.4
yuwt'nt before 178.25
.4atsEyfl always (hate + yü [see

§ 1101)
halt! now 15.6
mand) already (used for the

purpose of expressing the
past tense) 20.1

ga'wax high up 8.11
qai'nas close to the fire 82.19
gat'nts away from the shore 36.18
gaits inside the house 140.24
qat below 36.11
qapu'lenl the other side, across

140.18
qa'xczn up 34.4
gal down, below, under 116.9
cetse'ttcr from here 136.3
xga'wax from above 6.4
xga'ltn from under 90.4
xle'ttx, Wttx from there 12.2;

78.28
lt&a'ais close to the shore 30.23
z!ha'wate near, close to 50.20

tdla at the same time 17.3
ti'tse to-day 19.9
kwi'yal now 9.1

while (1E + aiwa; the arti-
cle is prefixed here for the
sake of emphasis)

§ 104-105
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1. am somewhat doubtful on that point, owing to the fact that this
idea is hardly recognizable in the demonstrative pronouns.

The great majority of modal adverbs occur with the adverbial suffix
of modality -to (see § § 25, 36), and are often preceded by the modal
prefix si- (see § 24). It is conceivable that this suffix may have been
originally adverbial pa excellence, and that it gradually became con-
fined to adverbs expressing mode and manner. This opinion may be
substantiated by the fact that the adverbia1 suffix -to, when added to
nouns, expresses other adverbial ideas besides those of modality. It
is also suffixed to a number of stems expressing local phrases.

The following is a complete list of adverbs that have been found in
Coos:

§ 104. Local Adverbs and Phrases
ast'z between, halfway 5.1
'qatce to one side 42.3
'la before, ahead, in front

56.9
yt'h4q close by 60.21
yga't' close there (1) 90.23
ytqa'ltstcc close here 104.12
ytgai'n so far, right here 14.4
/at'ni there 5.2
ti° over there 90.21

here 24.4
tst'xt over here 13.5
tse'ttx over here
tel there 7.4
tc!e' etc back in the woods 88.11
gayd°tc, qa'tttc down the

stream 24.24; 54.1

§ 105. Temporal Adverbs



t

ã'yu sure, enough 16.2
yi very, very much 11.5
Aalt!yü (haW + yu) too

44.18.
wändj, xwandj thus, that way

68.16; 6.8
pE'lwwitc entirely 130.7
ia", ta so, such 52.16
nã"nt much, many 44.18
nt'ctto a few, a little 68 17
tsö'nö both ways 6.2

qe'qlxet edgeways
gt, gi'kwa a little 36.6;

28.10
kã almost 20.19

y'ax, 2xtt'kt hardly 28.17
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§ 106. Modal Adverbs

[EU

xwe'ltaYetc in a stooping position
118.15

piydetc homewards 42.7
txa'nvwitc sideways 38.10
xtema'atc crossways 64.28
xnö'we right 44.9
xct'ytcitc clear around it 128.18
oqe'lto slowly 60.7
xLa'qate belly up and mouth open

102.11,
'xLeydentc truly 148.1
wLOwe'entc wholly 44.17
lai'sama quickly, hurriedly 30.1
'nuwi very, very much 15 6

LEpe'xetc belly side do' n 58 14
Löwe'e?ZtC entirely 30 11

A number of purely local adverbs occur with the modal suffix,
implying the modal character of a local idea.

qa'aanto upwards (literally, in the manner of up) 14 1
qa'nötc outside 20.4
qelte downwards 6 4
yt'qantc backwards
ZE'xatc, inside 62 8
e'hentc far off (compare e'he he was gone 108 9) 26 23
qa'ttte down stream 54 1
tEqa'tc up stream 160.15

The temporal phrase xtem'towetc FROM THAT TIME ox 42 12 may also

belong here, although the original stem is no longer recogmzablc
Whenever these modahzed local adverbs are used in connection with

verbs expressing motion or active ideas, they take the verbal suffix e
(see § 55).

Ihento stö'q far o1 be stood in e ehe'ntce ytxu'ñie not you far
26.23 away go112.24

a'nötc tn tsxii outside we lay qanö'tca t L!etC outside they went
50.10 50.11

qelto '2x tlx down they two qe'ltce tst'xti he'&zq down right
looked' 14.2 here it came 18.5

§ 106
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PARTICLES ( 107-112)

§ 107 Introductory
No formal distinction can be made between the stems that were

termed "syntactic particles" (see § 86-95), and the words treated
in the following chapters Both exhibit practically the same phonetic
structure There is, however, a vast difference between these two
sets of words, which asserts itself m the grammatical use to which
they are applied, and in the morphological treatment that is accorded
to them None of the syntactic particles can be clearly and definitely
rendered when used independently, or, in other words, the syntactic
particles are capable of expressing concepts only in a complex of
words On the other hand, all particles proper express definite ideas,
regardless of whether they are used independently or not However,
the most important point of distinction between syntactic particles and
particles proper lies in the fact that the latter are capable of word
composition Hence all grammatical processes may be applied to
them, and, as a matter of fact, the majority of them occur with a
number of nominal and verbal suffixes

§ 108. Pronominal Particles

By means of these particles Coos expiesses the ideas conveyed by
our indefinite, interrogative, and ielative pronouns The following
particles are employed for this purpose

WU SOMEBODY is applied to persons only it often exercises the
function of a relative pronoun, and is then translated by wo

in anoit lag' k tti'wtta nobody that one can overtake 92 21, 22
kwaa'niya wit lal hüu'mtk she knew who it was that old woman

102 20

di SOMETHING 1$ apphed to objects other than persons It always
follows the object to which it belongs

/e'iw dil nk Uö'wtt big something I saw 62 21
gous d an liä'wl everything will grow (literally, all something

will grow) 9.3
yd'xwa di's nk 'Uö'wtt two things I saw 112 26, 27
ate Id/ui dial tel he'laq animals arrived there (literally, something

[that is] with legs [walkers] arrived there) 46.1, 2
nlJpdQie di1 tel he'aq birds arrived there iteraily, something

[that is] with wings arrived there) 46.2, 3
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die? is very often abbreviated to?.

kFwent'yaul ijwi2öu'wat for some food I am looking

(See also under läI, /a?, p. 402.)

By suffixing the interrogative suffix -ü (see * 73) to d? and wtt,
two interrogative pronouns are obtained that may be rendered
by WHAT and WHO respectively (see also p. 390).

di"lü e tE #w2O''wat what are you continually looking for? 54 3
wt'tü tei'xti'yat who did it?

w'ctce' takes the place of our interiogative pronoun It always
stands at the beginning of the sentence, and may be rendered
by WHICH ONE

wtctce! eedöwãt,a which one do you want? 50.16

tc winc occurs very rarely. It may be said to exercise the func-
tion of our ielatrve pronoun

itc yü he'3it whichever is the biggest (literally, which [is] very
big) 30.21

tc 1e n!e'1lt8c whichever had a handkerchief 70.19

I'niEX ALONE This particle exercises the function of the i eflexive
pronoun m intransitive sentences It is usually placed at the
beginning of the sentence, and precedes the verb It is then
rendered by MYSELF, TSiL1', etc. (see also p. 400).

at'1iiEx la" LEIfl alone they went down into the water 36.18
t'nE 'a'letet alone I work, I myself work
tnis Lowa'lcat8 alone he lived 106.24

This particle occurs sometimes as tni a'ia or tniEcea'na These
forms frequently precede verbs having reciprocal suffixes.

tniExdña l& hümtstsä'ni they marry one another 12.5
ma tiv yã'lan7 they two speak to each other

tniExa'ia ltn to 'ä'ni we are hitting: one another

'1Then used in connection with possessive pronouns, VniEa assumes
the function of a reflexive possessive pronoun, and may be
rendered by MY (mr) OWN.

wt'niEx ha'ts tiytcä'wnz I build my own house
flEasa'ia ii/ui"ts pytx'wEx I build my own house

§ 108
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§ 109. Numeral Particles

BOTH, gÔS ALL, hE'ma ALL, denk EACH EVERY, and yEa't'
ANOTHER, may be called numeral particles. /th'iia is used to
indicate plurality of the object, and immediately follows the
verb, while gö"s precedes the verb and usually denotes plurality
of the subject (see § 18).

gous wandj tl L!ä'xEm they all that way talk 50.9, 10
IcgoLs ma la's kwaa'niyaha'ya all people came to know it 102.29
ij]ttiwita hE'rna I overtook them all
alqsa'ya hE'rna he is afraid of them all
denk k!wi'lts every night 82.9
halt! irai' irndzttts ga'aante now another one jumped upwards

76.3, 4
halt! ysai' ma Lowt'tat now another man runs 78.28

i'Ari expresses the idea of duality in both subject and object of the
sentence.

Vk1 tö'Mts he hit both of them 114.4
e'qe i'ki dead (are) both 120.5
iki üx tc'dat both walked 120.19

§ 110. Conjunctions

Coos has a number of stems that must be classed as conjunctions.
The following may be regarded as such:

Ms also hats just
ta and tsö now, then
t when, as, since, while

his and ta serve as copulas between nouns and sentences.

Ms xä cEdletet also she is working 22.26, 27
kwaa'nyaha'ya l&s hä'Lätc Ms l&e #nätij Ms läv e'kätc (they)

came to know it, her elder brother, also her mother, also her
father 86.22, 23

8qats ta te!wäle'tc L!xant he caught and into the fire he threw him
104.15

i connects subordinate clauses with the principal clause.
ä'a fi tluwe'Xtcis t la" lk!wa'ku ZE aaap he was tired (waiting),

while it was running down, the water 17.3, 4
aqtsoU'wat i dj'l he waited, as he came 118.9, 10

t la's sqats la's vtiM'ye la's ?o when one seizes it, it belongs to him
(literally, when that one seizes it, that one becomes he [to
whom] that thing belongs) 92.22

§ 109-110
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hats serves to introduce a new idea. It was conventionally rendered
by JUST, although it hardly conveys the idea expressed by our
English word.

V Lqa'at t tciwä1 etc /cwt'nait. Hats kwa mVla ZR wä'wa t Zag' aai'Zz
he opened his mouth, as into the fire he looked. Just like a
liver the little girl as she became warm 108.24, 25

ã'yu Z'niuwi tc!tZi'yat hE te!wZll. Hats it'qax qa'qa ZR swal surely,
she built a big fire. Just right away fell asleep the bear
100.27, 28

luzts . . . hats is usually rendered by AS SOON AS. Hats prefixed
to the adverb yü VERY forms a new adverb, hatsEyi2, which was
invariably rendered by ALWAYS (see § 105).

tsö indicates a syntactic division with a continuation of the same
thought. it was translated by NOW.

"harni' an nt'ktn wQo"wat" wdndj L!ä'xEm ZR hiZ"mtk. Tsö
a'yu tsd'yuc# mi'lee sgats "(please) for wood I will look," thus
said the old woman. Now, surely, a small basket she took 102.3,
4, 8

mttstsi'ya lä M2"mt1e trw swat, tsö a8o' sqats ha hü"rntk ZEX swat
knew that old woman the bear, now again he seized that old
woman, the bear 102.21, 22

tsö eiZtã'mt tsö hauL etZw when I tell you, then you shall look
(literally, now I tell it to you, now shall you look) 17.2, 3

§ 111. Interjections
ä'ntci LOOK, REHOLD! It is always placed at the beginning of the

sentence.

ã'nta te! t'ye mt'aq look! here (are) your arrows! 22.28
ã'nta k'Uo'wttE behold, see it! 94.25

tã' the greeting formula of the Coos. It was rendered by HALLOO.

tã'i sla' halloo, cousin! 44.3
tä'i flEX ã'la halloo, my child! 28.21

§ 112. Miscellaneous Particles
n NOT, a particle of negation. The particle of affirmation is En. This

is, however, rarely used, being supplanted by the syntactic par-
ticle tl SURELY (see p. 388).

im kt'LöUts he did not find it 22.18, 19
'2w n 1waã'niya they two did not know it 22.9, 10
(See also § 9.)

§ 111-112



qante PLACE, WHERE.

qanto lEZaU ?a' lau Ms xä tell a wherever they went, he also
there went 22 17, 18

sikwaã'sziya qanto I know where (it is) 80.14
gous qanto everywhere 46 22
n qante k 2,'Löuts nowhere he found it

mI'l4tc FIME It is used mostly in connection with the numerical
particle gös, and is then rendered by nwArs

goUs smt'lato i ta'xnm always he is talking 14 5, 6
mt'lateü hanL eewuttxe when will you return ' (literally, time,

question, shall, you come back) 28 3, 4

tcite MANNER, KIND, WAY, MODE (see also p. 390).
gö's toito tl alt'eani all kinds of (games) they are playing 30.25
teto he Löwë'wat whatever he is eating (habitually)
eU in kite tsxaü'wat they can not kill her (literally, they [have]

no way [to] kill her) 80 24

ã'watu WHETHER OR NOT This particle is very rarely used
ã'watu dji I may or may not come
ä'wat'u. in ts'x ti he'laq (they) may or may not come here 90 15

§ 113 The Stem tse'ts
Morphologically speaking, it is a verbal stem its transitivized by

means of the suffix -ts, but its application covers such a wide range
of different ideas that each of them will have to be enumerated
separately.

(1) It is used as an expletive particle with a significance that adapts
itself to the sense of the sentence

in /wee'niyeni itse'ts he'tl naFfltlg no one knew how many they
were (literally, they [indefinite] not know it, what [was] their
number) 78.2

yEa! L 1ta'ite nitse'ts in another country I stay 26 8, 9
ztei'tcü itee'ts hs nöUslet'li what is the matter with the Big Woman

7228
itse'ts yt'kU tl la heni'yeis Mni' Löwa'hats he may have been sit

ting there for a long time 40 14
kwaa'niya aitoite hanL ZE itsm he knew what was going to happen

(the -em in itsëm is the indefinite subject suffix [ 30]) 26.19, 20
ss in kwaa'niya qante hau itsem they two did not know where he

was 22.9, 10
en hanE teite itsëm to you nothing will happen 66.5

§ 113
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(2) When the transitive suffixes, other than 4s, are added to it, its
significance is clearly verbal.

yt'kwanL xtoitc itsttei'wat I wonder what I shall do with it 86.8
yt'kwanL wteite wwtn eitsttsã'rn'L I wonder what we two shall do

with you, how we two shall keep you 24.3, 4
wtei'tcü eitetto"wat ti'ye w'i'lts how did you get that your

food? 64.17, 18
in kwee'ni,ëm cetcite U i'tsetfl no one knew what leeame of them

52.1, 2
Verbs as Adjectives

The use of verbs as adjectives is confined to a few sporadic instances.
These verbs are, as a rule, intransitive, although they occur with the
transitive suffix -t. (See also § 117.)

lkWt'21t hau yixu'mie she travels blazing (red-hot) (lkwtl- to burn)
24.18, 19

lkwt'ht tsaa'ZtsEto laB 1ó'quttt8 by means of red-hot pebbles she
boiled it 102.6

Whether the phrases paä'hit iF ykzi'wEx THE HOUSE IS FULL,
gtmgt'iit IT IS RAINING, belong here, is a problem which is hard
to decide, although the psychological relation between these examples
and those quoted above is not inconceivable.

Nouns as Qualifiers
Substantives are often used to qualify other nouns. In such cases

the qualifying noun always precedes the qualified substantive, and
both nouns retain their nominal character.

di'l& ã'la a young boy (literally, a young male child) 60.2
hü''mtk ma Löwa'kats there lived an old woman (literally, an old

female being) 100.20, 21
to'rntL ddmtl t&zii an old man lay (literally, an old male man)

50.21
t8aya'ne tt'mtli le'dx M"me their (dual) little children were boys

(literally, little male children) 42.16

Vocabulary
All Ooos stems are either monosyllabic or polysyllabic (mostly

bisyllabic). Monosyllabic stems consist of a vowel followed by one
or two consonants, of one or two consonants followed by a vowel, or
of consonants, vowel, and consonants. Some of the bisyllabic stems
that are found in the language have been expanded by means of
grammatical processes (see § § 4, 84).

§ 114-116



Examples of monosyllabic stenis:

aiu1 to kill (many) 58.8
a'°- to quit 14.4

k- to be among 46.18
tlr- to look 14.2
i'l- to tell 7.8
Un- to set up 34.23
Aa'- to gamble 38.23
Mi- to be ready 19.3
pãa.. to fill 15.7

to seize 10.4
Lqa- to believe 28.13
t8xaL to kill (one) 14.7
yq- to run away 36.19
yö2- to split in two 7.3
vAn- to wade 58.2

Examples of polysyllabic stems:

e'he to be gone 38.15
yt'vuxu to have, to carry 54.12
wu'txe to come back 28.4
1a'kt- to leave 30.8
.ttsin- to go and see 9.7
k.V1ou to see 6.5

liak- to crawl 32.10
haup to tear off 58.14
ptn- to shke 58.24
rnQ- to swim 24.27
text- to enter 22.29
toil- to be ashamed
k/al- to shout 24.22
winq- to weave, to pile 18.1
minto- to ask 62.15
toirn- to fasten 46.7
kimst- to pick 17.1
tkwiL- to follow 9.9
tqanL- to strike 28.1
taL- to put a belt on 28.22

kwt'na- to look 6.4
a/ea'nak to stick out 42.1
itWl- to recognize 30.28
yixu'ine to travel 10.3
ti'kine to stand 62.22

With the exception of the terms of relationship, the nouns indicat-
ing parts of the body, and all other words of a denominative character,
the Coos stems are neutral and receive their nominal or verbal
character through the suffixes.

töuq to stand 20.4
.ta- to speak 9.3

L/la- to put on 28.22
lö'wak' lightning 18. 5

towa'qwis wall 90.18
L!e'yis language 14. 5
LIa/uVwas clothes 110.3
lö'kwtt it lightens 18. 8

In a few instances nouns have been formed by reduplication or
duplication of a neutral stem

tqaii- to put around 28.22
tcöu to jump
Lwat- to chop wood 26.16
piic#- to spout
ëp- to paint

grin- to be on top
yim- to twinkle

qa'tqaiz belt 28. 22
tcö'xtcöa, rabbit 60. 23
a,a'Lxat ax
püu'a,piixu a spout 30.25
?ipp paint
arrz saddle
yi'rnyim eyelash

§ 116
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§ 117. Structure of Sentences

The structure of the Coos sentence is very simple, owing chiefly to
the fact that in the absence of incorporatioii, subjects, objects, and
predicates ai e expressed by means of independent words No strict
rules can be laid down for the consecutive order in which the differ-
ent parts of a sentence occur It may, however, be said in a most
general way, that all adverbial ideas precede the verb, and that the
subject of the sentence tends to appear at the very end, especially in
subordinate clauses. The object may either precede the verb or
follow it.

kw2e'i2to t&rii 1a tö'mti. in the sweat-house was resting that old
man 28.11, 12

ytxdwxetc a 1E hü"rnts into the house went the woman
lx tenna'hEtc L 1atS ZE ma'qaL with the thunder language spoke

the crow
cewändj i2 ?i'ncis hE t8i'yuw' 1a'nk this is the name (of) the small

river 46 10, 11
seats 1E hiZ''mts 1EX wä seized the woman the guzzly bear

102.21, 22
mc a,wtn wutxa''yat a person we two brought home 128 8, 9
?jtO'Mt$ 1131 d'lo1 I hit the young man

Nominal attribute complements precede the noun. When following
the noun, they assume a piedicative function

Isa' yuxt lã'ntk a small river ã'ntk Isa' ywr the river is small
Ae'its ytcsdwEx the big house yixa'wx he'its the house is big
vdnts ma a sick person ma cea'nis the person is sick

No formal distinction is made between coordinate and subordinate
clauses, nor is the succession of tb parts of speech changed in dif-
ferent types of sentences Subordinate clauses may precede the
principal clauses whenever the occasion requires it Subordinate
clauses are distinguished by means of conjunctions that are placed
at the beginning

k t'Lt8 ZE qE'mci lx di'l1 t la' M'n he'?aq the young man found
the kamass when he arrived there

Za' tsxü 1E hüu'mts k tlö'wtt in yü'mi as the woman lay (there)
she saw the stars

§ 117
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/iä"uñ he grew up 64.12

xt'lwts deep

paa- to fill

xtn- to run

mtl- to swim
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§ 118. Idiomatic Expressions

An exhaustive discussion of the Coos idiomatic expressions is hm
ited cprior by the scope of the present work Consequently only
the most salient features of this phase of the language will be pointed
out in this chapter

Perhaps the most strikmg examples of idiomatic phraseology are
found in the manner of expressing verbal concepts, like IT GROWS, IT
FILLS ui', IT nmcs, etc These ideas are expressed in Coos by means
of a phrase which consists of the verbal stem TO GO or TO RUN and of
the abstract derivative of the particular verbal concept preceded by
the sign of possession 2 (see * 97)

la 2 ha,we liE totei'nv2 the spruce-
tree grew up (literally, goes its
growth [of] the spruce-tree)
20.16

a 2 /latwe le'2x ha'w L ttã their
(dual) ready land began to grow
(literally, goes its growth [of]
their [dual] ready land) 8 10, 11

a84'L Ia x iluw'ye lEx ydba$ the
maggots went halfway deep
(literally, halfway went its
depth [of] the maggots) 40.12

La 2 paa'wE8 ZE zaap the water is
filling up (literally, goes its full
[mark of] the water) 44.17

nWM La 'ti xna'at with it he ran
(literally, with it went his swift-
ness) 42.8

La 2 x na'a ith cx irni the bear
ran (literally, went his quick-
ness [of] the bear)

dji 2 mt'i [it] swam [towards her]
(literally, came its swimming
[motion of]) 86.3

La ti liamLath'waB UiZ tä'yi2xu LItã
that small piece of land kept
floating (literally, went its [con
ception of] floating [of] that
small place) 46.10

§ 118



?qa- to be hungry
pL!- to be heavy

§ 118

iqate i2a I am getting hungry
piiito Ia he is getting heavy
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Another idiomatic expression worth while mentioning is the manner
in which our terms THERE IS, THEY Ans, are expressed. The Coos
subject of such a sentence is eithei the noun qa'yts womn or mi
i'ioPi, which are invariably preceded by the sign of possession (see
§ 97).

to/i- to be dry to/li 2 qä'y there was low tide
(literally, dry its [condition of
the] world) 18.6

in te!le'a,Em d vd'yts there is no
low tide (literally, not dry its
[condition of the] world) 15 8

nt'Hn wood, tree 26.25 k !änt'tn d qã'yts there were no
trees (literally, without trees its
[appearance of the] world) 8 7,8

wi'wa spider nwa'waLa ? qa'yts there was a
spider (literally, with spider its
[condition of the] woi id) 30 3

lö that thing 32 10 nlö'we ii qd'49 there was such a
thing (literally, with that thing
[was as] its [asset the] world)
32.9

kwee'tt many live qaiot'nts kwee'tt ii mn they were
living in a small place (literally,
a small place [had as] their liv-
ing [place the] people) 50 7

k/al- to shout qakeleni'we i men they began to
shout (literally, began their
shouting [act, of the] people)
24.22

tt'k tne mans stand tci ti/k tne ii men they were stand-
ing theic (literally, there [the]
standing [place was of] people)
7428

To the same group of idiomatic expressions belong phi ases like x
(THOU, HE ) AM GETTING HUNGRY, I (rnou, HE ) AM GETTING

HEAVY etc The verb of such phrases in Coos is always the stem la
TO GO, which is preceded by the attributive complement amplified by
means of the modal suffix -to (see § 36) Consequently such a phrase,
literally translated, means INTO A STATE OF I (THOU, HE ) GO
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A very peculiar expression, though by no means conlined to Coos
alone, is the manner of forming sentences that have dual subjects.
Such sentences present two possibilities Either both subjects are
actually expressed, or only one is indicated while the other is under-
stood.

1 In sentences where one subject is understood, duality of subject
is indicated in Coos by using the verb in its dual form, followed imme
diately by the (expressed) subject.

ytY3a'wexEtc 2x wu'txe MI tö'rntL into the house they two returned
(the whale and) that old man 30.15, 16

tso a'yu tc' x Ia 1E umã'catc now, surely, there they two went
(he and) the grandmother 66.19

yt'xen qaItmi'qe tst I'nta i2x Ia id huu'mt.s one morning just hunt-
ing they two went (he and) his wife 110.26

ã'yu tc 2x la IE telettst'nätc surely, there they two went (she and)
the granddaughter 80.15, 16

2 If both subjects are expressed, it will be found that, in addition
to the dual form of the verb, the dual pronoun is placed before either
one or both subjects.

M'n hanL '2x ttUa'qciii ZE ü'mãc 2x pka/e there shall they two live
(namely) the grandmother (and the) grandfather 68.28

wdndj a 2x kwee'nym tE ix tsit'na i2x rna'qaL thus only they
two are known, that Thunder (and) Crow 19.10, 11

In a few instances a similar treatment has been found in sentences
with plural subjects

y'kca'wExetc tl Ia iF dd'mtl into the house they went (the two
women and) the man 128.7

ts'i tl huwe'tsëm iF huuJm,s just they got ready (he and) the (two)
women 130.17, 18

The last idiomatic formation worth mentioning here is the manner
of expressing comparison of adjectives in accordance with the three
degrees, the positive, the comparative, and the super1ative.

A comparative statement in the positive degree is expressed by means
of a whole sentence in which the adjective is treated as a noun appear-
ing with the nominal suffixes ES, tEs (see § 57), or -aye, aye (see
p 376), and is placed between the subject and object with which it is
compared The sentence is invariably introduced by means of the
conjunction hs ALSO (see § 110), and its comparative character is

3045°Bull. 40, pt. 2-12-27 118



further indicated by the use of the modal adverb ta, ta', so, sucu
(see 106). which immediately follows the subject of the sentence.

Ms rt'ne ta nhethe'teEs t ene I am as rich as you are (literally,
also I such I [have] wealth [as] this .you)

Ms 'ne ta xä'ntsEs 1E eene I am as sick as you are
M& ?j?ne ta' ?ttE' ritEs tE ene I am as good as you are
Ms m'ne ta's nhte'm8tEs IE eEfle I am as tall as you are
Ms xä ta xwä'wiye lE ene he is as light as you are
Ms ccä t&6päL !ä'ye 1E ene he is as heavy as you are
Ms tE la'ntic t& xtluwi'ye tE balti'm that river is as deep as

that ocean
In many instances the abstract noun expressing the adjective con

cept is repeated after the object, in which case the object (and also
the subject) assumes the function of a possessive pronoun (for pro-
nominal subjects and objects) or of a genitive case (for nominal objects
and subjects).

Ms ij'ne ta 1iqane'Es ii' ye qaine'ES I am as cold as you are (liter-
ally, also [of] me such [is] my cold [condition as is] your cold
[condition])

Ms eene ta yeEneF q!ana'tEs tE he'i'ne' q!ana'tEs you are as young
as I am (literally, also [of] thee such [is] thy youth [as is] that
my youth)

The comparative degree is expressed by means of a sentence in which
the adjective is used in its simple form, while the object is indicated
by the use of the instrumental suffix -Etc (see § 70). There is a
marked tendency to place the object at the beginning of the sentence.

yene'itc fllE54 I am better than you are (hteially [as compared],
with you I [am] good)

/4eVdtc nlE'yi I am better than he is
tne'ttc eqa you are taller than I am

xd rne'ttc tsd'yux' he is smaller than I am
rwtm tt'm2 y¼e'tte we two are stronger than you are

The superlative degree may be expressed in two ways. Either the
numeral particle gö's ALL (see § 109), amplified by means of the
adverbial suffix -Etc (see § 70), is placed before the simple form of
the adjective; or else the nominalized adverb ila'hatcEm (see § § 58,
104) is used for that purpose.

egotz'sttc lE'4 I am the best of all (for the use of the prefix x-
see*24)

tE1j t /ea'p .go'sttc pi !ts this here is my heaviest coat
xa 'lZa'liatcEm 1ie's .4ethe'te he is the biggest chief
xd ila'hatcEni tö'miL ma .& !ta'yastc he is the oldest man in the

viflage
*118
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TEXTS

ORIGIN OF DEATH

0x' s1a'tctni. La"3 ft kwee'tt5 La"3 I'kI itx
They cousins(were) These they lived These both theytwotwo mutually, together.

he. t'k .16 tsäyä'ne8 1e'x° tI'milI 10 hI"me. Y'xen 12 qalimi'ye'
are. Both small their (dual) male beings children. Once morning it got

nhuumake
with wives

wtcwehe'xtci la ã'la. In'7 he'nIye1' xä'nIs 10 Ia1' ã'la.
sick it is his child. Not a long time sick his child.

hats2° lEqa"wE2' Ia" ã'la. Xnan'ya22 ]a" ã'la, i Ia"'just died his child. Sorry (it) makes his child, when that
him (feel) one

IEqa'wE.21 TsO uI aqan'ya.25 HeImI'hs2' In'7 LO'wyam.7
died. Now they burled it. Next day not (he) eats.

maha''wat 28 1E 9 Wla. Hecr)'Lentc 30 qaIImI'ye 13 la"3
is looking after it the child. Four times at morning It got thatfrequently one

laatã'yahl lit" sla'atc.2 IEe 52 tcIne'heni. Tä'134 sTa! " XtcI'tcü'
went to'him his cousin. Thou thinking art. Halloo, cousin I How

tsI 14
just

Tsi'4
Merely

La"3
That
one

'Personal pronoun 3d person dual ( 18).
'sia- COUSIN; -ate suflix of relationship (1 65); -tat distributive (§ 72, 11, 7).
'Demonstrative pronous, ( 100).

pronoun 3d person plural ( 18).
'Plural stem ( 51).
'Numeral particle ( 109).
'is- WITH ( 21); hüensdke WIVES ( 78); -e auxiliary ( 44, 10, 7).
'Plural formation ( 78).
'Possessive pronoun 3d person dual ( 98).
"Plural formation ( 78, 115).
"Plural formation ( 78).
'yIxfi ONE (1101); -en multiplicative (175).
"qatim- HORNING; -lye transitional ( 35).
"Restrictive particle ( 94).
"wfhewahaxte- SICK; -i neutral intransitive suffix ( 81, 7)
"Possessive pronoun 3d person singular ( 98, 7).
"Particle of negation ( 112).
"heist- A WHILE; -lye transitional ( 35, 9).
"ran- SICK; -Is nominal ( 56).
"Conjunction ( 110).
"Singular stem (1 51).

Xafl- SICK; -anaya direct and indirect object pronoun ( 50, 7).
"Conjunction WHEN, AS, SINCE, WHILE ( 110).
"Conjunction ( 110).
2'eqe DEAn; -anaya direct and indirect object pronoun (II 50, 7).
"helmi To-MORROW; -18 ordinal ( 74, 10).
'7Li"- TO EAT; -aIm (1 55).
25maha- TO WATCH; -liwat frequentative ( 33).
"Definite article ( 17).
0 he'cr.ii FOuR; -entcls ordinal multiplicative

( 76).
"la- TO GO; -t transitive ( 26); -aya non-active object pronoun ( 47).
2Prsnl pronoun 2d person slngislar (1 18).

"tctne- TO THINK; -eni verbal (1 § 43, 10).
"Interjection (1111).
"Vocative (1 65).
58z. modal (1 24); tcitc particle (1 112); -11 interrogative (1 73).
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TsO24 qats48
Now still

toT59
there

te'1s3
this our

(dual)

L!ä'xEm.43
talking

condition.

I'niye ° tcitc42
no more manner

tcirie'heni.33 "E132 Lalahã'm15'
thinking (he) is. "Thee get even with,

I-thee
he'nive18 ã'vu'3 wltewehe"tc115

long time surely sick it is
xä'nIs.19 Mndj5' 1EqaFwE.2l

sick. Already (it) died.
123 lauS lEclauFwEzl la'° ã'la.
when that died his child.

one -

la. "T':[34 slit!3'
(he) "Halloo, cousin!
went.

ä'la. Kat'E'rnIsen3° qalimI'ye13
child. Five times morning it gets

L!'xEm,43 123 laUa dOw'ya wu'txe la'6 ä'Ia.
talking when that wants it (to) return his child.

condition one

ftx1
they
two

he144 sla!35 Hats2°
surely Cousin! Just

A'yu CUL60
Surely ought (to) return singly

wutxa'xa6' E1t2
about to

wu'txe hanL46 te'1s63
return shall these our

(dual)

ä'la." \Vändj42 Tlt Tn17
children." Thus (he) told "Not

it to him.
e532 cta'mtsam4S Lans nI'wets hani 46 ye137 Iluwe"tcIs 238 Wandj42

hanL46
shalt

thoneat! That happy will (be) thy heart." Thus
one

"Qaiku64 ftx' wutxa'xa' E1t62 te'1s63
"(I) thought they return singly about to these our

two (dual)

hi'me," ta65
children, and

Possessive pronoun 2d person singular (5 98).
°iluweztc- HEART (?); -Is nominal (5 56).
'5katE'm1s 5oUR; -en multiplicative (5 75).
4oSyntactic particle denoting the optative (5 91).
e Possessive pronoun 1st person singular (5 98).
4'MOdal adverb (5106).
4stUL- TO SPEAK; -REm generic (5 30)..
4lSyntactic particle denoting degree of certainty (55 88, 7).
a-q!ns TO EAT; -Is transitive (526); -am (55 55, U).
46Syntactic particle (5 87).

iiZ TO TELl, TO; -t transitive (5 26).
68Syntactic particle (89).
°tss NOT; -lye transitional (5 35).

0OSign of possession (97).
' LafiZ- TO CET EVEN wITH; -dm1 transitive subject and object pronOun I-THEE (55 46, 10).

02hanL sHALL; 1! sURELY (55 87, 88, 7).
(.sModal adverb (5106).

Modal adverb (5106).
Temporal adverb (5105).

65 particle (5 93); Ia so [literally, VERILY, nuT so] (5 106).
7 cit syntactic particle (90); -lye transitional (5 35).
°dSw- To WISH, TO DESIRE; -aye non-active object pronouu (547).

69 Local adverb (S 104).
5° Syntactic particle (55 90, 91).
°'Reduplicated stem wutxe TO COME BACK (5 83).
°2Syntactic particle (5 87).
6Possessive pronoun inclusive, dual (5 98).
64 particle denoting degree of knowledge (5 88).
66Conjunction (5 110).
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ye1 ' tluwe'Ttcls,38 kat'E'mIsen qaltmI'ye ' ° wu'txe ten41 a'la."
thy heart, five times morningitgets should return thatiny child."
Wändi 42 L!'XEffl. "Tn he144 sla.3' Hats20 e132 q!a'mtsam!45

Thus talking "Not surely cousin. Just thou - eat!
condition.

WLndj42 111t.47
thy

Iluwe'xtc1s.iSBLans nl'wets hanL46 ye137
heart." Thus (he) toldThat happy will (be)

it to him.one
wändj42ft50 1luwextc1s.38 Hats2°

thushis heart. Just
hanLel."52 A'yu in'7 yü54

not veryshall surely." Surely

la'° ã'la. 117 he'nIye'8
his child. Not long time

llë'kwaInta'° ft50 iluwe'tc1s,38
Very bad his heart

A'yu cilI'ye51 129 wändj42
Surely indeed he thus

it was
TsO24 a'yu'3

Now surely



yilL76 katE'mIsen39 qalimI'ye'3 wutxa'xa8'
if five times morning it return smgly

should gets
TsO24 yIqai'ni78 hela'qaxEm. Wandj42

Now so far it got (the story). Thus

[Translation)

Et63 hE29 ma lEqa"'wE.21
inten- the people die.
tion (who)

hatct!eni'yeqEm.8°
the story is being told.

Once upon a time there were two cousins. They lived together.
They were both married, and each had a little boy. One morning one
of the boys became sick. He was not sick long before he died. The
father felt sorry when the child died. Then they buried it.

The next day he (the father of the dead boy) could not eat. He was
merely looking at the dead child. On the fourth day he went to his
cousin. "Halloo, cousin! What do you think? Should my child re-
turn after five days? ""Oh, no, cousin!" answered the other one.
"You simply eat, and you will feel happy." He did not know what
to answer. He was merely thinking to himself, "I will certainly get
even with you."

After a short time the other man's child became sick. It was not
ill very long before it died. The father was very much grieved when
his child died. He therefore went to his neighbor and said to him.
"Halloo, cousin! I think our two children ought to return. They
ought to come back after five days." But the other man answered,

"es THOU ( 18); in NOT ( 112, 9).
"r- modal ( 24); wdncfj THUS ( 106).
'5 Syntactic particle ( 93).
'9Syntactic particle ( 89).
'°yanL IF (future)( 91); he CUSTOMARILY ( 87).
7' Syntactic particle ( 89).
72 mo8ai ( 24); ndwe ALL RIGHT.
"Demonstrative pronoun ( 100).
I4lil_ TO TELL; -t transitive ( 26); -ds transitive subject and object pronoun (46).
"Syntactic particle ( 89).
"Particle denoting the optative ( 91).
"L!d- TO SPEAK; -t8 transitive ( 26).
75 Adverb ( 104).
7slidaq TO ARRIVE; -xrnc generic ( 30 4, 11).
8°hdtclt! STORY; -eat verbal ( 45, 11); -iyeqEw. passive ( 40).
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qats45 la"3 n°6 dowä'ya'5 xwändj.°7 He'68 hanL46 yqa69 In17
however that thou didst want thus. (Emphatic) shall stiff not

thing not it
wfflxa'xa°' E1t62

yanLawe7° mi lEqa" WE,2' nayIm7' en66 dowa'ya'8
return singly going to whenever beings die, because thou not didst want

it
xwandj.6' Xnöwe72 23 cil tE73 xwaudj 67

e'32 I'ltã's."74
Wändj 42

thus. Right when indeed that thus thou didat tell it Thus
there to, thoume."

tcIne'henI.33 Ma'5 xnOwe'2

lE1ai3 wändj 42 lilt.47 Kat'E'msen35
thinking (he) is. However right that's thus (he) told it Five times

(the thing) to him.

qalimi'ye13 ilL40 wutxa'xa°' Et,° yilL'6 xwändj6' L!äts.'7 LE'yI ilL,40
morning it should return singly going If thus speak. Good would

gets to should be



"Oh, no, cousin! You just eat and you will feel happy again. I
had intended that our dead children should come back, but you did
not wish it that way And now, whenever people die, they will not
come back, because you objected to it You were right when you
spoke against it."

He was justified in thus addressing him People would have come
back after five days if he had originally consented to it It would
have been good if the dead people could come back. Here the story
ends. In this manner people relate this story.

THE THEFT OF FIRE AND WATER

Nm'heiiet' tE2
With people it that
(mutually) was there

uI k'!ätc!wäl.T t k!ax"p.7
They without fire. They without water.
Eit,h1 la"2 116 L !pqaqa'wat.12
intend, that they in the arm-pits to be,

thing cause it frequently.
tEm'Le'5 m la"2 tc!ictla'watl6

old people that cause it to be under-
thing neath, frequently

he11 1au2 q!mIts.'8 Yuwe1°
Custom- that (they) eat. Whenever

arily thing
LtL!ë"yat.2° WLndj21

scoop it out. That way

tsö5
now

L!M. GO"S3
land. All

yuxt1k2' he'll22
barely their

skweyenI'yeqEm2 lE25 tc !wul. iXtciteü26
it Is talkel about the fire. "How

tcitc4 lt'mxnW
kinds mixed up (they

were) mutually

mL.
(the)

be,nas.
t8 di'l° 116 Löwë"wat1°

When something they eat frequently
Xle'ttc'3 t'ahlats.14 La"2
With It with (they) dance. Those

he.lt TsO8 he" pI'etcI,17
custom- Now custom- warm it
arily. arily gets,

qa'Iyoq L!'le, la"2 he 116
salmon comes they are usually they

out, the ones

LOw'was.23 Lan2
food. That

thing
IlL,27 yIlL27 la"2 25

would if that we
it be, should thing

'n- adverbial ( 21); ma PEOPLE; -e auxiliary ( 44,10); -n distributive ( 37,25); -1 transitive
(28,4).

'Demonstrative pronoun ( 100).
'Numeral particle ( 109).
4Particle ( 112).
6Zfmr- TO Mix; -ni distributive ( 37).
8Personal pronoun 3d person plural ( 18)
7k!& privative ( 20).
8Conjunction ( 110).
5Pronomlnal particle ( 108).
10Ld"- TO EAT; -iiwat frequentative ( 33,8).
"Syntactic particle ( 87).
"LIpq- TO BE Ire ARM-PITS; -aiiwat frequentative causative ( 34); see also reduplication ( 83)
18y- instrumental ( 24); is article ( 17); -Etc Instrumental ( 70).
'4t'al- TO DANCE; -is transitive ( 26).
"Plural formation ( 78).
'6tc!icif MAT; -atiwat frequentative causative ( 34).
'Ipi of C- TO BE wn; -i neutral intransitive ( 31).
'5q!m- To EAT; -t8 transitive ( 26).
"yü VERY ( 106); he CUSTOMARILY ( 87); see also 9.
!sLtL! TO SCOOP OUT; -lyat causative (fi 27, 2).
"Modal adverb ( 106).
B Possessive pronoun 3d person plural ( 98).
53u- TO EAT; -dwa,i verbal abstract ( 59,8).
'4skw- TO TALK ABOUT; -eni verbal ( 45); -iyeqEm passIve ( 40,9).
25Article ( 17).
Mr modal (§ 24); trite MANNER ( 112); -Il Interrogative ( 73).
"Syntactic particle ( 91).
'5Personal pronoun 1st person plural ( 18).
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504 vo Go; -t transitive ( 26); -dya non-active object pronoun ( 47).

soLocal adverb ( 104).
81 Syntactic particle ( 87).
8tc!U To BURN; -cci causative passive ( 41,7).
33text. TO ENTER; -is transitive ( 26).

Syntactic particle ( 89).
35kUO"- TO sEE; -t transitive ( 26,8).
86LO"ICU- TO SIT; -t transitive ( 26,11).
57heq- TO ARRIVE; -t transitive (8526,7,11).
38r- modal ( 24); tanuxa- sInE; -ito modal (85 67,8).
sInterjection ( 111).
°Personal pronoun inclusive, dual ( 18).

d'a!Ec Toy; -cal verbal (8545,7).
42Syntactic particle ( 88).
(sk!ayaha- TO SmEAR; -iwat frequentative ( 88).
44x- locative ( 22); pElewU- oPPOsITE; -to adverbial (85 25,104); -ume nominalizing ( 64).

4tlienl- A WHILE; -lye transitional (85 85,9).
4601x- TO LOOK; -is transitive ( 26).
47qanlya'ta BELONGING TO A DIFFERENT TRIBE, A STRANGER.
48persOIlal pronoun 2cl person singular ( 18).
49possessive pronoun 1st person singular ( 98).
°Syniactic particle ( 90).

51 not be analyzed.
l2L!d TO SPEAR; -Is transitive ( 26).

lEqa"wyatae STORY (compare tEqauwE TO nra); -cal verbal (85 45,7).
Syntactic particle ( 92).

55n- adverbial (21); Pa BEFORE ( 104); -to adverbial (8525,103,10,7); -Ens adverbial abstract (& 58).
56Possessive pronoun 2d person singular (85 18,98).
SIhca- TO GROW; -e ( 80); see also 858, 118.
sSqano- OUTSIDE; -Ic adverbial (8525,104); -a directive ( 55).
SsTemporal adverb ( 105).
60L!an NEW; - adjectival ( 66).
aqaf OLD (compare qaiu WINTER); -fx adjectival ( 66).
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laatä'ya?"29_"Tciso hanL3' umn28 Ia." Tsö8 a'yu2' tel80 116 la.
go to it?"- "There shall we go." Now surely there they went.

A/yuzl tel30 11 he'Iaci. Ayu21 tc!lla'at32 tE2 tc!wl1, 1 116

Surely there they arrivef. Surely to burn it is that fire, when they
caused there

te'xtmts.33 Hats8 yIqax34 k 'tlo'wit lE25 xp. Lowa'kats3°
entered. Just right away (he) saw it the water. Sat

tcI3° 1E25 mi ha'lqait.37 Xta'n uxwItc35 LoWa'kats.36 "Tã'139
there the person (he) came to. sideways (he) was sitting. "Halloo,

sla! t8° alI'cani41 hanL."31 Hats8 kwa42 lb4 k!ayaha'ë1wat.43
cousin! We play shall" Just as if not (he) hears It.

two
XpEkwt'ltcume44 Lowa'kats.36 Tsö8 he'nIye,45 tsö8 1'lxats.4°
From the opposite side (he) sat. Now (after) a while now (he) ooked

at him.

"QanIya'ta47 e148 hen'n&''° sla hltc5° cantE ' W'tndj 21 L !äts.52
Stranger thou °my cousin (surprise) (?) " Thus (he) spoke.

"E145 lEqa"wIya'tanI53 L."54 "Ma34 eku42 e48 hen49 nIla'hatcEm55
"Thou story tell must." "But it must thou m at priority

be

Ia ye156 hau'we.S7 Ts08 qatsTM L!tc. He'nIye45 e'he qanOtca.ss
goes thy growth." Now, however, (he) went A while (he) was outside.

out, gone

TsO8 asO'59 text1ts.s3 "T'i39 sla! Anta t'2 nI'k!wa31 ye1ne'5°
Now again (he) entered. "Halloo, cousin!" Look this used (to be) thy

here

piil. TE2 ye1ne'-'56 pI la"2 L!a'nX.6° TE2 hen'ne"4° pjij lau2
rndian That thy Indian that (is) new. That °my Indian that
cradle, there cradle one there cradle one

qa'1ex61; ta5 t'2 nI'k!wa31 yemen56 na"hln, ta nl'k!wa'
(is) old; and this used (to be) thy shinny-club, and this used (to be)

here here



hen'ne nat1'hn, ta8 t'2 nI'k!wa31 yemneLIs kwä'sIs,62 ta8
my shinny-club, and this used (to be) thy ball, and this

here here
nI'k!wa3' hen'neu49 kwä'sIs.2 L!a'nëx6° yemen56 kwL'ss.62 Qa'lex6'
used (to be) °my ball. New (is) thy ball. Old (is)
t'2 hen'ne' kwä'sis.62 Kwa kwe42 yii2' In4 ã'yu21 L54 tda."this °my ball. As If perhaps very not surely must cousin."here (bel
Tel30 Mto'tsa'tExa. A'yu2' k'ilö'wt.35 ttA'yu21 cftl'ye64 slit.There (he) put them down for Surely (he) saw it. "Surely indeed cousinhim, it is
Tel30 ft e48 Lo"k". Is 40 alI'canl4l hanL."3' Tsö9 'yu 21
There surely thou sit down. We play shall." Now surely they

two two
haIt'tEmeu "Y'kwanL ° dI'ltcE'tc 69 ten 7° L!aqa'wat,71gamble together. "Perhaps shall something thit I point myfingerat

with him frequently,
1 1a' 2 L!'tEta 72 hI 25 na'm'xqa?" TcIne'henI.73 "YI'küLwhen that puts (his) hands the players?" (He) is thinking. "Perhapsone behind (his) back would be(one of)
xtcltc yü27 wi'yete nxwa'lxwal76 i77 x'i!owa'ë'wat? 78

in the if would a piece of in eye "1 cause it to be inside?manner abalone shell
Lexa'tcEm hanL31 n77 qa'qal. Cm80 L!oTkmi'tsSl hanL,31 yanL27
Inside, the part shall 'I sleep. You support you-me shall, if shall.

n L!'tEta."2 Wftndj 21 L!h'xEm.82 Windj 21 1i1t83 1E25 ma'nat.
I put (my hands) Thus talking, Thus (he) told the crowd.behind (my) back," condition, it to

A'yu21 yIqa'x wändj.21 TsO5 !yu2 L!aqa'1wat, 71 1aU2
Surely just thatway. Now surely (he)points(the)finger when that

at him, frequently one
L!tE'ta.72 A'yu21 yftxw' ma L!OTk1TIëlwat,84 TcI'tc1185 0E 85 dItl 9

puts (his) Surely two persons support him steadily. How sur- thingshands behind prise(his) back.
itsm.87 Xya'bas 88 yaptt'tsa la ° pt'likis,1 ilL °° ye'es, lii ° toil!, Ia 90
happened. Maggots ate up his anus, his face, his nose, his

sikwd8?; -Is nominal ( 56).
Ehitd, TO PUT DOWN; -(8 transitive ( 26); -tEa, direct object pronoun plural (154); -a indirect object

pronoun ( 49; see also § 7).
1 syntactic particle ( 90); -lye transitional ( 35).

65Syntactic particle ( 88).
56Personal pronoun 3d person dual ( 18).
8hai- TO GAMBLE; -t transitive ( 26); -t transitive ( 26); -me" reciprocal ( 29; see also 4).
55yiku syntactic particle ( 88); hank SHALL ( 87,8,9).

dIi1 SOMETHING ( 108); -to adverbial ( 25); -Etc instrumental (§ 70).
'°Personal pronoun 1st person singular (j 18, 98).
71L!aqa- TO POINT AT; -fiwat frequentative ( 33).
75L!tEta TO PUT ONE'S HAND BEHIND TEE BACK (during a game).

tcln- TO THINK; -eni verbal ( 45, 10).
74ylku PERHAPS ( 88); dl WOULD BE ( 91, 9).
75x- modal ( 24); (cite particle ( 112).
'5n- adverbial ( 21); a,walzwat EYE ( 83, 116).
T7Personal pronoun 1st person singular ( 18).
sXL!d"- TO BE INSIDE ( 54); -afiwat frequentative causativs ( 84, 8).

75lexatc INSIDE ( 104); -EnS adverbial abstract ( 58).
8sPersonal pronoun 2d person plural ( 18).
511!OXIC'in- TO STEADy, TO SUPPORT; -dis transitive, subject and object pronoun TROD-ME ( 46).
52L!d-TO TALK; -zim generic suffix ( 30).

iil- TO SAY To; -t transitive ( 26).
54L!dzk.in- TO SUPPORT; -8(wat frequentative ( 83),
5teitc particle (§ 112); -ü interrogative ( 73).
56 Syntactic particle denoting surprise ( 90).

tts TO DO, TO BE ( 113); -fm suffix defining the subject ( 30).
ss x- discriminative (§ 23); yaba8 MAGGOT.
85ya5- MAGGOT; -t transitive ( 26); -ts transitive ( 26, 25); -a indirect object pronoun (1 49).
50Possessive pronoun 3d person singular ( 98).
5'pftfk' ANUS; -is nominal ( 56).
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kuha!ilas. HIs 8 InlhenIyeEs92 xy
ears. Also (in) no time m

I'lxats. 4e
(he) looked

at it.
28 tqats.107

we win (game).

L !O'k Inë"wat84 xpqai'hitc.
support him steadily from (the) back. Ab

a'bas58 q!rnits.'8
aggots ate him.

La"2 In4 la'-'2
That not that
one thing

LOwa'kats.36 Xyiixwä'
(he) sat. Two per-

sons
W1'yax x'L!Owa'ë'wat78 un
- alone shell (he) caused to be his in

inside
xwa'lxwal. Lexa'tcEm qa'qal. La"2 qats kwa42 /yii 21

eye. Inside, the part (he) slept, That one just as if surely
kwt'nait.9 RIte° wt'yax 25 x'L!I'ye° lan xwa'lxwal. Hats8
looked at it. Surprise abalone it inside it is his In eye. Just

shell
1a'mak Löwa'kats.36 AsI'L3° Ia xIiuwI'ye JEX'°° ,ya'bas, 18

bones sitting. Halfway goes its growth (of) the maggots, when
la'' 2 xya'bas 88 LOw&'wat.1° Itse'ts 101 ylku 65 11 65 la" 2 henI'yeEs 92
that the maggots eat him continually. May be surely he for some timeone

ht'n12° Löwa'kats.3° Tsö5 wändj2t tcIne'heni.73 '6YIkwanLes diultoE'to6S
there (he) sat. Now thus thinking "Perhaps shall something

with
tEn 70 L!aqa'ë'wat?" 71 Hats 8 kwanL 102 4 VU21 dIll 9 uavan'wive,lOstht I

mm iretjueuiiyr snail
yüL27 xle'1tc' n L!aqa'elwat.7l Wändj 21 tcine'henI.
if would with it '1 point my fingers at Thus thinking.with him frequently."
I'lxats46 lB25 ya'bas; ma34 II hats8 la'mak' S1L'në'.104
(he) looked the maggots; how- surely just bones joined

ever together.
105

'-'- ' he becomes
point my finger ,t Just as if not eery something ' scareá,

YI'qa34 In4
Still not

YI'qa 34 In4
Still not

k ellëiwat, 200 Clnse scg ats hanL31 tn2 te !wal. vaim27
"You not forget It. You gab shall that fire, - "if shall

there

"in negation (§ 112); abbreviated form of diii (§ 108); lzeniye A WHILE; -Es noun of quality ( 57).
9' x- discriminative ( 23); yS'xwd Two ( 101),
'4x- FROM ( 22); pqai BACK; -lie local suffix ( 67, 10).
55 lä possessive pronoun 3d person singular ( 98); n- adverbial ( 21).
96kwjna TO LOOK; -t transitive ( 26).
'7cCL!- TO BE INsIDE ( 54); -'lye transitional ( 35).
"Sign of possession ( 97).
55zifu- DEEP; -'lye nominal suffix (( 80,8).
'°°lE article ( 17); z- discriminative ( 23).
101 See § 113.
'02kwa As IF ( 88); hanL 5HALL ( 87, 9).
'°'qaya"- TO BE AFRAID; -'lye transitional ( 35, 8).
'°481L- TO JOIN; -net distributive ( 37).
"5 sin personal pronoun, 2d person plural (§ 96); in xov (see§ 9.
"k-el- TO FORGET; -itwat frequentative ( 33); see § 83.
1O tq- TO WIN; -18 transitive ( 26).
'sx-Ent TO RUN; -iyct causative ( 27); -a indirect object pronoun (( 49,11).

numeral (§ 101).
"Personal pronoun lot person singular ((96).
"XEflt- TO RUN; -'lyaf causative (( 27).

That one also that water you cause it to run
La"2 hIss tE2 xaap cm 80 x'mnti'ta 108

there
hanL."'

shall."

Wändj21 L!ä'xEm.5 YIx"°9 ma wündj2' L!i'xEm.82 "Nn'xkan 110
That way talking, One person that way talking, "Icondition, condition.

hanL3' 1aU2 n77 x'IntI'yat" tE2 xaap._Ti2 1au2 e"5 x.IntI'yathhl hanL31
shall (be) the I run, cause it that water, This the you to run, cause it ,phallone there here one
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I'1xats.° Hats 8 yI'cia tci 30
(at) looked. Just contilcually there
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Tsö8 xwüiidj" i'lt.83 "Kwi'yal"2 halt!"3 e'ne"4 he"
Now thus (he) told "Now now thou custom-

it to arily
him.

L!tE'ta."72 Wändj" 111t.53 "YI'kwanL68 dI1Itclf'tc 69tEfl7° L!aqa'ë1watP"
put (thy) Thus (he) told "Perhaps shall something tl?is point the finger at

hands behind It to with here I him continually?"
(thy) back." him.

120h16 L"7 fiL27 1E')/I,
That neces- would good,
thing sarily be

K' !atc!h!yims"° la"3
Without dying down that one

(the fire)

tE' tc!wäl."
that fire."
there

"Hats8 In4 yü2' dIilS
"Just not very some-

thing
yüL27 x'Ow'yasEtc'15

if snake with
should

yU2' qayaw'waL."5
very scaring.

11 L!aqa'ë'Wftt."7'
I point (my) finger at

him continually."
tc!tla'at.'2° Tsö8 ä'vu21 x'öwä'yasEtc"5 L!a'clat.12' LoWItI'yeqEm.'22
to burn, it is Now srely snake with (he) pinted (He) iswathhing

caused, (the) finger himself.
at him.

X owã'yas han123 djI'letc xa'Pmats.124 Hats'2' kwa42 xtcItc
Snake his at thighs wraps around. Just looks like something

Itsëm.87 Ma34 ai'wa'28 In kIlo'wIt.3' Han123 we'hel la"2
happened How- still not (he) sees It. His to waist that

ever one

he'laq 1E2' rOwa'yas. Han123 ye'es laul kwa42 l'nuwIt.'2'
arrived the snake. His to mouth that one as if threatens

(to go).

Ak'a'nak"8 he"lta hEx129 x'owa'yas. Hats8 han'3° kwa42
Sticks out (the) tongue the snake. Just will as if

han'23 tcul la"2 te'xtits33 1E25 xowa'yas. Qai"qa'yona'ya,'3' 18

hi in nose that one enter the snake. Afraid, (it) made him, when

la"2 k'ilö'wit.35 SI'xIts132
that (he) saw it. (He) shook it
one off

ye'es. XI'x'Intü136 lB25
mouth. (It) is being taken the

away quickly

la"2 x'IntI'yat1" lE2S tc!wal. He1yu139 xtca'yux"'38 ma a"2
the (to) run, causes the fire. Very small person the
one (he is) one

e"qatce.'33 NEqa'ya.'34 L !xanã'vëm135
one side to. (He) ran away Throw (inlefinite)

from it. (People shout at him)

tc!waJ. Hë1kwaln"7 xhü'wIs'38 ma
fire. Very poor person

(is)

liiTemporal adverb ( 105).
iliTemporal adverb ( 105).
114 Personal pronoun 3d person singular ( 96).
ill qcyas- TO FEAR; -dwaL nominal suffix ( 59).
116 Demonstrative pronoun ( 100).
117 Syntactic particle ( 92).
"8x'ôwdyas sNAKE; -hic instrumental ( 70).
1"k/ä- privative ( 20); fe/ha- TO ExTINGUIsH; -ayims nominal ( 80).
120 tc!il- TO BURN; -aat passive causative (if 41, 7).
1i'L!aqa- TO POINT AT WITH ONE'S FINGER; -t transitive (f 26).
III f5oxt- TO WATCH; -tyeqxm passive (if 40, 3, 11).
Iisj,d possessive pronoun 3d person singular ( 98); so- adverbial ( 21).
lIsxsim. TO WRAP AROUND; -Is transitive ( 26).
120 Conjunction ( 110).
126 Temporal adverb ( 105).
127 firouwi vanv, modal adverb ( 106); -t transitive ( 26).
liSak'csok'- TO STICK OUT ( 4).
120 hE article (§ 17); c- discriminative ( 23).
'10Syntactic particle ( 87).
ll'qayalo- TO SCARE; -andya direct and indirect object pronoun (if 50, 3,82).
1iI5' To SHAKE OFF; -is transitive ( 26).
133 Local adverb (if 104, 103, 55).
"4sssq TO RUN AWAY; -olga non-active object pronoun ( 47).
"2L!xan- TO THROW; -olga ( 47); -era suffix defining the subject (if 30, 9).
136 x'Ent- To RUN; -ü present passive (if 38, 82).
217 Syntactic particle ( 93).
1lS. discriminative ( 23).
"he syntactic particle ( 93); psi VERY, modal adverb ( 106).



t!kwl'tsa14° 1E25
kicks it the

K'ha'riasatc1 h
at One was put in the fire. With it goes his
xp ha'k wal 14S hE'mtset,149 18 lau 2 t!kwI'tsa.14°
water as if (to) lay bare, when that kicked it.

caused, it was, one
gl'mtset'5' lE'tsIx ., 152 Kumene'Iletc 113 L!xana 1l4

it was
1E25 tc!wãl. K!we'hetc'55 1a112 L!xant.156 Hats8
the fire. Willow into that threw it. Just

one
mändj 150 lkwI'htu. 157 Tsö8 asö' 150 116 wu'txe

Ear in th
xna'at.147 L25

quickness The
(he runs).

Mãndj'5° hats8
Already Just

XpIye'etc Lowa'haitl4z hE25 men
water. In the manner of run the people.

going home
a1-'2 IExalxä'yu'45 hE25 tc!wal. Nle'hI146 la 98

xaap.

(to) rain caused right here. Brush into (he) threw It,

L !xant,156
(he) threw It,

tsI'xtL'58
already to blaze, it begins. Now again they returned here.

Xtemi'towetc159 lEt!'60 ntc !wã'le,'°' Xtemi'towetc 159 towe'°2
From that time on they with fire are. From thattime on usually

g1'fflit.1°3 La"2 xwiindj 21 towe162 gI'iñIt.'°3 Xwändj 21
(it) rains. That (is) thus (the usually (it) rains. That way only

ntanner how)
kwee'niydm.'° TsO8 tel3° j'wIxEm.166
know it (indefinite). Now there end, condition.

[Translation]

The earth was full of people. All kinds of people lived in a
mixed.up fashion. They had no fire or water. Whenever they
wanted to eat, they would put the food under their arms (in order
to heat it) They would dance with it, or the old people would sit on
it. And when the food became warm, then they would eat it. When-
ever salmon came ashore, they used t'o scoop it out.

'401!kw- TO KIcK; -Is transitive ( 26) -a indirect object pronoun ( 49).
'41x modal ( 24); piX- TO GO HOME; -eric modal ( 36; also § 3).
'42Lswaha6- TO RuN; -t transitive ( 26).
'4'Plural formation ( 78)..
'4/J,a'fias EAR; -etc local ( 68, 7),
"1iar- TO BE INSIDE (singular object); -dyu past passive (il 39, 83, 54).
148n- adverbial ( 21); -lB article ( 17); -i instrumental ( 80, 10).
'475ee § 118.
'45syntactic particle ( 88).
149 hxm- TO LAY OPEN; -is transitive ( 26); -et causative passive ( 41).
15sTemporal adverb ( 11)5).

'61g1m- TO RAIN; -is transitive (§ 26); -et causative passive ( 41).
'511E article ( 17); tsix MERE, local adverb ( 104).
'51k,mene'1l BRUSH; -etc local ( 68).

L/ ran- TO THROW; -a indirect object pronoun ( 49).
lMlc!wehe. WILLOW; -etc local ( 68, 9).
"L!ran- TO THROW; -t transitive ( 26).
Dlkwil. TO BLAZE; -t transitive; -u transitional ( 55, 114).

'68Local adverb ( 104).
115X FROM, locative ( 22); temltowetc (see § 106).
161tE article ( 17); U personal pronoun 3d person plural (1 96).
'61n- WITH, instrumental ( 21); Ic/wa) FIRE; -eauxiliary ( 44).
'62See87
565g'im. TO RAIN; -t transitional ( 26, 114).
164 Syntactic particle (§ 94).
551kwaan- TO KNOW; -aya non-active object pronoun ( 47); -m suffix defining the subject ( 30, 7).
166dw. TO FINISH, TO END; -xm generic ( 30).
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In this manner they had hardly any food. They were all the time
talking about fire. "How would it be if we should go after fire?"
"Let us go" They went When they arrived, they found the the
burning; and one of them saw the water. The chief of the people
(to whom they came) was sitting indoors. He was sitting sideways.
"Halloo, cousin!" said the earth-chief. "Let us gamble (for the fire
and water)!" The skychief acted as if he did not hear. The earth-
chief sat down opposite him. After a short time the sky-chief looked
up and said, "You belong to a djfferent tribe, so in what way areyou
my cousin? You must tell a story." But the earth-chief answered,
"You are older than I," and he went out. After a while he came
back and said, "HalIoo, cousin! Look! this here is your Indian cra-
dle.1 Your Indian cradle' is new, while mine is old. And this here
is your shinny-club,' while that there is my shinny-club.' This is
your ball,' and that one is my ball.' Your ball' is new, but mine is
old. Is it not so?" Then he put all these things before him. The sky-
chief looked at them, and said, "Indeed, it is so, 0 cousin! Sit down
here, we will gamble."

They began to play. The earth-chief thought to himself, "With
what shall I point my finger at the player who puts his hand behind his
back Suppose I put a piece of abalone shell into my eye I will
sleep in the inside part of my eye." Then he said to his followers,
"You shall support me when I put my hands behind my back;" and
what he demanded was done.

Then he pointed his finger at him (the sky-chief) when he put his
hand behind his back. Two men were supporting him. Thus things
happened. Maggots began to eat up his (the sky-chief's) anus, his
face, his nose, his ears. Soon the maggots ate him up; but he did
not notice it. He kept on sitting there. Two men were still sup-
porting him from the back. He had an abalone shell in his eye, and
was sleeping in that inside part. Now it seemed as if the sky-chief
were looking at it. To his surprise, he saw an abalone shell in the
other man's eye. By this time only bones had remained of him, for

I "Cradle" or "bed" is a piece of canvas (In former days tanned hide) spread on the ground and
stretched by means of pegs or nails, before which the player participating in the so-called "game of
guessing" was squatting, while mixing the sticks in his hands, which were held behind his back. Upon
receiving the guessing-signal from a player of the opposite side, the sticks were thrown on the "cradle,"
usually one by one, while the marked stick was laid bare.

The informnt was mistaken in the use of these terms. "Club" and "ball" are used in a game
of shinny, while the game played by the two chiefs was the favorite game of "guessing."
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the maggots had eaten up almost half of his body. The earth-chief
was sitting there for a while, and began to think, "With what shall
I point my finger at him? It seems that I ought to point at him with
some very terrible thing." The sky-chief still did not look at the
maggots. Only his bones, joined together, were sitting there. Still
he did not look.

Now the earth-chief said to his people, "Don't forget to seize the
fire as soon as we win the game.And you take hold of the water."
One of his men said, "I will run away with the water, and you ought
to run with the fire." The earth-chief said to the head man of the
sky-people, "Now it is your turn to put your hands behind your
back." All the time he was thinking to himself, "With what shall I
point my finger at him? it seems that nothing terrifies him. It will
be very good if I point at him with a shake."

In the mean time the fire kept on burning. He then pointed at him
with a snake. But he (the sky-chief) was on the lookout. The snake
coiled around his thigh. Still he did not mind it. It crawled up to
his waist and threatened to go into his mouth, all the while sticking
out its tongue. Soon it seemed as if it were about to enter his nose.
The sky-chief became afraid when he saw this. He shook off the
snake and ran away. People were shouting at him.

The earth people quickly seized the fire. A very poor man ran away
with the fire, while a little man kicked the water. They were running
homewards. The man put the fire into his ear while running. As
soon as the water was spilled, it began to rain. The fire was thrown
into some willow-brush, and soon began to blaze. Thus they returned.
From that time on, people have had fire; and from that time on, it has
rained. Thus only the story is known. This is the end of it.


